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TRAINING
Cornerstone of Readiness and Key to Victory

Over the past several weeks, a few editorial writers have made the astounding discovery
that American soldiers could die during a war with Iraq. Really. At die same time, stories
about soldiers refusing to deploy to Saudi Arabia in favor of conscientious objector status have
received considerably more attention than they are due. Even harder to fathom are stories
about how Army recruiters have duped large numbers of recruits, offering the promise of a
college education while masking the possibilities of potential combat until the contract is
made. Obviously. such stories suggest a naivete qbout the current crisis or the results of a slow
news day. Perhaps both. Thankfully not many remain totally oblivious to the real reason
for the Army. A Kansas Cir Star editorial writer observed that a conscientious objector's
"flashes of revelation" are especially questionable "long after the enlistment and only at the
approach of a clear and present danger."

We are also seeing the testimony of former secretaries of defense and former and serving
commanders recommending caretui consideration ,efore 'exercising the mlihtarN option.
'the scribes suggest that our warrior leaders have feet of clay and are losing their resolve to
wield military force. Nothin,,. repeat nothing. could be ftirther firom reality Ratier the mid -

tary professional, seeing the potential futility and waste in the precipitous use of force, is a
realist who knows the uncertainty of war. To their credit, military leaders are goiiz to extreme
lengths to inform the public concerning the risk of entering a wat. "If war comes," tiex
warn, "it will be intense, high-speed, ferocious, fought night and day. but not quick, easy, or
'surgical.'

The reluctance to use force should not be construed as a lack ot confidence or the inability
to use it. If Saddam Hussein believes that such stories indicate a weakening US resolve re-
garding his naked aggression, then he will have made his second mistake.

What does all this have to do with trainin, our theme for this nonth? Everything. By
the middle of the month, the current generation of soldiers mav ver, well face the first real
test of its war-fighting capability. The results will show how well this Any has trained and
has been equipped for combat against an adversary with a broad range of weaponry, the deni-
onstrated willingness to use it and a combat capability forged and tempered during a grinding
eight-year war with Iran. Already. US logistics, mobilization and support systems are being
validated in the unprecedented troop deployment. Combat. if it is necessary, will further vali-
date the resurgence in combined arms trainin, durin, the last 10 year. the management and
personnel systetrs that have grown since the end of the Vietnam War. the Volunteer Army
concept, CAPSTONE and, most of all, the philosophies and the systems of trainingz an-
chored by the combat training centers and fieled 1,v lessons learned in the Mojave Desert.

The importance and the challenee of trainni are punctuated in Anny Chief of Staff Gen-
eral Carl E Vuono's article, 'Trainin2 and the Annv of the 1990s." Other theme articles ad-
dress aspects of this critical topic. Training is much too broad to cover in a single issue, ad
we will return to this theme later. Whar we intend to do is wher your appetite to rmad. study and
write on training. That you ccry even one idea iront dhi i, ue and adapt it to your training,
regimen is our goal.

My grade school teacher used to say. "It is too late to stud-; when you are called upon to
recite." The Army may soon be called upon to recite in Southwest Asia. The outcome will
show how well we have done our homeworz.
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and the
ARMY of the 1990s

General Carl E. Vuono, US Army

In no other profession are the penalties for That message reminds us from across the ages
employing untrained p,.rsomnel so appaling or that training is the decisive factor in the out-
so irrerocable as in the Ann-%. -Dowula,,,,cArmu, come of battle and the ultimate determinant of

the fate of the nation.
N THE spring of 1950. the United States wa, In this article, I want to discuss the signifi-

*at peace--an exhausted and uneasy peace ui cance of training in the Army of today and the
whichthe world was still reeling from the great "why" and "how" of training in the Army of to-
cataclysm of World \,ar 11. Nobod)v expected morrow. For it is training that prepares soldiers,
another war; nobodv wanted one. Yet, on 25 units, and leaders to fight and win in combat-
June, the peace was suddenly and violently shat- the Army's basic mission.
tered as the armies of Kim II Sung swept into The Army Today. As we enter a new dec-
South Korea. A small group of American sol- ade, the US Army bears little resemblance to the
diers was hastily oreanc:ed into an ad hoc task force of 40 years ago. Indeed, as we have wit-
force and was thrust into the breach to try to nessed in a year of great challenge, the Army of
stem the tide of the North Korean onslaught. 1990 is the finest fighting force this nation has
These men fought with courage, but they were ever fielded and the best in the world today. This
ill-prepared, poorly equipped and, most impoxr- is more than rhetorical flourish. It is a reality
tantly, inadequatel" trained for the tasks they that has been repeatedly demonstrated in exer-
were given. As a result, many of them never cises throughout the globe, in the crucible of
came home, and the United States was verv combat in Panama and in Operation Desert
nearly run off the Korean peninsula by the arm\ Shiel-the most complex military undertaking
of a backward and impoverished nation. in more than a generation.

The lessoms of those early days of the Korean This Army did not come about by accident.
War are many and vaned, but they all reinforce It ii the product of a comprehensive and vision-
a powerful message that has 4been pervasive ary plan that has as its foundation the Army's six
throughout the histon of armed conflict and i, fundamental imperatives--principles that are
of .sin,ular relevance t,, the US Army of todav, the benchmark by which we measure every pro-
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posal and every program. and form the architec-
ture by which we are building the Army of the It is training that enables our
future. Thiese imiperativvs include an effective soldiers to bring to bear the awesome
W.affiomtin'. doctrine: a mix (it annored. light, potential of our modem weapons; it is
andi special operations torces: continuous mtod- training that builds the kinds of sergeants
ernimation: the developmencit of comlpetenit, con- and oflicers that our soldiers deserve.
fident leaders: -and an unbending commitment And it is training that makec quality
to a quality force. At the base ot each of these Americans commit themselves to join our
is the sixth imperative and the top priorityv for ranks and quality soldiers commit themi-
the Araw in the field: tough. demianding., realis- selves to a ljfetime of selfless service.
tic training, relentlessly executed to uncompro-
misingt standards;.

For it isz training that brings our wvartfighting
doctrine to life. it is training that ives u,; the in- WVby We Train. The fundamental impor-
dispensable capacity to I nteUrt'le the variots c- tance of training-a truth that is self-evident to -

mnent.s Of our mix of forces into packag,-es that are military leaders-is not widely understood by
efi~ctive against srecific threat wve filice. It 6~ manyv outside of the profession of arms. In the af-
training, thaIt enables ouri soldiers it, bring, to bear tentiath of the collapse of the Soviet empire,

the awesomne p-otential of our modern wveapons, some have called into question the need to.......
it is training that butilds the kind; tit sergts manain readiness and training within the
and officers that our soldiers deserve. And it i: Army. After all, the argument goes, since the ...
training that makes qualitv Americans commit Soviet threat has receded and since the WVest
themselves to i oin our rank- and q1uality soldiers would have greatly extended w\arning times of-
commit themselves to a lifetime of seltiess; serv-- any renewed Soviet military challenge, wye can
ice. In short. it is traininLe that undergirds the affo~rd to scale back the training and readiness ot
Arnwi ot today. and it k~ training, that we must many of our forces. T1hat is the same argument

ssan; we share the Annv of the future. that welhave facet. afer every -ar in our history,

MILITARY REVIE $ 4 0.
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and theend of the Cold War is apparently no historically trail in the wake of the collapsing
different, empires. It is, therefore, critical that we retain

The events of 2 August 1990 have dampened the high levels of training that we have achieved
the public enthusiasm tr this perspective, but within the US Army, Europe and in those forces
we can expect it to surface again in the years earmarked to reinforce our forward deployed
ahead. So it is important that, within our profes- units there.
sion,.we clearly understand why training will re- But the days are over in which the major chal-

lenges to our national interests rested exclusively
on the continent of Europe. The brutal and un-

As we marvel at the collapse provoked aggression by Iraq against Kuwait is a
of the Soviet empire, we also witness the vivid preview of the nature of the international

birh of a new era of unceflainty and system in the decade of the 1990s and beyond.

peril, an era in which the threats we will Two features of the Iraqi attack underscore the
confront are themselpes ill--defined... enduring importance of training. First, the at-

we must also p ar e for the implications tack came with virtually no warning. Had our
w the m sta prpa frh s im atin forces across the entire Army not been trained
of the instability and chaos that and ready, the credibility of our response would

historically trail in the wake of the have been negligible.
collapsing empires. It is, therefore, Second, we no longer have the luxury of con-

critical that we retain the high levels of sidering the developing world to be militarily in.
aiin thwe he A d significant. Iraq struck its neighbor with a so-
within the US Army phisticated array of weapons and forces, and

with demonstrated capabilities that were once
thought to be reserved to the major powers.

main so vital in the year, ahead, and that we If we were to deter Iraqi aggression against
carefully articulate our training rationale to Saudi Arabia and be prepared to defeat an at-
those whose support Is SO critical to our future. tack if deterrence proved unsuccessful, our

The training imperative is driven by three- ba- forces had to be trained and ready from the mo-
sic and interrelated resxonsibilities: the Armys ment they arrived in the Arabian desert. More-
strategic obligations in the evolving intemation- over, they had to be trained and ready to fight
al environment, the Army's requirement to and win on a high-intensity battlefield-a
shape the force for tomorrow, and our sacred dut battlefield that included the specter of chem-
to our soldiers. Each of these responsibilities ical warfare.
is ot central importainc it, the Amy and th. Iraq's aggression in the Persian Gulf highlights
nation. the perilous nature of the evolving international

The International Environment. Tough, environment and reinforces the undiminished
realistic training ha-, always been crucial to our requirement for the Army to be trained and
national success, and In the years ahead, the na- ready. If the wave of the future is the "come as
ture of the international environment will rein - .ou are" war, then we must be ready to go at all
force that importance yet again. As we marvel times.
at the collapse of the Soviet empire, we also wit - Reshaping the Army. The mandate for
ness the birth of a new era of uncertainty and trained and ready forces is reinforced by our plan
peril, an era in which the threats we will confront for reshaping the Army of the future. In response
are themselves ill-detino,. Although we ap- to revolutionary developments abroad and re-
plaud the political trends that are occurrin,- source constraints at home, we have begun to
within the Warsaw Pact. we must also prepare for shape a smaller Army-one with fewer soldiers
the implications of the instability and chaos that and fewer units.

4 January 1991 * MILITARY REVIEW
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* Iraqi forceslIn
I Kuwait City shadty

Safer the 2 August
1990 Invasion.

But even as we shape the future Army, our .
strategic responsibilities will continue to span
the globe. So) every soldier, every unit, and every
leader within our smaller force structure must be X
fully trained to fiazht and win. We cannot afford

to adopt a course which some have proposed-a
course of so-called tiered readiness in which
some of our units are fully trained while others,
are not. Undcr such a propsal., it is hkeh" that , .t
the forces that are fidly trained would be inade- '_ ." "
quate in number to deter or defeat ratq-like ag-
gression throughout the world, while short ,
warning times and sophisticated adversaries

would deny us the time necessary to bring other
forces up to full readiness.

So if we are to be a smaller Army-and we will
be-then we can never relax our efforts to estab- -
lish and achieve the highest standards of training
throughout the Arm. We no longer have the luxuy

Commitment to Soldiers. Finally, we nmust of considering the developing world to
train with our eyes firmly fixed on our sacred re- be mi/itariy insggiyfiant. Iraq struck its
sponsibilities to the sons and daughters of this neighbor with a sophisticated array of
nation who are entrusted to our care. Our sol- weapons andforces, and with demons-
diets depend upon their leaders to train them in trated capabilities that were once thought
peacetime so that they can fight, win and survive to be reserved to the major powers...
in battle. General "Light Horse" Harry Lee of Iraq's aggression in the Persian Gulf
Revolutionary War fame clearly captured our re- highlights the perilous nature of the
sponsibilitv when he cautioned that "a govern- evolving iterational environment and
ment is the murderer of its o\vn citizens when it reinforces the undiminished requirement
sends them to the field untrained and untaught." for the Army to be trined and ready
No leader in America's Army must ever If the wave of the future is the "come as
guilty of that most inexcusable lapse of profe:- you are" wa, then we must be
sional responsibiliry. ready to go at all times.

So whenever a serg,eant takes the extra time a i a ins
to plan his training in precise detail, whenever
he spends those extra hours executing his
training to exacting standard-,, whenever he cer-must understand, attain, sustain and en-
devotes that extra effort to scrupulously asses,- force the highest standards of combat readine:-
ing his training, he is inv'esting in the lives of his through tough, realistic, multiechelon com-
soldiers, bined arms training designed to challenge and

Thus. it is clear that the nature of the evolving develop soldiers, units and leaders.
international environment, the ArmyIs respon- How Ve Train. That is the "why" of trainin,.
sibilities to shape the force for the future, and our The "how" is embodied in the Amw's compre.
enduring obligations to our soldiers all require hensive training strategy. As we contront an en
that the Army of tomorrow be as trained and vironment of constrained resources, we 11uw;
ready as the Army of today. Accordingly, every move fomard aggressivelv to shape our trainint.
Army leader--every sergeant and every offi- programs at all levels to make the best use of the

MILITARY REVIEW * January 1991 5



assets we are given. Over the past five years, the Training Soldiers. First, we must develop sol-
Army has taken great strides in developing diers who are proficient in battlefield skills, dis-
and articulating the training strategy that is ciplined, physically tough and highly moti-
presented in US Army Field Manual (FM) vated. The training of our individual soldiers is
25-100, Training the Force and its companion FM no; and will continue to be, a primary respon-

sibilitv of our noncommissioned officers-ser-
_ _ _ __ I geants who. in this first year of a new decade, are

We cannot afford to adopt... the best in our history. Their unparalleled capa-
course of so-caed tiered readiness bilities and unmatched proi'essionalism provide

inl which some of our units are fulr the Army with a vast reservoir of expertise for
rain ed whi e oftouruts are fu training our mldicr. Gone are the days in

trained while others are not... which we had to rely on centralized and inflex-
The fores that are fiuly tained would ible training mechanisms to ensure that stand-
be inadequate in number to deter or ards were being met throughout the Army. Our

defeat iraq-ike agghrssion throughout sergeants are now fully capable of assuming
theworld while short wa g tunes ad principal responsibility for the development of
sophisicated adversaries would deny us every soldier.

the time necessary to bring other The training of our soldiers will be focused pri-
forces ap to fiu reaadness. marily at home stations and will concentrate on

the basics that win in battle. For proficiency in
the basics is an unalterable prerequisite for high-

25-101, Ba/e Focused Training. FM 25-IL'L er level training in every MOS (military occupa-
establishes the Army's training doctrine, and tional specialty).
FM 25-101 applies this doctrine and assists lead- Training Units. Well trained soldiers are, of
ers in the development and execution of training course, not enough: they must be molded into
programs. Together, they are mandatory reading cohesive, effective units from squad to corps,
for every leader, sergeant and officer, in the and in combat, combat support and combat ser-
Army- vice support units throughout the Army Col-

The overarching principle that will guide our lective training begins at home stations where
training in the decade of the 1990s will remain basic soldier skills are integrated into small-unit
straightforward: we will train as we will fight, proficiency Unit training then builds warfight-
and we will train to exacting, uncompromising ing capabilities in successively larger organiza-
standards. This is an immutable principle that tions while reinforcing the individual and col-
undergirds the entire Army and applies equally lective skills upon which the entire structure
to combat, combat support and combat service rests.
support units in TOE (table of organization and The centerpiece of collective proficiency at
equipment) organizations and in our general battalion and brigade levels resides in our com-
support forces. bat training centers (CTCs), the National

Although conditions may change, our stand- Training Center (NIC) at Fort Irwin, Califor-
ards will not, for they are the yardstick by which nia. the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC)
we measure our readiness for combat. This fun- at Little Rock Air Force Base and Fort Chaffee,
damental principle means, at its most basic Icv- Arkansas, and the Combat Maneuver Training
el, that we will train soldiers, units and leaders in Center (CMTC) at Hohenfels, Germany. The
combined arms and multiservice joint opera- CT s provide us the indispensable capability to
tions-the kinds of operations that will be re- synchronize all elements of the combined arms
quired by an environment growing increasingly team in an environment that comes as close to
complex. actual combat as our technology permits. The

6 January 1991 * MILITARY REVIEW



US soldiers refueling a Hummer inthe Ad-Dibdibah region of Saudi Arabia.

The requirements to train soldiers, units and leaders are no less prominent
in our Reserve Components. Indeed. as we have seen in Operation Desert Shield.

the Total Force concept is fundamental to the defense of our nation in an era of
increasing uncertainty and challenge. Todaky in the Arabian desert, soldiers from the

Army Reserve and the Army National Guard are serving shoulder-to-shoulder
with their Active Component counterparts.

value of tile cT\, cannot IV ,~ ieritated. and the wvhich hionei. critical commtiand and c, ntrolk kIII,
payoffI. icasured in thle perfoinnane (if our at division and corps levels. K-71P represent,
units in battle. In an analv.,is of thle fight in Pan - the top of thle training pyramid that resl. upflon
amna, commianders repeatediv m.id that thle JRxTC thle foundation of individual soldier skills and
wvai the sini-,le motst importaont element in theit fonuis an Arms' that is trained and ready to filfill
units' success. And a decade ot investmlent In its strategic mnandate worldwide. l3CT1 is. now
the NTC has, created aI level ot proficiency in, being, used bv Descrt Shield units to reinforce the
deser operation,, that is thle f'oundation of detcr- ,kills required of commnanders and staiis.
rence-and the basis for victory if battle shiould Training Leaders. Even as we develop thle
becomne necex sarv-on thle Arabian pnnu 5  comibat skillsof our soldien, and units. we nit-
toclav continue Ito ensure that our leaders are fully

A cnicial element in achievinu unit proticicin- trained at every echelon as an investment in thle
cv is tile training of battle staffs. Thie battle .tatt. Anii- of toidav and tonlorrow. For. in the prote-
constitins- (it primary representative' fromn all sion of arms. there is no substitute for thle leader-
s taiff and,.lice clenleni.. 1mu,1IVb trained Ito I nic- ship oftamfpresinlwo rco ett
(Mrite thle seven battlefield operatinte sVNTCiII. In theari oit war1N)res; 1 11017etiirtheiroldien.-ins!
Thiese Ina lorfunci in, must bV executed it we.uc Comm1111ite to the defens~e of thle nation
to tielhr and winl in combat.1. Trainiing of leader, is the primary locus o

SPecial mencition 1u1,I .1il'o be 111:1de ot the, thle Arily~. leader development pro,-raii-.i
B.ittic ( oinmand Traininc l'ro--rani (BCTIP prouresive. %equenti.1i and comlprehleni.i
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ARMY TRAINING

designed to focus reserve component training sion in the Middle East. Responding to a con-
and to help commanders make the best use out plex requirement with unprecedented uccess.
of theresources (time and money) that they are the Army projected more combat power over
given. As in the active forces. the conditions greater distances in a shorter time than at any
may change. but the standards do not. other point in the histoy aimed conflict. Ag-

iahn Mandate. Thus, the Army's train- gression was stopped and a multinational al-
ing strategy. our"how to" principles. are based on
our enduring commitment to train as we fight, _ _I_ __I__I _I

and to train each of our soldiers. imits and leader. The a
to exacting, uncompromising standards that
must be maintained in everv combat, combat that l e our n i edeCa*e of the Imi0s WEl ,MaNf &fuih-support and combat service support unit ftofoi we W in ao we ilfqh4t-
throughout the Arm. and -we wiff b in to easCt , u r.-

As we look to the future, uv must build on this .. t t in-
strateg; and we must design our training pro- v wW tsiarA Tkis an me -
grams to maximize the efficient use of the re- Army P k qWat uu a* tc omba4
sources we are given. We must fully exploit the Army and ppln e l combatv
oppornities afforded by simulation technology COlt s and combat ieMice
to polish battlefield skills at all leveLs while con- s iiPfoi l in TOE w and
tinuing to conduct realistic maneuver and live un ge nffel als fort
fire training. We must train %ith imagination.
diligence and innovation, wile maintaming a
steady coure tovr-ards our ultimate objective- an iance headed by the United States stood read%
Army that is trained and ready to meet the chal- to execute any option elected by the president.
lenges of the 21st century. Jtst Cause and Desert Shield were successful

Nearly 40 years after the tragedy of those first only because the soldiers, units and leaders ofthe
days of Korea. the Army was again called upon US Army w-re trained tofulfill theirsategic re-
to corit a threat to our nations seurity, this sponsibilities to the nation. That is the final
time in Panama. But, unlike the Army of 1950. standard tharwe, as leaders in the Amy today.
the Army of 1989 was trained and it i-as ready, must achieve in this decade and far into the nex-
Striking with deadly precision and ovenrhelm- cenur.
ing force. the Army's airborne, Ranger. mecha- Training remains the Army,'s top priority it
nized, armor and special operations forces prepares ustofight. Asleaders--assegeantsand
crushed the enemy in a massive, coordinated odicers-it is our sacred responsibility to ensure
strike and restored fireedom to a people long op- that no soldier ever dies in combat becaue that
pressed. soldier was not properl, trained. The American

Seven months later, that same Armw was di- people-and America's soldiers--expect and
rected to meet the challenge of ruthless aggres- deserve no less II

Gcnmaa Cad E. Mwrzn wrand £hL' duties 4the Aco a~tj the US Aim in
Jun 1987. Prr rn, that. -ik- autz n=q onmeral of- U.S.Aim TTininjanJ
DoctneCmanil. His iemaur,,- b eimn,,-,-: -am.qa , . jtI'
qwraims: cnmmandrng nera. 8th Inrn Dkiw n M ).-a and ch: .mant*n.
gneral. Comcn-JAnn% Ccrn-r. He ah sen%4 a: asszm diisan cuummdc&.

Vmnnmi~i~ ac~m &'nwww-ihuahisidie 1StC%*kViiM. His
artcL-. hkmilnnudieArmrmghe l9.g rdzndieAp.il 99i)isme
MIMii. REI vE1 .
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Training and Educating
Leaders for the Future..

many- new challenges in a rapidly changing workL The Command and
G e neral Staff College at Fort L ea ve nworth is m oving forward aggres-
sivelv to meet the educational and training needs ofourArmy'sfuture
leaders. This article outlines the school's new curriculum, designed to
prepare officers to meet the demands of the 1990s and beyond.

IN HIS January 1990 White Paper, A Strategic visions, to be implemented in academic year
Force tor the 1990s and Beyond, Army Chief 1991-1992, are designed to train leaders to meet

of Staff (CSA) General Carl E. Vuono outlined the Armvs challenges in the 1990s and beyond.
his vision for t'ic Anm' of the future. Included while remaining consistent with the Army's
in the vi,,ton are the Armv., stratezc roleo and leader development program.
Imperative., linked to a torce that I; versatile,
deplovable and lethal. The Need for Change

Guided I,V the CSA\ White Paper and in- Since World War II, one of the Armvs princi-
fluenced hv the AirLU"d Battle Future and other pal missions, even durng the wars in Korea and
Department of the Ataav studiez, that underhet Vietnam, has been the defense of Europe. Con,
Vuono's vision, the US Anm Command and sequently, CGSC has kept its curriculum focused
General Staff College (CGSC) began rcvisinm predominantl on that area. Generations of
its Comman,i an( General Staff Officer Coure Armv officers graduated from CGSC with the
(CGSOC) curriculumn I October 1989. -Te re - knowledge and skills needed to combat Soy-e,
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aggression in the "Fulda Gap" region of Central substantial present capabilities of our leaders at
Europe. Events of the late 1980s changed the all levels, who must be made ready to meet these
way the Army views its role in Europe and and other new challenges. The officer and NCO
throughout the world. Army leaders reali:e that Leader Development Action plans with their
the evolving, multipolar world now places un-
usual demands on US military institutions, par-
ticularly on our Anned Forces and leaders. This,
reali:ation has led to the identification of the five Generations of Army officers
strategic roles for the Army, contained in the graduated from CGSC with the
CS.'s White Paper. The centerpiece of this knowledge and skills needed to combat

concept is the maintenance of a smaller number Soviet aggression in... Europe. Events
of f, -ward-deployed forces, backed by combat- of the late 1980s changed the way the
read ',rces (heav', light and special operations) Army views its role in Europe and

in the United State,, prepared for immediate throughout the world. Army leaders
worldwide deployment in response to various realize that the evolving, multipolar world
contingencies. now places unusual demands on...

A powerful development has been occurring our Armed Forces and leaders.
simultaneously with the growing need to refocus
our Army's efforts on immediate readiness for
contingency operations. The development of corresponding education systems, the Military
leaders, one of the Army's six imperatives for the Qualification Standards System (MQS I and IJ)
1990s, has continued to mature with significant and the emerging Civilian Leader Development
positive impacts on our Army's mission capabili- Action Plan and system of courses, are powerful
ties. This influence has been vividly demon- mechanisms for shaping the Army's leadership
strated in Operation Just Cause and, to this for the future and, in so doing, they contribute
point, in Operation Desert Shield. Competent, to the execution of worldwide contingency
cQnfident leaders are being developed daily in missions.

the officer and noncommissioned officer (NCO) Using our best assessment of present and fu-
corps in a well-established, sequential and pro- ture Army roles, as well as the present and future
gressive professional education system. The contributions of our leader development pro-
leader development system provides the profes- grams, leaders at CGSC have begun to reshape
sional foundation for success throughout pro- the CGSOC curriculum to reflect the Army's fu-

gressive assignments to positions of increasingly ture roles.
higher levels of responsibility, a promotion s's-
tem based upon demonstrated potential and the ProceSS for Change
encouragement of continuing self-development The first steps in the design process were an
through self-study. Leader development efforts analysis of where the Army is going (an envii on-
are also directed toward the nurturing of civilian mental assessment), a review of CGSCs mis-
leaders, as well as their uniformed peers. sions and goals, and a needs analysis focused on

Any discussion of future requirements for the various types of graduates. The environmen-
leaders must consider the extraordinary release tal assessment was based upon the CSA's vision
of potential that our leader development system for the 1990s, current and emerging doctrine
now achieves and will, predictably, achieve in (AirLand Battle Future) and various Depart-
the future. Thus, at CGSC and throughout the ment of the Army-level regional analyses. In
Army, we will shape officer education not only light of this process, CGSC reviewed its mission
b" an understanding of external challenges but, and goal statements to ensure they were focused
very importantly, b a clear understanding of the on the Army of the future, while also responding
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to key parts of the Army's leader development fielded through April 1991.
action plan. These profesional development "road maps"

The result of this review was a btoadening of lay out the critical knowledge ar,;1 ,kills an offcer
the CGSC mission and goals statements to pro- must acquire prior to attendance at GSOC, ei-
vide more focus on recognition of the values of ther from his or her service schoo1, unit assiign-
the military profession and an increased cogni- ment experience or self-study. By- the time the
zance of CGSC's external mission to promnote COSOG class of 1992-1993 arrives at Leaye-n.
the Study of military art and science. Mision and worth; MQs Ii willtbe th- asqsumed professi onal
goals were sharpened to reflect the Army's ev" ,,evelopment level forall entering Annyofiers
panded role in peace, conflict aiid war, an~d to Diagnostic examinaion will likely~be 4edto-

validate-an ofiker's t.m6ni~sk kilodge-

" -.......... a..remedi.a l requirmet for thatindividual.. .With
Thw-yea..a o~f MQ~iiInf! pac,-'therewillbe acl1ars-a

of the CGSOC officer students are poim for the (0cCsocurriculum.
Combned rms nd ervies SaffThe in.tent of the review proess, then, was to

Schol (AS3 almni.By 992100 develop a curriCulum that corn'ofmed to a num-

oft's 2 tuWnt,,neng- ....

pecen oSO ilb.Arysuden s. eig ber of design principles. 'It affirmed tht the-
CGO will- be. CAS- _g- ...u--t.... Leaven WOrt gaduiate is to have a b u fitn-

to. key patsderstandingof the word and the Army re oin
selected paotentitial cical regions He orce

emphasize division and corps operations. This must haveagraspof the Army'sroles indat eCtC-
led to the third preparatory process, the needs ion (combat) and - in e t action (natonuild6

analysis. ing), as well as s-pecial mison such as contr
The needs analysis might to provide a reason- narcotics operations. The defense of E !ieto

ably preciseanswer to the question of what the remain a key part of the curriculum, bt SC
gls-egraduate needs to know. The product ill give equivalentemphasis toavariety ofili-

of this effort was a comprehensive list of task ar operation in other parts of helvodd.d In

statements, which integrated concepts for the light of the changingnaure of theArmys res,-
Army of the future with important skills and the curriculumn has to place more emphasis oS n
knowledge needed by commanders and -staffs. preparingfiiwar, mobilization, stategic deploy.
Additional consideratios addressed thosesklls -met, ontingencyplanning and -force tailorig.

and knowledge that- should be expected of the The curriculuam will address joint and com-student upon entry and those that would have to bined operations, the reinforcement of forwadi
be taught in rGS5C. deployed forces, contingency operations and

The result-was a final task list to guide curricu- low intensity conflict (L/C2), Emrphasis is to be
lum design. It is the intention of CGSC that this on combined arms warfigh ting at the divisionitask list be reviewedannuallyastheleaderdevel- and corps levels; while CSO remainste
opment system continues to mature. This year, Army' senior tactical hool
for example, about- half of-the (0SOC officer Theconcept foroverall course designinludes
students are Combined Arms and Services Staff a central a cutic ulum that alls into three

School (GAS3) alumni. By 1992, 100 percent primarysbdivisions. Thefirstwil~bearetie- -
of-US Army students enteing CSOCWill be ly shor "pds- ted"sub r d
CAS3 graduates. In-addition, beginning this for instuctricentere learning, foeusedi:ne
mofith (January 1991), we are fielding the MQS inforcement of doctie hand verd
I coniofn task guides for lieutenants and actionskills. The midium fr theimsult

selec~dj ptentallydficii-rstsubc-H6rse

captains. Taskguides for each-branch willube will bie a brigadleve combined a ras ren a -
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By~~~~~~~~~~~~~ th ieteCGO ls f 9219 mvsa evnort

task~A knwag upnetytpoOwihfiuersligint rmediaclasro

By ~ cla star poinfo the CGSOC cuaso 9219 rricusaLum. nwoh

This is to be followed by two additional ad- student bod ina.pp-oxiinatelh the samne place in
vanced subeourses. now, student--oriented in ad- the core courm.e ot instruction. %%hiie protectinl'-
ministration. desigzned to address, division- and the comept it inaflI-uru Li nstriict ioin.

corns-level action.,. These three subcourses will Synithesis, of all course miare il ito be tacili-
be framned agains~t several strategic contingencie- tated bv adiiitration of bloil exm'. and INhe
and located in different theaters to which L'S creation of a capstone tactical "graduaition1 exci
forces face hikelv deploymnent cise" at the end of the vea;. Tne \\hoic coure ot

The remiainder of the common curriculumi is instruccion will ha e as, its, foundation a yearlomne
to be arraved realistically around this central tac- history survey that " ill begin with an introduc -
tical core so that the whole w'ill pr ceed sequo;- tnon to mili1tary thcorn. then pioc throUl-h.
tiallv and prouressivelv throughout the vearad- surv'ev of iiiarn im.orn from the I Mbh cennun
dressing Joint issutes. LIC and operations short ot to, the pee;

-var, va'rious leadership and othecr necess,,ary sul-

ljectsApormoLlcie'.dsee obil The Curriculum Model
onl the commnon core, will add depth and peninu The need to) build aseleiilai n'rs
specialization required bv th( indiv'iduAi officer, cUirr.iiiiiii presented i onsidernibk' chaillene(
short- and lon(e-term prote'Ss;onal need.,. Thli to cur;mulurt desii- FVl %mea;. internai
Toall is a course desien that wi'll keel, the entire ( X5C ,chedii~int-, .onimnt, preventeda
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CGSOC will continue to emplo.,small-group instructon, which it adopted
in 1987 as its principal teaching methodology Eighty percent 4?f all instruction takes

place in a sinai/-group setting. The ol~jectitr' is to pro vide ani active learning
env ironent where officer students are rouitiic required to demnonst rate their

mastery (?f mateial throughu discussionus aid practical exercises.-

rL'('Iv' I fif i C it'I I i; di ii ' lfC~ in- t tl ht l rlk l t COM. EII I~ i kit II 'ft 1 sIdR l l I

1%, 1 1 it 1, 1 , 11 :-i I t I, v m , lv'a ' l' c ik ir ji i I Il P Cf O M.a d iv lit'! i H ockL cii'f l t m n-' It fi ow sid' -
Ail0ifli Wiii WJ L'V %valonocL!. ctirril. Ivc Hi i not eII %Cilemlfft. t nor

T he moJ.'I 'Ivunv iii~qrtiction 'ok~k I'% T'iep tIlvit In rurm is mikk' Itip of
d~s~hI'II I vI 'LpicL' IIit i li c11 rIri iir i.111N, .,nlic'd jri, Ant' f, I lL %m tiw r in ~ltrlltit Ill. If t 'i-

1111 oisC il~, i'i'n'III% i~~~L f fliL t, k,Lk ; i'r't irt%;I ;'i nf r i t ( :(;S( pnircj1ir 'n(

%frhictul''rt t 'iro 'a ,% ii;i iisto i l l t~m ht n mid~ coihrC. 1411 1 Ill I'rlli it i l1. 1if' c r 'ici' aod lt on.-

jpcr~pL'Cf iv ,,n i kti,~ irricitiii.~ Vlt~li' d W 1 I t' 1- OPMii OfitcLr% (tIINCi cotmnoics 't ()tlCLr., lt?

t~irtcd ~IrnI ~ I' M'arl CIIt% bI ck", ir ik I'r''' - ruand 1IVA. an rrtdmbv irlImfi Personel (:,,II
u rI Wt ' ;' tda m.! i , % t iii , H t wkJ, t o w'rv m i iv rl nL rht't i-O ct i? n ' tru c r o n'. T in ' ft il

(.Lirrctiunl Contenit. TIc ~'ctirrictiltim i 1% - him-mok rIvoke t, ~ki"will Iv linki'd ftoi NIQS 11

I I I flit I\ CkI s I f ' 'IC l nil ill v '1" ' .110 I111.1T I T Ilt l;"d~tm tI~ a~ lil doin'ni' ) SIm i.ll

W'l Ifll lI'Vf'. V t.\C.I Tlu l iik I flSltlIlf2: ( tfl ot viirillolV i' ih Ill lc l' ICI ' i nlm l ,1w' I'ttl) Stato
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CGSOC CURRICULUM

preparation of a combat operations order for a
combined arms brigade. They will learn how the In light of the changing nature
United States employs armed forces as an ele- of the Army's roles, the curriculum has
ment of national power and the nature of joint to place more emphasis on preparing for
and combined operations. war, mobilization, strategic deployment,

Block 11 (67 hours) continues fundamentals contingency planning and force tailoring.
instruction. Students learn the Joint Operations The curriculum will address joint and
Planning Systems, training, mobilization, de- combined operations, the reinforcement
ployment of forces and logistic sustainment. The offorward-deployed forces, contingency
block will culminate with each student writing operations and LC. Emphasis is to be
an operations order. on combined arms warfighting at the

Advanced instruction begins with block III division and corps levels.
(79 hours). Students apply the doctrine and fun- _,,_

damentals taught in the first two block- ising a
Central European scenario. They an. e and
plan for the commitment of a heavy di ,on to gration with other services and allies. The threat
reinforce the forward-deployed forces and take is a fully equipped, sophisticated, lethal force
part in subsequent operations. from the developing world. Officer students de-
In block IV (63 hours), the core curriculum velop plans for operational and tactical levels of

shifts to Central America. During this block, the employment. Execution of the plans occurs dur-
students study mission analysis and staff esti- ing the elective portion of the curriculum.
mates related to corps contingency operations, Block VI (90 hours) moves the students' focus
conduct LIC operations and plan for the tailor- to the Philippines, where they further develop
ing, deployment, employment and redeploy- and apply skills require4 in a LIC environment.
ment of a light-heavy corps supported by Special Students examine-' -ivironment, ana-
Operations Forces (SOF) as the Army compo- lyze the ongoing insur, _.. _es and plan appropri-
nent of a joint task force. The scenario includes ate strategies to combat the insurgents. Students
a return to nation building activities upon the also receive some core instruction in adminis-
conclusion of direct action operations. trative law, resource management, force de-

Block V (81 hours) is set in the Middle East. velopment and various analytic tools.
Students are required to deploy a heavy-light- Throughout each of the six blocks, students
SOFmixofground forcesfrom CONUSfor inte- receive instruction in senior leadership, the law,

Block I Block II Block III Block IV * Block V I Block VI• C ~(LIC) I BokV

Purpose Develop Reinforcement Contingency :h Jont Opns PACOMI Ore
Means Project Opns Opns r CENTCOM I Core

Mil Mil .L |Subjects_ .

3 Mil MilOpns Power

m Electives Electives

CONUS EUCOM SOUTHCOM

Figure 1. Academic Year 1991-1992
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Warfighting

Core siElesctive ihe t e t t n mnc is
Curriculum eor

ndibat Service -a fg t r
-!uppilt 6f the

- AirL~nd--aeitile
~ ~igure 2 -

Of War and communicative skills. These impor- other activities..With this in-nmind, constrahnag
tat subjects w1! be fully integrated into the cur- were placed onmstudent workload.-Stuets Wiil
icuhum dmiogh case studies, practical-ieercises -- have-no-more tha :U6-hours of contacivimm,:8&

andotherleaming methodologies.Fburcom-ore- hours total classroom time (contac-tite and
hensive block exams are scheduled- through the laboratory or work group time), or- 10 hours f

academic work (total-claisroom time plus hoine-

.... . - .. work) daily. These limits, coupled witithe-re-
o o -quirement to maintain staff group-level imsmc-inthe f blocks of ortirisn tion for 80 percent of th& cofe curricUlum,

on pl execution ain- Wnig' required .the college to develop inovativeo nis e tom sA scheduling techniques for stidents and fact,.ndowynper as at theAmWand.....
maktaiyOlieI~t~flS ~Advance Apcaion. highlight of the,operational le.eL of war rnf1991-1992 academic year curiculum will beid

tesio l , s ettings:Contile a Ulai t advanced applications program. This ipogram is
designed to provide officer stients with the op-

West Asia and the Pacfi Command.. pominity to enhance personal andprofessionalM sffh bilock containsI those subctsthat do l d thebl sels, t in orpoa. growth while conducting advanced studies in
tha do n ldt s to ncoI77ok~ - greater depth. It, like the core curriculum; will
lion in W tRJonl_ scheme. support the long-term leader development ofo-

ficers, not just the requirements of the next duty
assignment. It will allow the officer the opportu-

year to provide instructors and students feedback nirv-to tailor-his or her studies to meet profesT;
concerning competency in course objectives. sional development needs and goals within cer-

Methodooy. COSOC will- continue to tain institutional limits.
employ small-group instruction, which it The program will occur in the second half of
adopted in 1987 as its principal teaching meth- the course (after Christmas) and be offered in
odology. Eighty percent of all instruction takes two 10-week terms. Students will complete
place in a small-group setting (16 students, with seven advanced applications (elective)-courses
one or two instructors). The objective is to pro- (2 10 hours) and participate in a capstone tactical
vide an active learning environment where exercise. Electives will be linked more directly
officer students are routinely required to demon- to the core curriculum than has been the case in
strate their mastery of material through dis- the past and will be directed primarily toward te
cussions and practical exercise. conduct of military operations and development

Indes thenewcurriculum, CGSClead- of militaryskills.
ers realized that students must-have adeqte- Also, all students will continue to be required
time outside class to study spend time with their to participate in-a area of concentration basd
families and participate-in fitness programs and upon their branch or speciality. Previouslya ras.
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CGSOC CURRICULUM

of concentration focused on combined arms op-
erations and combat service support. These The CGSOC Capstone Warfighter
areas have been expanded to include two new Program... will require an officer
concentrations for 1990-1991: joint and com- to perform complex command and staff
bined operations and general military studies. actions during a week-long BCTP

Each concentration will require that four of WARFIGHTER exercise. The capstone
the seven total electives be drawn from an ap- prognm will link the officer students'
proved, multidisciplinary list. The st " nts may warfighting knowledge fom core curric-
select the remaining three elective, L. ' upon ulum, advanced application courses
their individual professional needs and desires, and the exercise experience itsef.
in consultation with their academic counselor-
evaluator or ACE (a member of the CGSC fac-
ulty assigned to advise each 16-member staff
group). In addition, the CGSC skill programs, ential for further adjustments to the Army's role
such as joint planner and space operations, are is real. The principles and processes that under-
still available. Also, the Master of Military Art gird our leader development programs for offi-
and Science Degree Program and Cooperative cers, NCOs and civilians are sound and will
Degree Program leading to graduate-level de- allow us to meet the challenges of leader devel-
grees remain unchanged. opment in the future across our Army, not just

The final element of advanced applications is within CGSC.
the COSOC Capstone Warfighter Program, Beginning with the 1991-1992 school year,
which terminates in a major coursewide exercise Leavenworth students will attend a course signif-
at the end of the year. This exercise will require icantly different from that encountered by their
an officer toperform complex command and staff predecessors. The course will challenge them to
actions during a week-long Battle Command study warfightingviaacurriculum that isfully in-
Training Program (BCTP) WARFIGHTER ex- tegrated across a broad spectrum ofmilitary oper-
ercise (a computer-driven simulation that com- ations. Their learning experience will take them
bines the key elements of a major command post to these places throughout the globe where they
exercise against a world-class opposing force). must demonstrate the ability to plan and conduct
The capstone program will link the officer stu- complex operations across the spectrum of con-
dents' warfighting knowledge from core curricu- flict. In revising its curriculum, CGSC is invest-
lum, advanced application courses and the exer- ing in the future of the Army. As warfare, the
cise experience itself. Officer students will be Army and the world change, the curriculum at
required to synthesize and apply knowledge CGSC must also change. Without change,
gained during the core curriculum, write and as- Leav-enworth cannot maintain its place as one
semble battle plans during electives and then ex- of the foremost military institutions in the world
ecute their plans during the exercise (fig. 2). and the intellectual soul of the Army. Leaven-

The world continues to change and the po- worth is keeping pace with the future. MR

Bgadier General (P) John E. Miller is de"t commandant. US Army Command
and General Staff Colw. Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He rceved a B.S. fram
Southwest Missomi State Lnivri and an M.S. ftam Georgia Institae of Tedmol-
ogy. He is a graduate of the US Aimy Command and General StaffCokge and the
US Army WarColege. He has seedinaw ieof command and staff positioms.in-ctd assistantdivision omae-veu,8th Infcamy iv ; chief. rg

and Acqtdsition, US Army. Washington. DC: and commander. 1st Bngade, 9th
Infanry. Dmisim (Motoried). Fort us. Wadingon.
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RELIABLE STRIKE
The Challenges of Brigade
Training at Home Station

Major General Charles H. Armstrong, US Army,Lieutenant Colonel Larry Saunders, US Army,
Major J. C. Allard, US Army,

and Major Joseph S. Purser, US Army
A constant challenge for division and brigade trainers has been toconduct collective training exercises above the battalion level at homestation. Making these exercises resemble a rotation ata combat trainingcenter in scope and realism is even more &fftL. The authorspresent
experiences and lessons from a recent brigade level exercise conducted
by the 9th Infantry Division that was successful in doing both.

D AWN comes radiating over the hori:on on infantrymen struggle to clear away the mines anda dust-filled desert valley. Tanks of the wrestle with the obstructing wire. Friendly artil-pseudo-Soviet 210th Motorized Rifle Division lery observers accurately work simulated mortarclose on the defensive positions of a US motor- and cannon fires on the attackers while vigilantized brigade combat team. Engineer-emplaced controllers tabulate the action. The attackingobstacles segment and channelize movcmenr in commander intensifies the tempo of his ad-the valley. Smoke mingles with the dust and oh- vance, knowing that the rising sun may bring ascures the valley floor. Here and there, recon- swarm of attacking helicopters.
naissance vehicles lay scattered and silent, the Deeper into the motorized brigade sector, anx-blinking of MILES (Multiple Integrated LASER ious infatr men, Dragon gunners, and TOWEngagement System) lights tells a tale of earlier (tube-launched, optically tracked, wired-violent destruction, a product of the counter- guided) missile crews lie concealed in hide posi-reconnaissance b'artle. Enemy engineers and tions, covering carefully shaped engagement
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areas. They wait to destroy the enemy's main
body battalions. The 9th DIvision's Premier

Deeper still, more infantry and combat ye- honme Station taining event is
hicle crewmen, along with near. exhausted RELIABLE STRIKE, which is a division-
combat engineers, struggle to prepare subse- lOVe l deploImMt to the Yain a Firing
quent battle positions and shape patterns of ob- Center, 120 miles east of Fort Lewis,
stacles on still more engagement areas. Washington. The division us the

The resupply challenge was met the previous RELIABLE STRIKE FTX as a brigade-
night. making possible the current flurry of corn- level external evaluation.
bat and combat support activity. Now liaison of-
ficers carefully trace the developing situation in" force (OPFOR) of sufficient density to truly
and at the map boards, plotters watch the pl.1r test the defense and enough personnel to effi-
untold. cienth evdtatc, control and support MILES-

enhanced. free-play training of this scope.Field Training Exercise Thi., article will present the principles of the
Although it may seem so, this is not a rotation defense in depth, the lessons learned when a

at the National Training Center (NTC), Fort middleweight force--the motoried brigade task
Irwin, California. T17his is the recently completed torce-executes a mobile defense in depth in an
Exercise RELIABLE STRIKE III at the Yakimai NTC-like training environment, and the tech-
Firing Center, located in the sagebrush country niques, costs and benefits of developing such an
in central Washington state. There the 3d Bri- environment locally. First, we must consider the
gade of the 9th Infantry Division (Morori:ed) doctrine behind a modem defense in depth.
executed the most challenging part of its METL
(mission essential task list), a brigade defense in AirLand Battle Doctrine
depth. The training was achieved in the most Depth is integral to the AirLand Battle con-
realistic and intense training environment posi - cept ofdefense. It lends space for maneuver. time
ble: closely akin to what could be expected ina tor planning and executing sequenced engage-
rapidly approaching rotation at the (NTC). mients and ultimately provides the rNurces to

The 9th Divisions premier home station win through persistent attrition of the enemy.
training event is RELIABLE STRIKE, which is The defense gains depth in several w'ays. Recon-
a division-level deployment to the Yakima Fir- naissance is pushed well torward for early identi-
ing Center, 120 miles east of Fort Lewis, Wash- fication of the enemy's main and supporting at-
ineton. The division uses the RELIABLE tacks. Dominating positions are prepared in
STRIKE FMX as a brigade--level external evalua- depth and defended by friendly combined aims
tion: it caps a brigade's collective trainin cycle. forces. either simultaneously or sequenially.

RELIABLE STRIKEs require units to be Friendlv fires (Air Force, Armvaircraft and ar-
MILES-equipped and feature force-on-forcc. tilierv) reach deep to weaken the enemy even
free-play scenarios exercising both battalion before he crosses the line of contact, then pursue
task force and brigade-level missions. The latter him relentlessly throughout the battlefield. Ob-
are truly the capstone of the Field Training Exer- stacles, smoke, electronic w%-arfare (EW) and fires
cise (FTX) and, as the introductory scene indi- stall the momentum of enemy forces projected
cates, the defense in depth is ty pically the most for destruction in the main effort of the defense
challenging of the brigade-level missions. and isolate them from reinforcing or supporting

Conducting NTC style (and tempo) training elements, including higher command and con-
at home station is challenging, but achievable. trol. Mobile reserves are positioned in depth at
Several potential constraints must be overcome: key points to protect the integrity of the defense
adequate depth in the maneuver 1ox, an oppo,- and strike decisive blows to vrest the initiative
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in the battle.~ Depth is used to absorb the mo-
L ~ !eAs &Wedw mentumn of the enemy attack when the defender

the tktis atMe IS view wht is heavily outnumbered. The attack is weak-
So a toh he f form bWMHM a of ened, splintered and isolated as it Pushes through
Oil N ab *9taeduUft~ the defensive web, ultimately allowing its defeatthqp emthe in detail. Numerous local reserves are used to

lateYO wofrlgthsa prevent any penetration in force, thus protectin
tAN NmM- hIM Sife fiAW the integrity of the defense.

slep. besstha. ~ 7fe Typical, a competent defense combines both
tathaiwe bsh~ed a' d~s~Iid~ techniques. the balance ainwthtecd-
Djv thn, Swtig~~seww ions expreised in MEIT-T (ision enemy,

ct~inffttlve. tewain, troops, and time avilable). Foiruc -
ture also, determftnes the defensive techi*qu

from the enemy. Finally, friendly forces protect heavy ore are bs utdfrmbl ees
theirownabitytoconcenitrateataiicapi while-light,- foo-mobile-forces emph__Aire _the
and times and to shift support as the conimarder -rem defens. Motorized forces favor a variation
redirects the main effort of the defense. of the mobile defense, modified to accommdae

There are two techniuesfor the defense: mo- unique firepowver considerations.
bile and aima The mobile defense ais to-de- Underiiioginal organization ndopei~tini
stroy the enemy. Depth isesentMi to provide al concept, the morized execution of a defens
the manheuver space for a large, heavy reserve to ddifeed little from the classic mobil dekens- -A
defeathde enemy by counterattacks to his flanks seiesof aeetrawere used to&aethe

r. Supporting units are dispos d in fir- battlefield and set the conditions 6ur decisive
i*ard, prePared-positions to chaiine th enemy countferattacks to the flanks and rear of the at-
along desired avenues and to isolate enemy ele- tacking enemy force. -Employinenit of the TOW
menits selected for destruction. ATM ( antitank guided missile) as the Primary

fIn contrast, the area defense is terrain-based, wevapon system has forcid changes in the tech-
It relies on devastating fires from nwunerous mu- niques; for defense uised by this mdlwih
tually suppoting positions overwachig key force. Not ral apablg of closing with the en-
terrain. Its aim is to deny the enemny access to the emy, the moorized taskforce uses enigagemt
protected terain for a specified period of time. are-assthe decisive rather thnSpporftir com-
The intent is to set conditions for more decisive poent of the battle. Immense effort is investe
action against the enem ny force elsesihere or later in fiuneling the enemy into a primaryklin

:one, de I vin -him once there then cruhing
him wvith the tightly 'Inchronized destructive
force of TOWs, artillery, attack helicopters anid
close air-support fires (fig. 0).

IY Whfle-this adjusted motorzdognzto
(~) ~ -p~j~ and opeio plan is not the prototypical _appli-

EV Q ) cation-of th ~n atemobile defense.IQ, there are historical pecedents for destuctioni of
la gW armored forces biy middleweight force ex-
ecuting a combie arms 'tn-f"dfne

(~~) In:1941, a reinforced German compai and
Figure'1.-Motofized division secor defense tw.o batteries ofantitank gnsdecisvelydefeated-
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ameeus mtually supportin positIoN oswthu e eri.IsamI
to *en the enemy a1111M to the protected tifor a* 8 eolfied period of time.
rhe Ir8teat is to Set oondltlon fur mere deelsiv Motion aastthe enomy
for#e clvi here or later In the battle. Depth is wed to a hthe momentum
of the enemy attack when the defender Is heavily outnumbered,
N~'t I tomik rt.'illVl' I r wI .. IM hI I. h 7 th Ar,,: 'wi wvrc. ctmbow iflctiectv, 'T'hv. British 7th Ar,

B ifa at ~m1fidl. I .. TLiciin %f ronvyu l' i lt mor.1~ Biva~lv liniped baick .icros the Ep~~nian
0kcr i1cili it,, 11,1 l'111 v v~ t- I tili;l tiI. in 'nfit.'r iiiidt.r rressurtiom I tc ilt, 5th Lich~t i-

4iyriall trl 'i! t*: r.-l "* Iit' ii I'tli~ Tll ' On1 r)arti iLLlt notv, the Britih inechaix,'!
low ridgit' .k1 iwli- o 'niI-- .I I hrv~ wp.;.iroi; if? it.k: wa,. det'vaft.d with, minimal Util' (if Ovi*
myeC Germon1 911 einik Loin% wo.R ~dI~v catli, Ji. iinl mr. hrmvi Rommel~ haid rrcer%'t.' tht.

ivldin cami'Iilicv.1 vowi 111f Mill 1111 1 fi -I uI I tol1k, o'tfht. ,'Af7'ika Korps for lash ing co tif VT
c(o%i"Cv ridect.' I ho, wo.'v rmrI iL' i".' dw ., 1111,11 ki kt.p htilt, tilt- rea'.r of tilt Britis~h cotIimlf1
inl int . ntrv ai -il icn onm. l(J I rv~vrw~ I-iopt'. it disnirt th.iraityr to reorjjanixc and resurplt

111t. In~:I. iti l m 'It lrir m-h i -ruiso' tin i~ I it.ir now -." % llntt.rt.J e nt st''1Cl~ In g'ret rpart Lill
4rf''tllt till., -jv,,t it wk'. into. dvd iv ant iorlii II it, -h. iccvs%~ (f the. "srtnd-iff" antiainmor tic-

ir e%~ t .1t. 11 i t c. list, f r*' f'Id.!timiv 111. toi m, -it I Li,I kidiw. ind to ii sim iar intaififi
wut.rc throw~n 1 61111, r , 'rv,i:vJ xtfiikI i- antitank vl'l fnseCI~ at Hiakfav P~ass thlt
A11Flce ~ttiv flil v.l ilt' i i 'mon% v.tii i ll,.T 1'riIti % 9' pli.' -.. )t.rrIiiIhcia~

firl~f ri~t'. ik, I fv ll 'n I; l ~irvJi In flt, r kiniII*Jf,.2

ris, lit.' .l'1t., .' 1 , cri-: mtk WO. METT-T Considerations
then ptIV I , ii I T 1991 IlkIV.%IV f Ifyrt 1 IftfY "Tilt,' iii oi 'i the li miitrtormtd hriL'1iIt. dtirim.
Al 13CnJisaklo - 1., 11I; i ttv Lvil'aIi t I i IL 1% irft it itif R Fl.IA BLE S TR IKE IIl t Ln de.r rv'

C;v1mitl~ It irnrvc - !1 I' rt I If I ('r% I'n nI I f a tim hnIidc. was ow1~n closcIv resefmbled o

IllIv. it'~iixi: i191 9t, m%,mvr-.'f wuLrv Jt, im hthat co'uiddb. u.vt)%o4' ill on1k' thrcc. kvy jptf
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could be crossed at only four sites. The-bii-

ThebI~gadcV r e gade's sector-O kilometers wide by 45 kilo-
to isA&MtAkhe cp rsuu meters deep-wmas perfect for a middleweight

116W theset.e os f orce.
Mslpda ip ug ~ aw ~ he OPEOR was made up of elements fromn

OWN~k ofd ghW the 9th Division's heavy brigade An armnored
plully OfI~e NOS" laltially t# battalion task force was craedt replicate, as

~ fb an'h ~ e~ nearly as possible, the-target-arry of a Soviet
Aftu t cle I" the ifto tank regiment movig to contact in an ad vanced

inm~~ ~ * gardl formation with a follow-on battlion. Fif-
ty-six MOMA tanks imitated -Soviet- T--h.

knude, provided the only brokenitrainin the Sixteen HMMWVs (hg bltyukpr
valley floor and created a hidden valley that of.- pose wheeled: vehicles)-represented BRDMs-
fered an alternate -avenue of approach by mask- (Soviet combat vehicles),. and -12 -Ml13 1ar-
ing fires firom the ridgeline. On the other side of mated personnel carriers acted as BMPs (Soviet
the ridgelmne. the terrain fa off gradually to an -armored personnelcarriers). The OPOcod
intermittent stream bed wlith sheer banks that hield atotalof8i4conibatirehicles. lnsborrtevery

effort was made to make the-RELIABLE-
STRKE-MI OPEOR appear realistic and doc-(7) trinally consistent to the soldier on the ground.

/4 ~. ~The intent was that as a part of his training the
soldier iwldl actually meet the enemy, see his
tactics and execute the battle against realistic

A [4j / -opposition. Timing and dispersal were also
-Z_ I~Ji~l ~(worked into OPFOR operations so tha nmy

Pr nowK units made theirappearance on the barle&M lin
~ appropriate vehicle densities and seqienced as

'~) ~'K ~ could be empected on an act"a batlefield.

-U ~Cucqi of OpMUats
Bsdupon the threat, the consideraledt

M~umic- of sector and the defensible temrin afforde by
the ridgelines. the brigade comnmndr chose to
array his task forces in depth to minimiz exten-
sive repositioning oftforces during the battle.

40 Furthez the battlefield was shaped into four en-
_1r3 gageent areasto focu combat power and syn-

~~- L chronize diamc fie massed artillery fires. attac
_ 4 ~g-~:~-< helicoptems close airsupport and electroic w'-

- fare at key times. To capitalize ondieibigades
~ ~ primnaly weapon system, the HMMWV-TOW

- .s ~-and the relative strength o-vrthe enely in in-
fantry, decisive (close) engagement with the

PLAM ~TOW s-1stem had to be a, ided iuile allowing
the OFFOR to clos-, within ofour infi

ft SNICUF> -~ try's Dragons, LAWs and MK-19 grenade
Figur I: Brigde sector defens operationalgraphics launchers
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OPFOR tanks wMovn to
to-ward assembty area

TheWF W* VOfAf -191 fets ft t Ah MWe h

Aeaofe061 h at bit face ftled t lblcae a t soot

#"ua*i wit aC "I flw eail' 0- of asaw. ofl ft p tad. e

. . . . . ..A wsa Itca -t ioury fo prt i a - Rei fut:i e pa the combine

ration from time cimrecipt of the deend missiton arm!- b-ialitin-heavv. IT 24C. which con-
until it wM1 to K lMV Iad tI eXcuIte The defet.... trolled the bulk of the brijgadk-s HMMWIVV-
The brigadeuws task organixd with the intantrv TOW. Ti Fwsge n radtrs .~
heav tak force forw-ard, the TOWV hecavy t;bk- son. anchored on the defiles leading to the
force framing the primanv enuiselnent ar and1 'ams over the ridjeline und comxnmning_, the
aI mobile reserve in dlepth. heaitotsk pn rudint wich th min aeu n
torcema w a ml into Three critical pha'e- i; the hidk-n ale prahsinexorably- tkvwed.
the baitl. TF 2-0~job was Ito take advtantage of the

Thusi. tht: infantry heavy task torc. TF -47. TOW, stand-of ragead n.'g theccn

was poitioned well ftowar-d with rpnilty throughut the valley -as he- attempted to move;
for one engagement area. tBra-engriund would tip the ridgeline.
causethe enemy toueihad ns~,tr in- The antitank heavv reserve was formd base-d
fanny upon entrnn the brigade ector. Th* IT uj\ n the lidht aittack comny. Thi organi-

wa to remain ton~rad accept iwpas. :n-, ti. n tiulded nine I-lX1N1\A*-TO\X*: and nine
enemy enetrathwn, uad to, attac~k. weak~en uu.! NdK-') grenade Lumchcrs. Additionally. it %V.I
delay secondi echelsin foirce', whilc the i'rigad- gvnoeainlcnrlo h w ua 1
destroed terermnantsof the first echeil N1t- tOW It to cover air avew o4 aproach into the
talions in engageme-nt- areas ii depth. .-Xdtwin- 1-rigade sutport aIrea (B~SA) and togive the re-
aly this TF was ptositivned Ito ttrcc the ene-niv n-e vctmpanva BN 11- illing "esrn when used
to remiin in the open areas alAmng the main aye- in the ground support role. Further, the resilvc
nue of approch. where he wouild 1v io-t viii- was, providd a direct support engineer platoon

ne~bleolng-an1eT\V ir' ThtL.p'ston- to prepare a n cr ein riet wra in depth. Thw
inu, wotild aso, cauve the etinm Ito acc..t't hL-avx ftont andl tiank of thi' engage, mn ax-wre to
losses from the riad.intatrevten a iv c xcuted k the roxere ctmantr TF 2-60?
sloingt of his momniim it hie atteinvi;7d t.- wouldt.id ' t~k1 ire into the rear tif the enemyi
Mo'-e through the hidde-n %-Ale,.tra o'a hyetee1teeggmn ra
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I- with massed fires. Conducting only short sur-
Ajilliera *Wt tol 'w vbabilftymoves, the atillery batteries wbuldal-

Initialy Positione d 111dth 0 to allow* waysbe able toprovide-fiirerughout th s-
the atilley hi 1alle to jjjWd -tar and into each successive- EA. Forward-

goulty- tery tires N the eseaOsy observation 'laing teamns (FOLTs). were
ben his attack Wheto sauth e mployed -in mutually-, supm igtasfo

attackN sqaro EoA,1 ikt hide poiinfaing llenga gen areas, to-fires. Conduct~~~~~Ing oil *hs d sirteiion fartlym untosotciia

siivlvbllltjneevnthiast~lee7 targets. Tyialusduerbgd oto;
hattrlnueulalwy~hahle~' pro FOLTs offer motorzed units a, unique abiliy to

vid fles hroE h itthictw a d diec pecsion iaro fires throughou th

Th commandcr's ovterall intent wa-.to,
The brigade commanider planned to mass his employ the atac iqarn EAl, wing aerial-

atcheicoptr squarn, TF S~, three TOWs, artlleryfires and precision munitions to-
times. The squadron was -assigned a-deep en- locate -and -kill en emy. mrecnnsac vehides,
gagement area foiwardof the brigade.5nd was causing the enemy-confiision and delay. 7F3 47
given priority of artillery fir-es initially to begin was to destroy one of the two firstecheon batWOl
attrition of the enemy force before it closed with ions in EA 2 and further delay the g secod h
the ground maneuver forces. As the enemry en. n eling it along the -open, valley floorinto EA 3.
tered-d-ect -fire- range of TF 3A7, the attack TF 2-,TF Sbr,-massed artilleryamdcloseair
squadron would rec~cle in preparation for an at- support (GS eet eto h eamin
tack in concert with TF 2_60 near engagement two battalions in EA 1-.Team Reser vas stand-
area (EA) 3. Finally, the squadron was to be pre-- in y to protect the BSA and prevent any pene-

-pared to support the reserve battle. TF3 -4 ha rtin the brigade rear bonary. Thefolow
primary responsibility for EA 2, TF 2-60 was the ing summarym reveals how the battle actually was
brigade main effort in-EA 3, and Team-Reserte fought,
was resposibefor-EA 4. TF Sabre was to be
employed in EA 1, EA 3 and EA 4 (fig. 3). Battle Execution

Artillery- batteries -were initially.positioned in -It is barely ,0630 whlen the first spot reports
depth to allow the artillery battaion toProvide reach the brigade tacticalI operations center
counterbatrery fir!O as the enemiy began hi at- (TG) F~wr-elydsot n OLT
tack, then -to support the attack squadron in EA have spottedenemyrapks-approaching the frst

of the obstacl belts. OPFOR smoke drifts acros
the first- engagemnent area concealing the en-;
emy's intentions. Cobras from TF Saber hug the

-ridges as they, maneuver into. concealed-firing
positions-ore missile launches-more kills

Suddenly, the second echelon is identified
closing sooner then predicted by-the 82's (initel-

lignc ofiers)template-anid they are swing
ing south., The enemy s trying tio- avoid the-

.si-trngth of the defense by, driving through 1
3-47pos itions and -ito the hidden-valley.

The brigad comade decides to reorient'
- a portion ofIT 2-60 to- cover- the exit-oth

Figure 3:'aftli freeze: execution-of EA2 hidden, valley a.proach. EA 3-wil stl ei
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RELIABLE STRIKE

place to stop them (fig. 4).
Elements of TF 3-47 also displace to assist TF The troops disengage from the

2-60 with the destruction of the enemy in EA OPFOR to conduct a Series of after-
3. Remaining forces allow enemy units to bypass action review, from platoon level
and continue engaging enemy follow-on forces through the bripdo headquarters
from dug-in positions. TF 2-60 now takes on itlf. MUCh of the value to bi gained
the lead enemy columns at long range from posi- from the trining effort depends on
tions covering EA 2 and EA 3. FOLTs call for 1h quality of these Mb. Thorefore,
DPICM (dual-purpose improved conventional considrbih effort is expended doing
munition) and Copperhead on both engage- quality AM during the) exercises.
ment areas. The Cobras continue to go after the
ranks. 2-60 scamper over the ridge into new positions

Still, the enemy advance is not broken. The looking down into the engagement area. In
closing speed and the rapid rate of fire from the mere minutes, the defenders are set.
tanks begin to have an effect. TF Saber and The penetration hangs up on the obstacles at
supporting artillery counter with devastating the mouth of EA 4. Cobras quickly engage.
fires, delaying the enemy and allowing the FOLTs control artillery fires on targets of oppor-
HMMWV-TOWs to scoot safely along folds in tunity. Disrupted, the enemy edges slowly into
the terrain to alternate firing positions. The en- the engagement area as the reserve company lies
emy hit TF 3-47 hard, but paid a heavy price, in overwatch. Abruptly, the ground TOWs sys-
The first echelon is stalled; EA 3 is awash in tematically engage at long range. MILES lights
blinking MILES lights with remaining OPFOR start blinking and the tanks go dead. The survi-
vehicles scurrying for cover. The sector is still in- vors turn west and the reserve company com-
tact, there is still room to maneuver and the re- mander launches his platoons in pursuit on a
serve remains unengaged, parallel course. The TOW gunners get flanking
Then, suddenly, the second echelon pushes shots and score hit after hit.

through the melee and drives for the ridge. TT There are only six enemy tanks, two platoons,
2-60 Dragon gunners engage from well con- left as the enemy approaches phase line Musket:
cealed positions, but the breakthrough battalion The brigade commander calls on the Cobras to
surges on. The brigade commander sees this and finish them off. As the attack birds move in, it
realizes the reserve must finish the fight. TF Sa- is over.., the senior controller calls "change of
ber is alerted to recycle and stand ready to attack mission."
again into EA 4 as HMMWV-TOWs from IF

Battle Review Procedure
S-The troops disengage from the OPFOR to

I~ ' \ ) conduct a series of after-action reviews (AARs),

s 1BP 11 from platoon level through the brigade head-
quarters itself. Much of the value to be gained
from the training effort depends on the quality
of these AARs. Therefore, considerable effort is/ expended doing quality AARs during RELI-

/ ; ABLE STRIKE exercises.

-- / For RELIABLE STRIKE 111, observer/con,
" .- ",. trollers actually attended a pre-exercise school,

where O/Cs studied the exercise scenario, rules
z->K. - of engagement and safety criteria. The O/Cs also

Figure 4: Battle freeze: execution of EA 4 built evaluation packets while in the school.
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-hi& once there to allow synchronized fireslof a
' .... Meted unit S'# pure mtorized unit to destroy an armored oppo-

enrpley tedwn end A e.gg ei
uccal ve e elm ,at~uihi Towed artillery cannot displace and mass fres

PI /SSI# h /M i le ffir h, in pace with motorized operations. To assure the
cent act. B tle ei a t full effect -of aftillery ies, rowed artil ery should:

alay ndt c ee a be placed off the main avenues of Approach-and
theeaera inale/iit left in p6sitii,-shiflig fires as appropriae'but-

am net : ,!!:wl!"l , execute. .avoiding actu5l di cement -
Fnalytheimpct f unor lead&r initiative

These packets consolidatedthe-AR'hP tasks, was momentou. As the defene's ,man e
conditi6ms and-standards underldying the mis. shifted, aggressive youngcommanders graspe-
sions thatthe brgade selected t6 exercise.- Last, the intent and yd n the battle. Even young
the O/Cs rehearsed AAR-techiiques. leaders, mcommanders of vehidles effectivel, by-

Once at Yakima Training Cente, the O/Cs passed, ontined-t tseek and e tarets,
used a centrally, located, permanent facility for hWing a dramatic impact on the final-putcome.
battalion- and brigadeevel AARs It con- (On the othef hand, young officers conf A by
tamined a-'sand table, appropriate maps, lots of the shift who hung back were profiled by their
chartboards and video recorders for document- meager contribution.)
ing lessons learned. The review of training on the brigade defes

What lessons did the division capture after all ;n depth is now complete.- The brigade and te,
thiseffort tocollect and present the training out- division-learned some indispensable lessons by
comes? Quite a few, as we shall examine. conducting the training in the most realistic, de-

First, resynchronizing the full weight of the- manding environment that could be produced-
combat team components to execute multiple at-home station. Before closing, it is apprpate
engagement areas was a challenge. This does not to explore -some possibilitie for offsettinghe
mean the battle should not be fought in-depth. constraints inherent-in executing bfigade-lvel:
Bypased-units and minor engagement areas NTC style training locally.
must beused to delay and channel the enemyad- The siie of the maneuver box is the moSt-in-
vance. Still, the combat team should plan to ex- flexible ofthe constraints. Yet, however unyield-
ecute a decisive engagement area only once. ing, the requirements are not-insurmountable.

Second, the attack helicopters can hit the en- Specifically, the terrain must at least supot a
emy and iiaintain contact by "cyclin'g" the air- two-battalion -front, a reconnaissance z6e,
craft. Motorizedunits cannot move and shoot at main battle area and a rear area large enough for
the-same time; therefore,, they have difficulty reserves,-fire support and a brigade suppott'area
stayingwiththe enemy. Attack helicopters must to set-up and periodically relocate. Even for
continuously screen the enemyto fill that void. heavy units, 10 kilometers by 30 kilometers will
Alimitngfactor is time required to rean/rfuel generally work. There must also be sufficient

Moreover, motorized units are best employed open terrain and usable roadways to supt the
staying behind to engage -successive echelons. tactical marchesofthe evaluated brigade and-the

ath'thinpg thoughl nes while in heavy OPFOR,-as well as tactical resupply and b ,

contact. Battle-hand,.ver almost always -man- haul for casualties and maintenance recover.
dates dose combat with the enemy--a mission Finaly, there must be appoved corridors fot
motorized forces are not well equipped to ex- integrationofbo ArmyaviationandAir Frc
ecute. tactical air. Th. 9tIhlDhasacce tosuc.h acorm-

Engineer efforts must both channel the enemy plex at the yaldn Firing Center. Other dii-
towar the decisive eagement awa and delay- sions are likely tohave a similar resoufce t-
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Joint air attack team
attacking the OPFOR.

The enemy hit TF 3-47 hard, but paid a heavy price. The first echelon
Is stalled; EA 3 is awash in blinking MILES lights with remaining OPFOR vehicles
scurrying for cover. The sector is still intact, there is still room to maneuver
and the reserve remains unengaged.

in a reasonable commuting distance. battle staff to drive the exercise and provide a re-
Second, there must be a motivated, protes- sponse cell. Remaining O/C requirements to ac-

sional and "uncooperative" oppo)sing force. The tually control and evaluate training consume
size of the OPFOR turns out to be les, con,c- most of the officer cadre of an additional brigade
quential than the range of its capabilite. It must combat team.
replicate a robust combined arn, force: air and Finally, DIVARTY must provide firemarker.,
ground. In particular, it must contain FHnd heh- and the division support command must firmish
copter surrogates, a highly mobile shock coinpo- a logistics support base. It simph takes soldier,
nent to spearhead and exploit penetration., and in abundance to administer and support an exer-
sufficient overall mobility to threaten concen- cise of this scope. And yet, the investment i,
tration at multiple points on the battlefield. A clearly worthwhile based solely on the splendid
reinforced battalion task force is adequate. It:, training it gives to the combat teams. But with
si:e can be made to portray a larger force through smart training, the payback extends well beyond
greater densities of simulations, echeloning ear!\ the units actually being evaluated. Several mir-
kills back into the battle, and carefil positioning tiatiVe" are key
and repositionim to produce selective masing. B\ maintaining strict unit integrit when lay-

Perhaps the big..est cost is the overhead. Non- ing down the O/C structure, a unit's O/C tasking
personnel resource, required toir a RELIABLE can turn into a "leaders recon in force." Periodic
STRIKE are no greater than an\ other briade AARs just among tile groups of O/Cs further
level traunmg of comparable lenth. The poten- thi.,, allowing the lessons from their evaluation,
tial overhead con.,traint i, people, not monc%. to be applied directly to techniques and proce-

To maintain realism, accuratel\ tabulate dures within their own unit. The movement to
training outcome, and ensure .atet\. ob.rve; and from Yakima ot altvviqon slice and the
controller are needed down to platoon level for equivalent of two brigaJe combat teams is a ,,reai

each evaluated unit. The chief O/C should be forum for training on division-level tactical
an assistant ivi'on commander. He will need marche.,. Training value can al-o Ie gained by
the support of ., heaithv slice' of the division insisting that all supxrt for the exercise be pro-
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and agressiVely training-themh as thfiey support,
Ahe of~c itjoil, f de that cost can be turned-to benefit-

dfeiases ralaeihf ehfta UNW te 3 Brgade learned agreadeaL Bottomline,
sI.~ -s ~ ~ u~e j~ heylearnied that with good-use of depth, they

latet ~dta~w Ia he hft k could defeat a Soviet tank regiment Th1e quit
EveeJwwgaeu F n detil otthe leI n they aie were simply

VONl~e tid bflf q tagti
hav~~ a7 i~ l~htua The diiio earned some lsos too. h

the fiaaiat~i~i. defe in6 depth is vital to the succes oc§ bs
team operations. The divisin a w i oin-

vided from a maidal setting (even if it is- located vest- considerable -resources6 to ob ainan
outside the-immeidiate maneuver box) a4 e* analogue atY~n Howv h idrivindis-
ecuted i -accordance with the-'same sanidards covered NTC-style train-in Wg at- home stO to
required of the maneuver task fomi. be more afirdable than expeced The real e-

Finally, with carefrul pLamnig it may be feasj- pene was the overhead used to support and ad-
ble to oveay a division command post exercise, ministe the training. To the extent the support

and o esur moe m Anig training for the ca-eoeatann experience as wellL evenm

division battle-stafft or extend the FIX scenario that cost is greatly offset AIR
to include general support forces in a division--
controlled rear area. In sum, the constraint ad- NOTES
dressed is one of the potential costs for the sup- 1. paj Cud.7t~ ThssdWnWItfw E. P. ID*AMurPV,

port people in the exercise who have to g iveU up B~tP tf fW. WO" O 1941 (Now Yodc Pinqn

ohrtraining opothte.By innovatively

~ize4), FortLett6, Waslhington. He hassed.in avity oftnmndaosc-
ding, commander, 2d B*&ade 9th Irq1omY Diioin; tdsocommainder-
mwneuwvr, 25dilnjaniayDwon; an diectori of fitegrin, OfflcxoftheDep-
ULY Chifof StafflobrOpeftio and Pkons, edqm. D~iatnbuqdieAmy.
Lmetean Colonel Lmy Sasaier is crmander, 95th Miitar~y Poke Battalion,

- 21stTheaterAnyAcaConandUSAnyEu's:pe. Heisa ofde us
Arny~imimand and General Siiff CAWeg aid die School fAwcdMlai
Saidid. -He has served in a variety of commiand and staff posaosm Esvfure and'
the Continental United States and as provost mnarshal MW nfia Dzw=o (Motor
ted) Fort Lgun, Washington. He waudiored -F~di FkQsBaz&eNcw "u
appeared in dhe otobi 198s mifitay Review.
Major]. C. Aliardis S3 of die3d Br*g&, 9th 1 -nu Dwmso (Mowo), Frt
Leuwis, Washigon. He reeida bidhelors degree in fom the Unkersity of
New Havshre anda asM.S. fromn Boston Uhiiersiy. He hts andedanpa-
nies in die 1St CoVOIY Dtibin and the fihsiA*noral Tmzm i and sewved
as exeaake offier of ataon, Isth;JnryDfuson.

Majr Joseph S. Puase is assigned to the 9t Irnfiay~ Ditssion (MoeosiWe) i Fort
Lfk,-W6DG tf di YLkfrds0 due Separat Muimied

BT* dit irnans n te f o4 themtwcrmut of th 9th I-.
fanny Iision (morosid). He as~iieahsa wdrnk battao
S3 in US Amiy, EuroPe cdid die Continental United S tarsid urnte 3dBrok
S3daig inE 1~fedruigxvsesusddswnartkrd
the su qetNaanal _Tduning etmaion.
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Fire an Mneuvr
C_ -

Lieutenant Colonel Thomas R. Rman, US Army

serutiny. In dine times of budget cuts and other pmssures, theAnny
must ensure that it is gefting the *winingkaway nees and atthe be&t

all thosemreousdpth des ldie ndat i.'ath the most ,vl i

can e best done at the large and exeni combat bu n centers.

5I1H EACH new weapons system the today a major training area (MT A). Some of"
:WArmy introduces, we are shooting farther these MTAs can be traced to the pre-Would War
and making more noise. The air and ground I Imperial German army when a disposition of
stmsmove faster and with greater range, one per army corps was maints..il. As early as
Thus, in order to train our forces in tactical- and the 19th century, the German army was con-
opetional- 4evel skils--verything from gun- fronted with a need to provide areas for lre
neryto movement to maneuver-more space is scale unit training that could not be sugpoed by
required When this trend is considered against the limited assets of the garisons. This reality
growng fiscal and environmental constaints for continued and became more prnune in the
Defense Deparment initiatives, locations capa- 20th century, leading to the reiemn and ex-
ble ofsupporting foU-scale gunnery and maneu- pansion of the system. Curarently, USAREUR
vet for battalion and higher level units equip- operates three MTAs, all of them having come
ped with major weapons systems will probably from the German army program: Grafenw~hr,
decrease. Home station training opportuiies .established during the imperial period;~ Hohen-
for many combat units may soon be limited to fels and Wildflecken, which opened during the
training simulation and simulatois at centralized pre-World War II period.
locations for much of the gunnery and maneu- The Army in the Continenta United States
vW taining fo tese largrform ton. This ar- (CONUS) began to experience limitations su-
tidle dicse a coneptal approach for how iar to thoreof the German system during the
such a system of fire and nmneuver centers pre-Worid War I era. Somef the older gai-
(FMCs) might be planned and managed. sons such as Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, and

To some extent, US Army, Europe (USA- Frt Adams, RhodelIsland, became inraigy
REUR) has been using a system of FMCs for limited in their capabilities to support maneuver
some time. The system was inherited from the above battalion level because weapons and tac-
WordWar II German army. Its basis was the tics demanded more space. These installations
Tnapnlwislr or what USAREUR calls were in areas where, as in Europe, available land
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nearby- became increasingly -diffcult to acquire rAcks, New York;--Fort Ethah Allen- Vermont;,
du oepansio of towns or economic value o jeetoBarcs; and Fort -Aams Three o

the-land. Cap~tlivsmn already made by the 1posts were g soned by ia tye ets
the atio inthe existing installations, politics up to -World War Ill-) -Thusth USArmy, nti

recently, did not experience what Euiopeazv ar,-
______________________ mes hadto c~orntas eay as the iiidde.1th

A tivndemergeddudng -century-a scarcity. of ffiane ver -and zr ei

to th presnt were nw intallaions as-tactica -training requirmetsexpi-ed
an oene anarea wkpasibi~t~e of Consequently, the genea -US miita A psco-

ttnun exansin (ssh u) Fol Bening ogy, in CONUS, relative to nmnuver adgn
and oil ran Dud w~ ~ ~ nerv trainn g-in this century has been diffit

FoilCann an Fol Hod ~than in: Euoe adnot as _osrie y space
openeL Som oldr 19t centay a d -rndesource concerns.-

-A subset of the US militar mxeiece in ti
arns er'tos t~ oUIu a e, weii area was that of the NAtional Wtard and its fed-

araswhreaccess tadionltenuain cotre-j-msthA yRez.Te
wascovenen; fr ra~pl, FilRily, Guad- tenddlto; reflect -the, Eiuropeanee,

FoilBlis (ad) oil ~lLence more then the R e uk~ Army. The system-
that evolved was a network of armories or cen-
trs in- civilian crmunities for unit diih

andlimtedWar.Deparmn apprations equipment stotage and mai enance acics
during this period limited the Armys options at -and -trainin eqimnts dwaned inrepne
that time to relocate. to tedology. the need for Larger- areas to e:-egr-

However, in the period beginning with World cise the -unit, battalio an4bove wa -s felt
= Warn, inCONUS there werestill significant op- by the reserves.

portunities for the AiMYto relocate installations As a result,- the tendency was for maneuver
to regions with plenitiful, more available and a,'- and artillery unm-its. to in-creasingly use proso
fordable real-estate. This is in fiit what-hap ; summer trammug at te ieaetRglrA y
pened. Outside of political: or fiscal factors, a pottathdaeqaemaevrand rangef-
trend emergd during the world war I-era and, cilities ot, increasinl afer- World War -Ito go
continues to the present wherenfew installations to a-regional state-or fedea installaition main-
are opened- in areas with possibilities of terrain tained forthat purpose '(Examplesofsuch-pasts
expansioni Exmples during the World-War I Are Caimp-Edwartds, Massachfusetts;f Cam
period are Fort -Benning,- Georgia, and--Fort Blandig, HFonda and Camp Shelb Misisi-
Btag, Noith Carolina. During World,%WaI, piii;h~ regional maneuver and=* rag m.on
Fort Canon, Colorado, and-Fort-Hood, Texas, plexes became fice sngycritical to the tain-
were openack Some older -19th century installa-. ing ofi=Reserve maneuver-units frmdneY
tioniby coinicidence, were in areas wh&e access korlted aea where wxasi-adif-

ro ddtina. errain was convrenient; for exam- fkult -h-riotneof dhie grew,
pleortileyKanasFrt1-ssTexasFort Sll, -- during the 1970s and198s as te- Reserves as

Oklahoa-and Fort Huachuca, Arizna sumed amr rnucdraiesrl.I
Odrgarrisons thtcudntepnIn shi, CNSResrve Conmtsxpe-

most cases possessing substantial red-brick can- ri-ence :apoiitdt~Eiparepnne
tonmrens for tip to gd e-siz units, weed- Today, as-.tecdmologV cotiues t ehaic
dared-surplus -by -the- Army-du-radafter thecapability o eaos n vhd systems%
World Wair I. (Examples are- Platsur Br with the artetiatmro effect- ontcisan
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Even the large A expnde Intlant io, such ai Fots Nainl rgHo n
Benning, areexperiencingeinablt ort dRily n. supportns"e lupdanue
true c~fheai~v orcesxta so se the posts theanironmabena mlctosohs

environmetal a~fiscal isues becoic cin- imetal omplace t ntitie tocosdes

approach. Even theilarge expandedfanslalls-

tintelag xade ntlons, such as Foils Riley Bragg, Hood and Bn obtTann etr
Bning, are experiencing inabili y or diffilculty i n sudpora;theg 'ut uor graeuert

adgneytrainin g exercises o battalion and arger-si t deeomnts Thnd im pnatlion ofth
un (fl upeanineunrs hanueur th lle combat traieningenter (CT) caoncepft.hes
deplo devrmlombats speed oang h opricla conct ponAys p~laailnlsrg. ho

tervrint a gunner fiscaliseicmungin- meta tomrplittank cannoniandve micsier ytm
camaximum retictive rae.v Arrmny at CO op oserainl porc o) tanerge and

TShis fuitsel paricurl tru osder thre ame gurneon faienlymnmn and d~eeilimnk.
aorpdoand. Eveha e epant d nt)ta se t ohsiaed instruetainaloa-v

thes e exp' Teieiwn iilvo iplictin Adcodetiasmlly th el qaueth a grer iet t
tse eopmsr aing afl paricla e c tomanueeadunr real at ter aniisn the unevr xrit. Iomt as

do e arm plnnna. Thrmiatseinhtcrls deiadOPO thatpn cnep mly i'u lvitede t echnerte;
tan il-cndier pracices r pie arniio po ta on O uelcaetnts Itno endmslysetem-
tmaimum detuctive to theO afihscasdrhing tf ofposing forcoler (0/s) tes pro-

This A is parpicuar! tueie in itsv force of E- vo id th ie.'rv at OPFO peoacl.wt linhaks
moineers Reach anie antrv' unit) Envt iron to sophisticate units.ettoalo tvr
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The abily to expenence fid gunner is becoming a gmater chaleng
to the Army a follow-on generation weapns systems demand greatr spa cejir

the extended range capabilites of weapons and ammunifWon and the inctrasd speed
of their vehicle plaqfo~ms. Even in an expanse as vast as the training areas at the

NTC, caaltis of new, Lwrger-caiber, dirct-fie systems with necessay safety fans
would overlap majior portions of maneuver space. Gunnery and maneuver

training could not be conducted siuutaneousy.

However, the expense of necessary supporting bat units are able to exercise gunni and ma-
system (for example, lasers, sensors, instrumen- neuver as realistically a-, possible in a lull blown!'
tation, OPFOR. 00C, and so on) could not be tactical environment. Onie of these is a national
afforded oneverypost in the Any Also, the ma- gunniery center Though the NTC does inc"d
neuver space sufficient to allow operations with- live-fire exercises, it currently does not offer the
out competition from other activities demanded opportunity for a complete "full up gunriery
a dedicated manieuver area. The result to date has program for heavy forces. The ability to experi-
been the creation of several facilities for the ence full gunnery is becoming a greater chal-
Armv. The National Training Center (NTC) at lenge to the Army as follow--on generation
Fort Irwin, California, was developed in the early wevapons system demand greater space for the
1980s and has evolved into the premier training extended range capabilities 'of weapons and am-
facility in CONUS for heavy forces. Next, the munition and the increased speeds of their ve-
Joint ReadinessTraining Center (JRTC) at Little hide platform.
Rock Air Force Base and Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, Even in an expanse as vast as the training areas
was established and provides the same capability at the NTC, capabilities of new, large-caliber,
for light forces. There is now an initiative toward direct--fire systems with necessary safety fans
regionalization, of the capability with activation would overlap major portions of maneuver
of the Combat Maneuver Training Center space. Guinnery and maneuver training could
(CMTC) at Hohenfels, Germany. not be conducted simultaneously. Additionally,

Along with the CTIC initiative, investigation firing of dud-producing munitions further
and planning are occurring on two other subsets compromises dual terrain use.
to the same general theme, facilities where corn- Actually, the Air Defense Artillery adopted a
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MANEUVER CENTERS

form ofthisapproach with the introduction of the
Nike Hercules missile over 40 years ago. Not be- The Naional Guard land] Army
ing able to fire this system from the battery loca. Reserve.. tended to reflect the Euro-
tions around US cities, units deployed to White pean experience more then the Regular
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, near Fort Army. The system that evolved was a
Bliss, in order to be able to shoot the system live. network of armories or centers in civilian

The second initiative is the "large-unit train- communities for unit drill and equipment
ing center" concept being developed by the Na- storage and maintenance. As tactics and
tional Guard Bureau. The general objective of training requirements changed in re-
this concept is to develop regional centers where sponse to technology, the need for larger
Reserve Component units are able to conduct areas to exercise... was also felt
maneuver and gunnery training. 0

If we add to this array of training areas and fa-
cilities large tracts of maneuver terrain main-
mined by parent installations, such as Yakima training as a single major training resource area.
Maneuver Area, a subinstallation of Fort Lewis, This does not mean to suggest, at this point, that
Washington. and Pinion Canyon, operated by allthecurentpiecepartsthatdrawfundingfrom
Fort Carson, Colorado, the extent of types of in- different sources would be "balled up" into one
stallations that support Total Army maneuver massive funding line. Rather, the suggestion is
and gunnery exercises is apparent. With a period that this category of training resource be articu.
ofresource constraint looming ever closer on the lated in the context of a Total Force training
Army's horizon, maybe it is time to review the concept and managed in relation to other major
approach the Army is taking to managing and training resource categories such as training aids,
projecting the critical training resource of ma- devices, simulators and simulations, operational
neuver and gunnery facilities. The trend of tfnpo and ammunition.
growing restrictions to home station live maneu- Such an approach forces a disciplined method
verand gunnery on many of the CONUS Ac- cf defining force training resource requirements
tive Army garisons, as well as existing regional that is in accord with the resource acquisition
Reserve omponent facilities, indicates a corn- strategy. As dollars become scarce and the Army
prehensive Armywide master plan to manage shrinks, a system of multiple, parallel initiatives
this critical training resource area is now needed. owned by different Army agencies, but provid-

The remainder of this artide will discuss an ing the same or similar capabilities, becomes less
approach to management. It outlines a concept supportable.
for an FMC master plan. This plan would be a It is understood that some level of autonomy
major supporting plan of the Armys Combined between certain initiatives may be desirable for
Arms Training Strategy (CATS), along with operational, political and mission reasons. For
other vital training resource master plans such as example, CRC~s may continue to work as a pri-
the Family of Simulations Master Plan and the mary subset of FMCs, as would large-unit train,
Standards in Training Ammunition Commis. ing areas and other fire and maneuver installa-
sion. It would eventually absorb, as a subplan, tions. However, all would be managed within
the current CTC master plan. the larger framework in terms of general concept

for this training resource category.
IWNC lPlan To illustrate more specifically the necessity of

As the background discussion implied, it may operating in this fashion, the following areas are
be time to consider managing all facilities to highlighted:
which units deploy to their home stations or * Land management and land use justifica-
garrisons for large-scale maneuver or gunnery tions should respond to clear and uniform policy
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requirements -across the force. An example is and maneuver training at other thant homesta-
space requirements for gunnery and maneuver non or garrison trining facilities.
for each type offorce-heavy h, spe cial op- * D~ne requirements-
erations forces (SOF) Active-arid Reserve. 6 -State3 necessary-stiategy for-land acquisi-

*With an articulted-concept, defined re- non; existing ter-rai modification such as tanik
quirements can be dlearly identified. These re- trails, crossing sites and so orr, targetry;-instru-
quirements can be incorpotated into a plan that mentationrand buildings.
establishes what the aqitinstgywill be. Facilities and-programs that might be consil-
From this plan the Armpy can better focus-its ered by the master plan include:

__________________________ *Current Active and Reserve trainngars
The s~s~ pln ~ ds ,4~ that have-the-potential to de tdired

triigoppottunities such as CaiapSebnkuges awhlesletrnser ffclty CaZmp Blnig(susregardin federal-versus
owneshipand anaemen to ome state ownership would have to be resolved).

Cefl~l ointpronwimanaer r -Large unit traininge-enters f3r the Nation-
TR4O system manager.. at leastfor lC
the uwneiatfiataw Ho fakt * A national-gunnery training center

devlopxent wou respondt an-Amny
mwkle(fW*o ..c~d& Wi* Other noncorniguous maneuver sites,

DV~i~iIIU i~fIU*Rb OII~~it~li such as YaldmaMcGrmgor Range, and so on.
OiiI~1 RJ~ ~Major Training Areas overseas orinie

countres.
- An'other resouirce that might ultimately enter

scarce research, development, test and eivalua- the list would be larw maneuver gunnery areas
tnon (RDT-E) and acquisition dollars Frow such contiguous to major garrisons such as Fort Hood.
a focus, the Axrmy will obtain the best-mix of The miaster plan approach does riot suest a
techniology, hardware and so~tare. -It will be as wholesale transfer of -facility o~vnership and
common as possible, with optimum levels of in- management -to some central joint program~
terfacze amofig system&. Sth-an approach will manager mr Training, and Doctrine Cormand
yield the Army reasonably obtainable econo- system manager. Ownership would essentily
mies of scale. at least foi the inimedrate future. reside in the

e Application of the resource in peace ind hands-of current ownems However, facility de-
war (mobilization, reinfocement and sustain- velopment would -respond-to an-Arinywide re-
merit) may be more effectively accomplishd. quirement definitiori,,acquisition and funding

There are others but these capture the es- stratey
sence of need. The current trend is something For instance, hypothetically, the CAT'S ob-
of a 'hodgepodge of existing capabilities and jective for this resource might be to assure that
on going and planned initiatives that appear to CONUS Active and Reserve Component units
beresponingtoadelibemrat~myorCONUS- would have an assured level of live-fire mare u-
wide plan in only the most: general sense. vet and gunnery training opportunities within a

Given -this observation, it is probably timneto specifi region (regions might Ise built aroun
develop these vital assets through a master plain. current Army atea). Such a capability would
An outline approach might look as fbUows not ofly -provide units with a high stress, just

0 Build the plan as a subset of the Army's short of war-, CTC-type experience. butwuld
Combined Arms Training Strategy. assure a regional (and less costly) capability'

*Articuilate the FMC concept as one far all to manieuver-upto brigade-size formrations.-
Army uits required t o coinduct urnit gunnery Thtm'es ight be Ienifed per reion that
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would be supported by a certain level of instru-
mentation and other key resources designed to IThe master plan] could consist of
meet a progressive and successive unit training initil soldier, crew and collective work
concept, derived ultimately from CATS. -It on simple to more complex trining aids,
could consist of initial soldier, crew and collec- devices and simulator, followed by more
tive work on simple to more complex training sophitcat d taning conduced by
aids, devices and simulators, followed by more sumn atuon networking, building toward a
sophisticated training conducted by simulation fru regiona gunneMy and naneuw
networking (SIMNET), budding toward a full exenrLse andfinayfolowed by a CTC
regional gunnery and maneuver exercise and fi- ra on... The end product would be a
nally followed by a CTC rotation. force that has the means to truin as the

To realize this concept, all FMC master plan Army said it intended to tainL
managment should be oriented toward develop-
ing the resource base, through requirement defi-
nition and the acquisition strategy. The end
product would be a force that has the means to Whatever the Army does, we probably need
train as the Army said it intended to train, to give more structure to an array of actions, ini-
Through such a plan, the increasingly scarce re- tiatives, programs and existing "capital and real
source pool can be better focused and more effec- estate" resources that currently endeavor to meet
tively applied, the maneuver and range-firing requirement.

With the deep budget cuts and force reduc- Most of these assets are currently operating rela-
tions already having significant impacts on tiveiy independent of each other. To give them
Army operational and training strategies. now is scope and focus so that we may better apply our
the time to consider such a plan. Past practices scarce RDTE, acquisition, major construction
of maneuver and gunnery facility management and other applicable dollars, we should imple-
in CONUS may no longer be affordable from a ment a master plan approach.
furlding and capability standpoint. Environ- Success or failure on this issue may well deter-
mental concerns and the Army's efforts to corn- mine the quality of "full up" maneuver and gun-
ply with mandated and proposed guidelines are nery facilities, and perhaps even the Army's abil-
working at cross purposes with the standing re- ity to maintain them as a training resource in the
quirement to properly train soldiers and units future. A plan that addresses how we intend to
with the enhanced capabilities of modem weap- train our force in this area and defines essential
ons and vehicle systems. Soldiers and leaders resource requirements to be developed, bought
must continue to be trained in a manner that al- and fielded, offers a better prospect of success.
lows the correct employment of wapons and The current divided effort can only compromise
units on suitable terrain. We may have to move success. Without clear central planning, budget,
more toward the European model found in Ger- environmental and other pressures may win the
many to assure that our soldiers will train as they maneuver gunnery battle at the expense of real-
will have to fight. istic training and combat readiness. IR

SIuemntColonelThomas R. Rom anisasinedtoteJoindCornbinedUns Tmmn -
ing Dr-erae. Office of the Deput CW of Staf for Taining. US Ann Tfnng
and Doczri Corimand, FortMonroe Virginia. Heholdsan1M.BA.fiom e Unkr-.
ss'. of M .aseus and is a graduake of die US M a.arAcaderi and she US Arnn
Comin and Gereral StaffCole. He has held ,' cormawd and stafo msf
in Korea. Europe and the Consinemal Unted States. incdrudg serting as cef. G3
Training Resources. 1st Armored Daision. US Army. Europe. He coaudaored "The
E.xpmhle Armvy, uich appeared in the Nowmixcr 1990 isme of Mtlim. Review.
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Battalion E aons
Lieutenant Colonel Stephen C. asmuS" US Army

Since theinceptwo of th cmbaturig aentW(CT%1c,&APounits

have tried to devise tmaiing exercises and programs that nfca%,
CX en~ronment. The authors describe the 71h Infantr DOmi
(Zighit BOLD THRUST exerdis pvogam for &owg and c kwzt
ized evludns of the divison's comb4 comb&t supor n
service supportbaotlionm T evalky and rigorof recente enim
paid huge divien& iWtaining vlue and combatredinssf

] .URING the past two .year-s, a dramaticalh." tion techniques ad are su;Wrte as much as
&ffinnovative newv trainig strateg has been possible -%ith MILES (multiple integrated laser
unfolding at the 7th Infantry Division (Light) at engagement system) equipment. The exercises
Fort Ord, California, to prepare light battalions are performed according to the rigorous stand-
for success at the combat training centers ards of both the National Training Center
(CTCs0 and, ultimately, in actual combat. It is (N-IC), Fort Irwin, California, and the joint
a division centalized battalion evaluation s~i- Readiness Training Center ()RTC). Little Rock
trn called "BOLD THRUST" in which each Air Force Base and Fort Chiaffee, A-rkansws, and
bttation-combat, combat support (CS) and are implemented primarily from the division'-- Te-
Combat service support (CSS)--is given an ex- sourc -u. The training is expensive tor the divi-
ternal evaluation periodically by a permanent sion, intensive for the units unde-.oing evahua-
division team, strictly adhering to the unit's mis- tion and requires constant -enetil officer
sion tn.ining plan as outlined in the Army Tmin- emphasis. At the same time, it is also the best
ing and Evaluation Program (ARTEP). %-ay to develop the highest levels of unit combat

The evaluations are performed under realistic readines, and the best way to prepare for succe,conditions using the full range of combat simuY- at the CTCs.
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BED lIKI5 Phuimphy the TrCs and provide a similar environment
ad Orguization within the confines of the division, thereby im-

The intent of the BOLD THRUST exercise proving both tactical training and combat readi-
is to focus the division's training effort by multi- ness. The current 7th ID (L) goal is to have the
echelon evaluations of the combat readiness of light infantry, artillery and aviation battalions
the 7th ID (L) units in deployment and ad-
vanced tactical operations in low- and mid-
intensity conflicts. Since the division does not
train for a specific theater of combat at preseir, T h "rm is e tifi"
the training objectives can best be achieved w dwgon, i~esiefor e f
when the training environment parallels the msdegoig £Wl o and iiqiis
NTC and JRTC training environments. w*sw/ Of mhLA.4tiO

The BOLD THRUST initiative is unique * , it i d M best w to
among Army light divisions today. Although El te hi het kw of at m
other divisions may have similar training re- r aiim m d he e way to pepor
quirements, they tend to delegate responsibility for swce at the CTC.
for the conduct and evaluation to lower eche-
lons, thereby removing or diminishing com-
mand emphasis. In BOLD THRUST, hourver, paracie in a BOLD THRUST exercise at
critical assets are centrally managed at division least once annually; +ile CS and CSS bartal-
level, and general officers are present to provide ions participate at least once every 18 months.
command emphasis. oserve results and actually The current light infantr. battalion BOLD
perform the evaluations. 1  THRUST exercise is designed to resemble, as

The BOLD THRUST system is innovative closehl aspossible the exercisesconducted at the
and intense in the same manner as the NTCand JRTC This wasdiflicult to achieve initialK, and
JRTC. These training centers provide the hon- the first BOLD THRUST exercises in many
eft broker missing from usual Arm% collectivt ways resembed the battalion ARTEP evalua-
training. Generally; ARTEP evaluations are tios conducted on many posts. In the early
given by headquarters so closely associated with stages of BOLD THRUST, compting require-
the results that they can rarely remain objectve. ments prevented full availability of MILES

If a batalion' parent brigade administers the equipment. The result was diminished realism.
evaluation, the training problems and detractors differing great from the JRTC
present in the aining environment are usualk hunzentrA . TheBOLDTHRUSTop-
considered by evaluators because of their dose- erations impro- d %hen the division insisted
ness to those problems. If training is abbreviated that all exercise participants have operational
by big division events such as REFORGER, the MILES gear and that those who did not have
evaluators tend to take that into consideration MILES did not participate. Enforcing thewAk-
as a factoraffecting the results. Insuch anenvi- ing MILESrule isnot a trivial oreasymatter. Al-
ronment, excuses are made and accepted for most all Army units violate this findamental ane
training problems that seem beyond the eva- necessary rule during MILES-enhanced exer-
luated unit's ability to change. cises. On each BOLD THRUST rotan, some

CTCs, on the other hand, ignore situational soldiers, often the support troops orattachments.
training problems. They concenuate on field do not have MILES. No matter how often the
exercise perfonnance alone, measuring it objec- policy is announced orwitten doa, some units
tively against a highly proficient opposing force either do not get the wrd, assume it does not ap-
(OPFOR). BOLD THRUST seeks to emulate ply to them or think they cannot get MILES.
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observer/controller or 0/C), one major (chief of
operations), a sergeant first class and one clerk/
typist. Additionally, there is a-semipermanent
BOLD THRUST staff. This staff consists of
90-day special duty personnel: one major/cap-
tain operations officer, one master sergeantler-
geant major and three lieutenants who serve as
platoon O/Cs.

The three lieutenants are rotated every 90
days from infantry line platoons. One isdetailed
from each infantry brigade on a continuous basis
as the exerciseapproaches, six additioralieu-
tenants are attached for pre-exercise training so
that.all tested infantry platoons have a qualified
O/C In time, most of the divisions rifle platoon

of leaders will have had a chance to serve as platoon
o/c., where they can observe and benefit froin

rifle platoonleaders will have had a the experiences of many of their fellow platoon
chance to serve as platoon OICs, where leaders. The rotation of lieutenants is one of the

they can observe and benetfifrom the most valuable side benefits of the program. Ini-
experiences of many of their fellow tially thought to be another support tasking, the

platoon leaders... Inly thodught to be program now has lieutenants volunteering for it
another support tasking, the program to 6btain the O/C experience.

now has lieutenanft volnteering for it The captain 0/Cs come from the supporting
to obtain the 0/C exper-ence. infantry brigade as well. They are required to be,

or to have previously been light infantry com-
pany commanders. During BOLD THRUST,

Everyone who participates must wear MILES they join together '. ';h the permanent staff for
gear. No one is invulnerable to enemy fire. evaluations and pro-% ', key input to the written
Some of the most important learning points oc- after-action report.
cur when the leaders or supporters become casu- The permanent and semipermanent BOLD
alties, and the subordinates must take'over dur- THRUST staff are also augmented on each
ing an engagement.2 Failure to enforce the BOLD THRUST exercise with personnel from
MILES rule renders much of the training ineffec- a supporting light infantry battalion. These peo-
tive. Controllers must insist on this fundamental ple serve as evaluators for the battalion staff and
rule and oftentimes a general officer's support is specialty platoon positions within the unit un-
needed. Much of the success of the BOLD dergoing training. These evaluators also gain
THRUST program is derived from this ability to tremendous training benefit as they observe
conduct proper MILES exercises on a continu- their counterparts. They are able to share practi-
ing basis. The credit for this success goes to the cal ideas "hat they have used and, at the same
division's general officers, who provided the nec- time, learn from those techniques employed by
essary command emphasis, and to the members the battalion undergoing training.
ofthe permanent BOLD THRUSTcontrol staff, The ccst for this staffing is borne entirely by
who have ensured that the rules of enggement the division with no additional personnel re-
are properly enforced. sources provided from outside. This is admit-

Staft . The permanent BOLD THRUST redly one of the most contentious issues sur-
staff consists of a lieutenant colonel (the senior rounding the program.
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The division's senior leadership, however, has
repeatedly validated that the benefits of the pro- [Divisins] tend to delgate
gram in terms of combat readiness are well worth responsibility for the conduct and
the cost. The same general officers also validate evaluation (for ftniningj to lower eche-
this commitment daily by having at least one of lons, thereby removing or diminishing
their number present as the senior evaluator for command emphasis. In BOLD
every battalion task force mission ofevery BOLD THRUST, however, critical assets are
THRUST evaluation. Additionally, they are centrally managed at division level and
present at each after-action review following general officers are present to provide
every mission to provide senior perspective, in- command emphasis, observe resultsbad
sight and mentoring for those officers and senior acualy perfonn the evaluations.
NCOs being evaluated. This commitment is
perhaps the single most important requirement
of the program, as well as its biggest benefit.

Missions. The current battalion BOLD correct follow-on training and allows-the divi-
THRUST exercises include both low-intensity sion to see all of its battalions in detail on a regu-
conflict (LIC) missions and mid-intensity con- lar basis.
flict (MIC) missions. The MIC missions use ei- Recent changes u- the BOLD THRUSToper-
ther the armored vehicles assigned to the Fort ation have resulted in development of a corn-
Hunter Ligget, California, Test and Experimen- mon scenario supported by standard division
tation Command's tank company or those of the staffproducts such as an area study, order of battle
California Army National Guard. As at the and INTSUMS (intelligence summaries). On
JR rC, the armored OPFOR conducts an attack the support side, the G1 (personnel) and G4 (lo-
against a "defend in sector" mission by the infan- gistics) now participate in the BOLD THRUST
try battalion receiving its evaluat:on. evaluation process. Finally, a senior NCO chain

Offensive operations, such as movement- of command extensively evaluates individual
to-contact/hasty attack or deliberate attack, us- soldier skills.
ing infiltration or envelopment, are executed
against a light infantry OPFOR from sister units. Combat Systems Simulation3
In- and out-of-sector air assault missions are The most difficult to implement, and also the
also coordinated and executed during offensive most valuable, aspect of the program is the corn-
operations. bat systems replication. This is the creation-

The BOLD THRUST staff sets up its division within a single division's resources-of the sys-
tactical operations center in a headquarters facil- tems that replicate combat actions at both the
ity located on main post, Fort Hunter Liggett. CTCs and in actual combat. They create the
The function of the brigade in each BOLD stress of combat in which the most valuable
THRUST exercise is threefold. First, the brigade training occurs and provide an accurate combat
commander, in conjunction with the assistant environment in which all echelons must devise
division commander, develops the METL (mis- their own workable procedures. Finally, these
sion essential task list) and training objectives for combat systems test the effectiveness of training
the evaluated battalion. Second, the brigade that has occun i since the last evaluation.
staff functions as the intermediate headquarters, The creation and maintenance of these sys-
thus achieving a significant amount of multi- tems-though genera.lly hidden from view-are
echelon training. Third, both the brigade com- the most difficult, moist expensive and most
mander and the division's general officers are time-consuming part of the program. This is so
able to observe and evaluate the participating much so, in fact, that the program's deputy direc-
battalion. This provides for the formulation of tor, the operations major, devotes his full time to
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7th Infantry Division light fighters
during a recent live-fire exercse.

Offensive operations, such as movement-to--contact/hasty attack or
deliberate attack, using infiltration or envelopment, are executed against a light

infantry OPFOR from sister units. In- and out-of-sector air assault missions are
also coordinated and executed during offensive operations.

inanaming these combat systems. The realism of Recent purchase of seven all-terrain vehicles
the combat systems, however, is what renders (AT1Vs) is expected to further improve the sys-
the program successful. tern and increase safety.

Fire Marking. The most obviouw combat b%'s- The fire marker radio net is separate from all
tern I!, the tire marker system. In order to x)th tactical nets, but the fire maker control center
replicate the CTCs and provide a realistic train- monitors the fire direction nets and dispatches
mig environment, a successful fire marking sys- tire markers to mark sites as actually requested by
tern was implemented during the May 1988 the infantry units and provided by the support-
BOLD THRUST exercises at considerable re- ing artillery. The fire markers are, in effect, the
,iource cost. Since then, each BOLD THRUST rounds. They report what they see at the tar-
has retined the system. geted sites to the fire marker center where an ap-

The fire markinz systei, nmn by the division propriate number of casualties are assessed. Key
artilly (DI\ARTY) comaa.der. Other meth- tire markers also have a universal kill gun (a
Ods of management proved less than acceptable. handheld MILES device) that activates the
The DIVARTY c,;-.,mander accomplishes the casualties' MILES laser detectors. This system
fire marking missi ,'i oy assigning it to the as- works well and is affordable by the division.
sistant fire support coordinator, who personally While complaints are made by both sides, they
,upervmses the effort. Assisting him is the fire di- tend to be fairly balanced and on the whole can-
rection center of a direct Atpp-ort field artillerv cel each other out.
battalion that is in the division's support cycle. Casualty Evacuation. Casualty evacuation
The markers themselves ,ire the scout platoon proves to be the second most troublesome system

f the ,upport c cle infantry battalion. Thei to operate efficiently. Whereas a truly effective
are mounted either on motorcycles or in fire marking system will literally stop a battalion
l-MMWVs and also have one of their number in its tracks, a fully implemented casualty system
walkinm with each line company in Ioth forces. will also grind a battalion's administration and
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logistics to a halt. The dead do not talk, the support area. These are filled with gravel of a
wounded must be handled according to the di- consistent and easily identifiable grade by the di-
rections on their MILES casualty cards and the vision ammunition transfer point team. In the
battalion must task organize before the battle to case of light infantry, individual 60mm mortar
handle casualties. Once triage has been per-
formed and soldiers have been treated at the bat-
talion aid station, some must be evacuated to the i
brigade support area. The brigade acts as both [CTCsJ ignore situational traing
player and controller here, because the brigade problems. They concentrate on field
S1 must then take the casualties and recycle exerise performance alone, measwing it
them as replacements. objectively against a highly proficient

Often this task was seen as simply returning opposing force. BOLD THRUST seeks
soldiers back to their unit as fast as possible. This to emulate the CTCs and provide a
is wrong. They must be returned correctly. This similar environment within the confines
means keeping them for the required period (6 of the division.
hours is the JRTC norm) and then returning
them through replacement channels--if and
when thcy have been both properly documented canisters with gravel are also supplied, since each
as casualties and requested as replacements. soldier at company level normally carries one

The MILES system, unfortunately, is usually round of 60mm ammunition.
only half used, in that only direct fire casualties Similarly, canisters of gravel for the antitank
are evacuated. What is not done in most cases, rounds are used: TOW, Dragon and LAW (Vi-
however, is the complete and proper evacuation per). In the case of all of these weapons systems,
of all crewmen and other casualties produced by the controllers give no credit for around fired un-
vehicle kills and indirect fires as required at the less thegravelisemptiedfromtheboxorcanister,
CTCs and, of course, in combat. and no credit for additional rounds will be given
. Similarly, damaged or destroyed vehicles and until new-and filled--containers are brought
equipment must be both evacuated and replaced forward. Again, as with casualty evacuation, this
through the S4 channels. Doing these things realistic requirement is extraordinarily difficult
properly requires two efforts: discipline, imposed for units accustomed to notional procedures.
and evaluated by the division and battalion Other systems that are exercised as much as
GI/SI and G4/$4 0/Cs, and the rigorous train- possible are air defense, chemical, aviation and
ing to standard by the participating battalions, engineer. Ai 1 fthese are difficult to fully simu-

Ammunition Resupply. A third difficut !nte and require inae-rig amounts of both ma-
system that must be instituted, managed anddis- teriel and personmei ut'ppon. As a minimum,
ciplined is ammunition resupply. Small S,'i. is however, fire marking, caslty and equipment
not a problem because actual rounds of blank evacuation and :ummidion resupply systems
ammunition are normally used. Indirect and an- should be fully irr,-!-,-.-ented. These are constant
titank ammunition is another matter. The p'ob- problems for. ,al " i :.--- all times. A quality train-
lem is so difficult that during usual training., units ing and valuatikn program should force units to
simply play these assets notionally. Again, r deal effectively with them from the beginning.
is the wrong answer for quality training.

The correct, albeit more difficult way, is to re- BOLD IMBU sT WS
quire proper ammunition resupply in order to Prepartlo for the JRTC
give credit for rounds fired. A sufficient supply As a program, BOLD THRUST is designed to
of 105mm howitzer boxes and 81mm/60mm prepare the battalion for success in both actual
canisters must be accumulated at the brigade combat and at the CTCs. The experience ofone
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BOLD THiRUST, a month later, allowed them
Thse fire marker are, to both practice again and to test the new sys-

in effect; the rounds. They report tems- they had developed. Following these
what they see at the targeted sites to the 13OLD THRUST results, the brigade and batta-

fire marker center where an appropriate ion commanders agreed that a series of small-
number of casualties are assessed unit exercises were needed in November to add

Key fire markers also have a handheld the final polish.
MILES device that activates the In a concentrated period, individual tacfical

casuallies' MILES laser detectors. skills were honed in a miniatuie MILES exercise
This system works well and is affordabe called "two-on-one," where two soldiersat-

by the d ision tacked one. Rifle squads participated in thee
movement-to-cohtact exercises, and rifle pla-

[A diffult system that must toons were given a situational traiing- xercise.
be inStiue managed and disciplined is These training exercises for individuals -nd
ammuaition resupply. .. The problem [of small units greatly improved the 2/27s ability to
using indirect and anitank ammunifion inflict casualties on the OPFOR. These smiall-
is] so dqicu/t tha during usual tining, unit exercises, following the collective trang
units simply play these assets notionally of BOLD THRUST, are an invaluable addition

... T7is is the wrong answer for and have sometimes been included as a manda-
qualty training tory part of the BOLD THRUST exercise.

The result of the 2/27 Infantry BOLD
THRUST and the smal-unit exercises was a
dramatically increased level of preparation for

infantry battalion, 2d Battalion, 27th Infantry, theJRTC in December 1988. The 2/27 Infantry
dramatically illustrates how the program can be was successful in hitting the OPFOR with
used to accomplish the latter. MILES and causing casualties. Although there

In preparation for their JRTC rotation, the wereplentyofotherlessonseamedattheRTC,
2/27 infantry "Wolfhounds" underwent BOLD the battalion was lethal when it found and en-
THRUST exercises in September and October gaged the OPFOR. 4 As a result of its BOLD
1988 to prepare them for their JRTC rotation in THRUST experience, it was arguably one of the
December 1988. This essentially gave them two best-prepared tnits to undergo aJRTC rotation.
practice rotations, and the results were dramatic.
The initial mission of the first BOLD THRUST Benefits of BL THR/ST
saw the battalion becoming almost ineffective Itisdifficultfora brigade toamass theresources
due to the experience of coming into contact necessary to adequately conduct battalion-level
with real (effectively simulated) artillery, the exercises. This is especially true ifweare :ofollow
need to fully evacuate extremely large numbers the training principles that require us to train as
of casualties and the requirement to resupply combined arms and services teams and to train
proper weights and amounts of ammunition and as we intend to fight. Due to the diversity of re-
Class IV (barrier material), to name just a few quirementsandthelackofassets, divisionsusual-
problems. ly task battalion-level evaluations to the parent

Few light battalions have the benefit of en- brigade of the evaluated battalion and provide it
countering these problems in training prior to with only cursory supervision. The result is often
arriving at the JRTC. The 2/27 rebounded a less than satisfactory preparation for combat
professionally and by the end of the first five- operations and an inadequate evaluation. A di-
day BOLD THRUST as handling these and vision centralized evaluation system such as
many other problems routinely. The second BOLD THRUST corrects this situation. It pro-
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vides the division the command emphasis, the institutional memory necessary to be successful
support and the resources necessary to successful- in this operation requires an assigned full-time
ly conduct realistic battalion evaluations, staff and committed participation from the

A degree of objectivity similar to the JRTC's
is possible only when the division has the re-
sponsibility to control the exercises. However,
objectivity (or suppressing subjective consider- Everyone who par.icipates
ation for local training problems) can only be t wear MILES gear. No one is
maintained through continuing command em- nvulw ble to enemy fie. Some of de
phasis on high-quality training. Division gener- most &WoMW Iarning points occur
al officer support has sustained this high level of when the leaders or suppoters become
objectivity for the 7th ID (L)'s BOLD THRUST casuales and de subordinates must
exercises. take over during an engagement.

The BOLD THRUST exercises conducted by
the 7th ID (L) have clearly increased the combat
readiness of the division. The realism possible division's general officers. This personnel re-
with full resources focused by the division makes quirement is the most serious drawback to insti-
for superior tactical training. Ample opportuni- tuting a centralized program. This 'ind of com-
tyisstill provided for brigade, battalion and com- mitment must be made, however, if we believe
pany commanders within the BOLD THRUST (as we say) that training is our top priority and
framework to exercise initiative. Finally, the that we must train as we plan to fight. Only real-
quality and consistency of both battalion train- istic, demanding training to this standard will
ing and evaluation are maintained at a uniformly prepare our battalions to accomplish wartime
high level throughout the division, missions and keep our soldiers alive. MR

The resources required are, of course, consid -
erable. They include extensive MILES instni- The authors ush to andede the contribution of Lieu
nentation, ammunition, experienced 0/Cs and teant AnldGaiou y II, the depay G3, BOLD

THRUST 6, 7th Infantry Dmion (LW) du&ig the pen-publication of the lessons learned from conduct- od May 1989 to May 1990, for infonnaion on practices thating continuing battalion-level evaluations. The changed in the conduct of the exercises.
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Structure 4.

'Annual Traininj
Major Walter E. Wright, US Army, Reserve--,-

As the Reserv-e Component (RC) role becomes more and more critica
to the readine%' %of the DhIal Force, new and better ways to train Guard
and Reserve units will be aggressively sought. The author challenges
the "business as us~ual" approach to planning and condutdng RC
annual irainin- (AT). le offe'rs a tightly stnwcturedATprogrwn built -

aroundithe "slice" conceptandthe trainingpinciplesqondiztS -

Artit Field .lJanual25-100. Training the Force.

T HlE AIRMY', ii .in.. im- outlined
T in US Annx '-ici.MN~inuadl-C Train- integrating unit ito a slice

mngdze Farce. f(cuw'ei una.-nitg oniilfi~ its warti- has been effectively pudaccat b~iate
me mission and 'provi~ie. thefrimework for rea- andi higher unitfor mny year in t&e
listic, sustained, muhiliechelon, totally AC and by sone of themqjcuw.RC ,uit.
integrated, comind anw; trainin_,. Thle ina- These brigade slies have been task orga-
nual states that intens-ive training inti4 be stre~- nized and their training methdically
sed at all lcvc!l. lIim i' , iinINrtant to ReC- scheduled in order to hayea~UjpoW t
serve Component (R i nit,. which must mneet unit padiciate in the sam bW' nmg
required reaidine., .taindard' for their wartime cycle as the maneuiWVWX~na
missions within the C0en"ir.1int1. of limited trai-
ning timie -and resources. RC units must find ef- -

lective and efficient m-as to identif\ and meet L

their specific training needs. program. Srcue inn
The identification problem hit., been eased in ing a directed, sandad iWC fL~k- -

recent years by the p)rovress made in the refine- rect training program to focus d~iWts
ment of the CAPSTONE iroL'rdm. which alig-ns and resources toward a specifiuwrigevnt
units with mission; and 1provide,. ,uidance for while reducing its associated ~id-09- '"ave,
training priorities. Thie wa; and means of ex- planning and logistic budnsJiZ R,,IC-uniis,
ecuting an effective and efficient training pro- these events and associated t"*i~
gram, howeverseemi to be harder to master and the unit's mission essential t&is_ W"E1)*PA
will only become more complicated by budget CAPSTONE guidalchoeL ~ -g.~
restraints and forLC-1_ it~ tire changes that will be The first principle oftafhW.
part of the equation fo r onme time to come. ter I of FM 25-1', s

One way to add somnic eaiture of effectiveness bined arms and services te"ii A~
and stability to the traiim regimen of RC units doctrine requires this imp _orrtte~~ iks
is through'a structuredminual training (.AT) tenet-tain as you wllfiWr -111 bytrain-
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dk-56W Vore cannot be met Brigade packriges or slices are built around a
m Wioma armns, brigd-aljzt, maneuver unit as the foundation.

4 v, e 'iSpport Combat support and combat scrvicc support
y , lngCycle. This units from within and external to the geographi-

Anhe cros at, cal area of the CONUSA are then added to..,

The -C'ONUSA. .. develops iheslice
- r ...rn accordance with Army doctrine, '

"iiitkeAc- the primary wwlime mission of the unis y-
~ ~heiajor and the types and locations of speciic

units relative to the maneuver brigade
.s.h..d.- headquarters. Once staffed through the W~

appropriate TAGsi and ARCOMs,
s the brigade-size task organized slices

become the basis for allfwlialer
"rAT.schedutlng actions.

ing make up the complete slice. These brigade slice
s'prgram organizations should support an approved war or

" &Wd'nembat service contiflL'ency plan. Commuitnication and cooxrdi-
supportiiits, ogether wt'th brigade-size maneu- natio n are critical in the initial design oif the hri-
vet ijit Irs; diirih'ghesane',ATperiod to train the gade slice since the ma,,jority of the maneuver

suporinguis their wartime mission, pro- uinits ar. inl thle Army National Guard, while
vtdesuorr hmaneuver units and integrate most oflhe nondivisional1 support units are in
all units ir'a single exercise scenario. The the Artir. Renere.
COSSTAR-prgra place the maneuver and Thec brigade slice concept provides ill of the

supodnji 4kam~ r eallstic training players a more realistic trniining scenario ailong
e~f=W 4~ti W1n AT with better, more efficient training support. By
cycle' Stiict6ed, AT'als6 has important impli- micuring die krigaide Iccs iIlo tini training

cat ~ ~ ~ uitequip, pckages, the required support c.-n be better rai-
meat, tra-ining support and trining aids at the [ored to inc'-t their needs. InIStead of the CON-
sa~'~6M inh&most efficient possi- USA having to spread out all of its resources and
ble Wrie "'' those allocated by US Army Forces Corn-

Coordination for the strtictized annual train- inand(FORSCOM) from AC installations to
ing program should be maintained at Continen- mneet all AT site suipport requiremnents, the train-
tal US. " ((XNSA) level. The CON - ing support can now be placed ;It thle right place
USA'1B ~ ccu~efbcal pit for this at the right timre. This conseres scarce re -
61iin 16~ hi kcMes to the war sources, yet provides the best p.ossible support to
plaof tbiidi the CONUSA area, as well the training units.

'aw-~i~ning PLafis for Pxc4rnen n h "it has always
th 'intsaVlso can corinate fracsto Le'Withsway",,titd bi e oecm

:), Cd ktWV h du 6d 'ortining for the greater benefit of all units in the slice.
~ ,su~t~~ad 'h66rrol organi- The CONUSA would establish the slice by us-

zattoh4.'ing ii tier s%-rcm.-M T irwr tc 'the mincuv'er
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Brigade packages or slices are built around a brigade-size maneuver unit
as the foundation. Combat support and combat sertice support uniftsfrom within and

external to the geographical area of the CONUSA are then added to make up the
Complete slice .. .The majority of the maneuver units are in the~n Ary National Guard,

while most of the nondivisional support units are in the ArmzY Reserve.

i~n_.idc headqktiairrers .nd its oreuinic subordi- k').he thei .ese i;tcae ,taiblislhd.
flxe unit,. Thewsconid tier i, made up ot thie thle nutmeu'ner hew&dtiarters i' the only eletnett
L4 1iii1it .ind coikit stlpport uits. %%ich %%ouk to r with l'tlhedule niakersa .u k'O:USA .ire
nonnaiv bv providled froindivision- or korps- tespons11i'le. They must. hlioaoeer. ctrdina1re
level .issets. The tirdm tier is conibat 'e%- % ,iIh .-\(' it.illain i :1.' .i oiniodIre AC
'11p1p0rT 1units, whichi were ori-ndliv included in traiinini- ole.ind keel, thle number oA RC
hei ( ( >ST.R .oncept. Ei~ h lric.di~ k e tinc:'.r s k'iiulx : ii . T,

Would h1.uc the '.lie b'.il 1.1keuip. Sma~ll l'i.i eiquitr ss euidinto .i artic-
dlittereces 111.1v eXIsT b'Awed on thle flpes o iliar t tneimid rlhik.. dten .11 uertunits of thle

Uflts hvictllou..ted wtithr ezrhi siie t.A5korcainZ.tion ucau .tonmuit cailks
areas. koledto iln. Ii .1 dianie nu11:t ie ma1.de, dhe onl.

t.)ne te iriUide li~epaka~es .re eveope hiwtik'i be witin thle bricide hecadqluarter,
..i'1d aipprovwed 1, the re:.ponsil-e hidatquar-Ters at 111" All dichr vcliv ents *' h'lice would
the State Aditint ( ;cra! TAG) .id 1.jo r m ~e~i h 'ue(u.t t elicn

'5 \riv eseve . o~iiaid MUSAR(~)Icy tision .ind n'umrv' hix .' ,-rdlntii~ue rainiic,
,-I,. thIe Ilit.e rIcie k..rnnes thle bKimi, tr. all .AT k c'ienh 'c *c.' t riil

'cheduilinibtain .icicmie kel: Ihc :OLA I .iticce *j inl the urrent I. '0<STAR
n the oidrtudnz.n u;it o the TAGs r~riin. Tisi reduics thle wordination trom

and' \ILSAR('- tor thle maicro traini- 'tratuy.v I *iterent uinit' to sI II or I_
is cs~eiml tor t1ile 'uoixN ot the pro c'rau. 'i e c uits.'.ic 11 div Je et,';ix 't iii.uteme
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A Wud beogigtote 2 hfntyDion=

ThfoNU wwe o uld 4 establis a orya yefrahbiaesie
The 1011 yea a 9Kaesieudrosa xenlAREi ol eev is rot

brgae-ee unitSA n ul each a. oeanicyctior nac rae i c trne

Fourth US Army -area. for example, has the the primary wrartimne ini1mmon of the units, and
following scheduling variables: the types and locations oit specific unit, relative

I 1I maneuver briezadeiremient- to the inaneuiver brie-,ade headquarter'. Once
*Four primary AT site-% %tafted throuiit the appropriate TAG.and US
*Six primary twO.-week period, (win- Army lle;er'-e Command, (ARCONIA) the

dows) per site brigade-size twsk organi--ed slices become the
0 24 possible AT windows basi, for all ftirrrher AT.schedtilin,- a-ctmon,.
a One external ARTEP tinrmv Triiniri The next step is tonaieni all of the external

and Evaluat:,'n Progmrm) requirement ever- ARTEP exerci'es ot each unit in the slice within
four years (FORSCOM/National Guard Bure i the same ic al year. Chapter -7 of FORSCON1/l
KNGB) Regulation 35%'-2. Reserve Ornit'nen N(-lI, Regulation 35C - Re-'T-e Component
Training). %rel that the external ARTEP is- scheduled ev-

*A schedule of three external ARTEI\ - er; tourth Wear tor all coint-anv-s ize units. The
year for three years and to'ur external ARTI\ C O>NlSA can n-aive the requirement once in
for one year (basedi on I I major uitmsl order to hift the current schedule, and alien all

Based on thesevariables. Fourth Arnm~as thr iinusim tobrizidesce rmeperiod, WVhen abri -
coordinating AT scheduling agent, develops I I gade lice i,.scheduled to have an external AR-
brigade-sixc slice packag~es from within it~ :r.i TER. the Nant-uver Exercimw Command (MIECI
The CX)NUSA then develop' the slice or tad., or Ma~neuver .Areci I..oninin M~AC) ot the
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Certain units can receive special sill trazining such as at a depot, regional framing
site or service school. Some units may be tasked to provide dedicated OPFOR or

installation support. During this time. units could participate in overseas deployment-
training, Conmbat training center rotations or other major exercise participaton.

. 'N..S. dveop.an exercise scenario for the lication of coflditions.ata. combait trnimrt Lcen
entire slice to include the coordination for train- ter. The CONUSA tasks the MIEG/M AC to
1it'iz pporr and evaluation and the empkwrnenr cootrdinate. develop and] execute the consoli-
ot an ollixinu ttirce 1OPFOR) durinu, the entire ired external .ART EP When there are multi-
exere Ise,. Pie 'lices. in an external ARTEP cycle, the

Fraininte 'uppont re-ources. eseid u ti 0.&NU;.A :chcduicrs en.ure that no two bilice
pie lnteizrated Laser Ensuaeement Sy)stemi .'iani:aition., will v dcheduited back to back
kMil-ES)1 eqiuipment. Directed Trhunimn, Axxmc- thoriont.llor in the 'mue overtical) tw.o--week
.titin and Readiness Group SUPP'rT r.IIII& trainimne pnuleri~nriod. No miore than two exter-
frea1'.and titIher crir ical reqluirement:. are central - nal .-RITP Lvclv:. would lx s-theduled at the

iv Lontrolled or muanaged. The CONUS-A 'aiiic instailat ion. therebyv .illowim, maintec-
~ oldet~bh.h f1ii-varcyce ~r ac brizde naince rutne to r the equipment and vehicle-;

,lice. Thle year a briide slice uniderizt.-. an ex- draw.n troni the equipment cOncentration site or
ternal ARTEP it would receive fir.t priority on trainine aids suppor inenter. The chleduiens Aso
Ail available reso~urces and assets. In other years. spreald out the external .-RTEP slices to ensure
tie 'dime -L'roup would conduct individual train- thle individual in:tal lat ion is alsono itotverliadd

lnifui N10S (inilitarv ,ccutrational Nsvcmlt\ I &Other slice element:. .in K scheduiled around
s't4.i111110t. 1mul1tiedielon non-ARTEPI the external .-\RTE' 'lice, hit the nonexternal
trainintz. or, co throuch -.1hool ccs.The key .-RTFP 'lice reahl:. it will recei' e whatever re-
4o In' :rinine4- %4lyc i:. That ail unit:. in tielt:~ ore: r r .ulai.C .i m not h .e l .'t
Aire In thie same cycle at the same riie, the samne level of supixori.

Durintiz an external ARTEP cycle, the bri nade Milen out of the external AR\TF.r :cc the

'lice rCL eve:.1 all ot the trai ninizi re.- urcez .in a rep- ! 'ri,, de o mander pr s id . .i trainini e outline1
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ANNUAL TRAINING

for all units in the slice. A comprehensive train- sented here is an attempt to provide a more real-
ing plan is put together, integrating all units into istic and integrated multiechelon training envi-
an overall scenario. In the cycle after the exter- ronment for the RCs-with the goal of increased
nal ARTEP, the brigade commander schedules combat readiness. Once the CONUSA esta-
an AT period for all units. The slice would still blishes an organizational slice, it becomes easier
train as a unit during the AT period, but those
units receiving training elsewhere would be con-
sidered detached for exercise purposes. These
detached units would still participate in inactive D ing IDT periods, the brigade
duty for training (IDT) sessions or other slice- can conduct command post exercises or
related training, coordination or planning. For staff drill The headquatrs of each of
example, this is the time when certain units can the slice units may also p4ni ae.
receive special skill training such as at a depot, This reinforces what is accomplished
regional training site or service school. Some at annua training.
units may be tasked to provide dedicated OP-
FOR or installation support. During this time,
units could participate in overseas deployment and more efficient to coordinate and schedule
training, combat training center rotations or units' training, support, resources and use of
other major exercise participation (such as training areas. Through structured training, the
BRIGHT STAR or TEAM SPIR/T). units receive more realistic training and better

Asecondary benefit of the slice concept is that support. Through better planning, supporting
during IDT periods, the brigade can conduct installations do not become overcommitted, and
command post exercises or staffdrills. The head- the allocation of limited training aids and per-
quarters ofeach ofthe slice units may also partic- sonnel support can be better managed and coor-
ipate. This reinforces what is accomplished at dinated.
AT Units also continue to work and coordinate Overcoming the initial "we-they" and other
together. The brigade commander is responsible parochial attitudes is key in the development of
for the overall training direction of the brigade the correct brigade slice packages at all levels,
slice, but the subordinate commanders become from the units through the TAG and ARCOM
responsible for their own units' training assess- headquarters and the CONUSA staff. Coopera.
ment and for ensuring that their specific training tion by all participants is essential to improved
requirements are integrated into the overall sce- training readiness. All parties must support the
nario. The brigade commander is evaluated on concept and execution of the structured training
his ability to integrate and coordinate the train- program to improve the combat readiness of all
ing and support requirements of all subordinate units in a slice. Structured annual training sup-
units into the overall brigade training program, ports all of the training principles outlined in FM
as well as into the scheme of maneuver for the 25-1.0 and ensures the realistic practice-not
AT period. just lip service-of the principles in training the

The structured annual training program pre- Total Force. MR

Major Wakcr E. Wir'. US Arm.v Res,-r. is an Acd GuardRewin officer as-
signdtoROTC Cadet 6;" ads a ess rfor omar sece za Texas
Tech Unit'rs. He rece tv a B.A. )$m te Vffoiia MXarary Irniuma. an M.P.S.
floram2 W t enadcwv Unss'. mid is agraduqa ofthe U! Arm. Cmmndand
General SaffCokU.eg. e dma Lmeoftzroup d /sftafo inchidng
the 101st Ajbanx meision (AirAssauhland die 172d infmnrr Brigade: uvs a nm-
ber of die ongmal Natonal Triing Cenw aoernsc grop tean: and uw assigned
toteie ofdI~kpu %GhefofStitf Traiin. HwaSqwnci. Fourih USArm,
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Training Field Grade Officers in Unit
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas V. Morley, US Army
One of Chief of Staff General Cadl E. Vuono's sir iineativs for dhe
Army of the 1990s if leader developmenL The autho contends that a
tvery important area of leader development, training offield grade
officers while they are in lie unit, is deficient in today's Arnk. He
argues tha in most unit busy schedules and otherpiorits divert the
efforts and interests of both senior officers and their subordinates.
He calls on senior offiers to paricipat in an active and demanding
traning and counseling progrwn forfleld grade officers.

l~ar, like most other things, is a science to be of Officers Study (PDOS), "the bedrock of the
zcui red and perfected bvdAiice. b pers-ernce. officer corps must bev- officers. - excpert in the

by 1time mid by pnrcice. Alc'cander Hjrnilten' tasks of those arms and servicei: at the veey core
Of their expertise must be the ability of these offi

V OLUMES have been written about officer cers to fight.'~
Ueducation and training. Since 1978, three Officer tn. ining and education in the US '

major Army study groups have examined this Army has traditionally been divided into three
subject in order to create a.n effective officer de- major components: self-development. tn, ining~
velopment study. Even the US Congress has in units and formal schooling within educational
been involved in the enactment of legislation- institutions. The tindamental question of this
in most cases, after extensive debate-establish- overall officer development pro~grm has bxen
ing the requirements and regulations governing: that of determining what should comprisee ah
the officer corps. All of this attention has clearly of these three components. For example. the
demonstrated the almost universal acceptance Review cf Education and Trattniniz for Oktu'ers
of the essential role of'officer development in the Stud% (RETO) of 1978 was established to -de-
creation 4 a competent military establishment. velop training and education policies and pro-
As stated in the 1985 Professional Development grams which .combine self-development. unit
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development and institutional development in
a phased schedule from precommissioning or The 1985 Leader Development
preappointment training through career com- Study clearly defined the essence of an
pletion." 3  officer dning pogram wihin a writ..

The development of the company grade offi- The foundadn of this tYPe of training
cer has received the vast majority ofresearch and development is an i uA ized
attention. In the literature search for this article, pwg /run based on direct olement in
almost all of the professional literature found fo- an officr's developent by his senior
cused on these young officers. The few docu- who must provide personalized
ments or articles that discussed field grade offi- fee/reek and counwig.
cers' training and education dealt almost
exclusively with institutional schooling. In con-
trzst, reams of paper have been expended on the
discussion of the training of company grade offi- further analysis and discussion by other profes-
cers within units. sionals. Clearly, it will not be the conclusive

Yet, the official Army philosophy on officer study nor will it provide the ultimate model for
development requires training within units unit development programs. However, given
without any hint of a justification for a reduced the lack ofdiscussion in our professional journals
emphasis on individual training of field grade of- and our fixation on company grade officer train-
ficers within units. The 1985 Leader Develop- ing, a focal point is needed to rekindle debate
ment Study clearly defined the essence of an within the officer communit-
officer training program within a unit. "Com- The methodology discussed here focuses on
manders and supervisors have the responsibility maneuver brigades and divisions. The exclusion
to develop their subordinates by assisting them of other type units is not meant to imply that
with on-the-job practice to gain experience. field grade training is not a critical function in
They must also provide subordinates with feed- those organizations. The genera charateristics
bak through assessments indicating progress and specific events provided in the discussion of
along a professional development road map that a division- or maever brigade-level sample
lays out capabilities expected to be achieved at program can Provide valuable insights for a pro-
each phase of development."4 Thus, the fotnda- gram in any type of organization.
tion ofthis type oftrainingdevelopment isan in-
dividualized program based on direct involve- FieM Grade Officership
ment in an officer's development by his senior Promoion brings new and greater T-egonsir
who must provide personalized feedback and uuhchd k s in boA com mand amd asun-
counseling, ments, bw de not mwrrw i- bu sd or

Unfortmately, the majority of units lack thLs bnxider horizos. 5

type of individual field grade officer develop- The transition from company grade to field
ment program. The normal counseling program grade officership is a remarkably complex and
for these officers centers on task accomplish- convoluted one. As an officer progresses from
mert and not on individual development. Their the company grades, the balance bn tech-
senior offi --raters and senior raters in officer nical, hunman and conceptual skills shifts. The
evaluation report (PER) terminolog -provide field grade officer focuses more on human and
only limited, long-range counseling as a 1w- cocetul skills. 6 Field grade officers ."eK
product of these event-oriented discussiors. heavily on synthesizing processes for decision

This article will take a look at the concept of making while rerai -skills cam d er arnaM-
field grade officer development within units. icprocesses ichenh lthemtoassalocate
Hopefully, it will serve as a starting point for and integrate forces required to plan and execute
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tactical and operational plans to meet any accomplish the mission within the commanders
contingency."7  intent."5

Obviously, the field grade offi er must have a A field grade training program is more
solid, in-depth foundation of ra.tical and tech- individual-oriented than a unit's company grade
nical knowledge that has been formed it, the program. Each officer enters the field grade years

with his own unique capabilities and knowledge
base. The length of the field grade years, varyin

from 15 to 19 yearsi from promotion to major to
retirement or pronotion, to general officer,

grde tofied grade ofcership is a causes an incredible diversity between individu-
remarkbly complex and convoluted one. al officers. For example, A battalion commander

As an officer progresses...:the balance could have spea, anywhere from oue year to five
between technial, human and years as a major in division units. "thisclearly

coceNt skills shift The field Vu would produce a wide range in the level of skills
officer focuses more On huWn and and knowledge possessed by individual com-

conceptual skllls. manders. This creates an incredible training
challenge for the officerls seniors--his brigade
and division commanders.

company grade years. In those years, an officer The very nature of field grade officership, the
dealt with small units and organizations. Most various experiential foundations created by dif-
of the integration of complex systems was done ferent progressions of assignments and the vari-
for him by field grade officers from the battalion ety of field grade positions all justify the need for
to corps level. Now as a field grade officer, he an individualized officer training program.
must be able to integrate and synchronize a wide Army schools can never prepare an officer for all
variety of systems on a chaotic, uncertain battle- of these challenges. Self-development cannot
field. His knowledge bae will expand almost ex- meet the demands of the field'grade years since
ponentially as he is forced to master areas far out- it lacks the essential progressive counseling and
side of his prior narrow branch focus. The new feedback by a senior. Only a unit training pro-
field grade officer will be given tasks that cannot gram can meet these demands.
be attacked with previously learned solutions.
Each action will require an individual plan pred- Why Isn't It Happening?
icated on unique circumstances and varying Given the self-evident nature of its impor-
groups of participants. -The field grade officer's tance, field grade training and developmental
decision-making process will be severely hin- -programs should be one of the main priorities
dered by the lack of information and high level within a division or brigade training program.
of uncertainty associated with the higher-unit Yet, in countless discussions with former battal-
formation in which he will be serving, ion and brigade commanders and other field

A company training program is normally ori- grade officers, few have ever witnessed a viable
ented on mastering a long list of technical skills individualized developmental program. Officer
and acquiring a certain level of analytical abili- professional development (OPD) sessions have
ties. The field gradeofficerprograin mustexpand been group-oriented, mostly once-a-month,
this base to create an officer who can lead large lecture-type classes. The individual counseling
formations to success on the modern battlefield. that occurs is normally performance-oriented,
This programth "focuses its efforts on.the develop- dominated by ongoing actions. In fact, the atti-
ment of a bold, innovative leader who is confi- tude most commonly expressed about counsel-
dent of his own technical and tactical compe- ing is that no news is good news. In other words,
tence and willing to take risks as needed to- an officer believed he would be counseled only
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M1 Abrams tanks of the 2d Armored
Division (Forward) prepaning for a live-
fire exercise at Be'gen. Germany

A company training prora is normally oriented on mastering a long list
of technical skills and acquiring a certaoi level of analytical abilities. The field grade

offwker program must expand this base to create an officer who can lead large
formations to success onl tile modern battlefieNd. This program "focuses its efforts onl
the development of a bold, innovative leader who is confident of his own technical and

tactical comnpetence and willing to take risks as needed to accomplish the
mission within the commander's intent."

ifhle or his uiti did' ollihill2'- e cr rong. l"ii the\ alreaid\ kiix .. " Thils s'te.Ireet asnot Ii
should not be murpi iii i Armxi \N here mo'ti~ tendled to artaic that no tin idual training wLotk
officers receix e their elf itieic\ report> troi Iic occur in) d unit. [hno\ ever, it doe, reflect a WeiI-
personnel systeml anid not iroiin their bos) ses. mient that office rs are too buyexecutng miis-

The fundamnental qucstioni that miust Ie ani- "loll. tasks and daik ut life ito attend to a de-
swrdis wh\ this t\1pe of individuli,:eCl. hield elopmiental prizrram. lilteresticv enough. the

grade training hasi. nio Ixi benidertaklen 1, mlost 'chxulhouist has oftenl pushed it ,Clf into unit lit.k
units. Two major thleo rie,, are normall used to throug~h reqiliremient.s for completion of variou-
justi~r the lack of aI field grade developmient pro- selt-stud\ courses prior to, enrollment Iio
grm within unit., The first holds that a uit i, school', res;ident cour-e.
just too busy a place for an real oflicer eduicationi Man\ %%ould arue ihat it i, the job, ot tht
and training. Th-e seconid theory claims, thait the school systemi to provide the theoretical and
age and experienc ticld grade officer has, pr, doctrinal foundations that wvill then IX! thebai
duced an alread\ tJe, elopied and comlpetent offi for individual behavior within a unit. Tht:
cer. Not onl dot, ic' il'ftiter no t nletd a stroll"~ 1 \)5 dlinied that tlc~ oleo 111t: R'unit Inl the de-
developmiental pr grmi. hie %kotild probail+ I\ velopinlen-t of field izrade officer, i to "pro\ idt.
unre-sponsive It) "1it- il 11 L i Afte dI isn expe-riential dexelopipm oppoituniie, to) re,
these two the( ric. in ith I ir tl0iimale v~Ill IV pi late 'c hoo 1rheorw t tht real % orld "' Th,
poised for the lack oftrraiic basecd onl the J\ scht xil s\,teiii \\ill provide not onily the doctrinai
naicsu of a sen ioi i 111-1 dir 1,1 ir Rel1111. iii iran iewo rk. lfkl 1 1 a Ith iddi il. techiqIIue' 1i1,1

Unit versus School. -\ formerc 1. S\ri\ prOi Idres for alim 't all min activities.
Training and I )oci nit ( oniand (TRAIX \ ') I listi r\ has producedI nierivs exIIaple (It
commianding general t imed thir "officer' Laii iadi\ idimil:ed oflicer t~anwiu pro la inpeni
not receive a fitst ruc- niilit ir\ eoiikaIt i il. Ods Of paceIL or o. inflict. Perhlaps )ic of the lvsl
atten~ding to i- ities iC ns1iIblmlI'1 TheCN mu11st Ak e Xample'I x\ a' Fiel Narshil Sir llernard L1
Ii units, for thle 1111 IsMIru, onl the( kail Of \kilhat Notonn' ~iii rcii nlnln i
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the near-disaster at Dunkirk. In this time of interests of an individual officer. Most of an offi-
chaos and confusion, with the British army un- cers development, especially that of a field grade
dergoing a rapid rearming and reorganization officer, must take place within a unit.
punctuated by a fear of an imminent German Already Formed and Knowledgeable.

Many Officers have heard this argument that
_ _ _ _ _ __ claims that a field grade officer has already been

[After Dunki,] with the Britsh formed and trained. Further officer training is

army undrgoing a ,a/id rwrming and seen as superfluous and a waste of time. Therereoraniatin pnctutedby ferof are several underlying themes to this argument.
reoirgankizaton pw uacw d by a fear of First, it infers that the field grade officer is set in

an imminent German invasion, his ways, incapable of further growth or exp.an
Montomery found the time for a sion. This theme would hold that biological age,

demanding and exciting officer training coupled with experience, had produced a rigidity
progam. If time could be foand in that of outlook and philosophy not amenable to

period, surely a [US Army] unh can change.
find the tame and energy- Way. The second underlying theme infers that the

numerous boards to which a field grade officer is
subjected provide a stamp of approval on the sur-

invasion, Montgomery found the time for a de- vivors. These boards, in effect, cert an officer's
manding and exciting officer training pro- competence and abilities as reflected in competi-
gram." If time could be found in that period, tion with his peers. These two themes combipe
surely a Continental US or US Army, Europe to argue that an individualized training program
unit can find the time and energy today. for field grade officers is both unneeded (already

OurArmy is aunique institution formed by in- competent) and a waste of time (already set in
dividual commanders and personalities. A unit's their ways).
tactics, techniques and procedures are normally Obviously, much of a field grade officers lead-
unique to that organization. The combat train- ership style is tightly formed in the company
ing centers and the Battle Command Training grade years and early service as a major. Howev-
Program have accelerated the development of er, an essential characteristic of any successful
these unit individualized procedures. The school field grade officer is flexibility---the ability to
system has been unable to keep up with the pace adapt to an ever-changing environment.
of development in the "real world." Units with Learning is a lifelong event, with periods that
commanders who possess highly refined tactical vary in degree of intensity and duratior. The
philosophies tend to have strong leader training very nature of field grade assignments dictates
programs to infuse the unit with their vision of that few officers are ever prepared for these posi-
warfighting. Perhaps this is the way it should be, tions. The PDOS claimed that 80 percent of all
with the school serving as the conduit to spread field grade authorizations were in non-TOE as-
all of these developments in techniques, tactics signments (TOE refers to the table of organiza-
and procedures throughout the entire Army for tion and equipment and generally can be
deliberation and experimentation. equated to standard line unit organizations). 13

The PDOS had an officer survey as one of its Only a stubborn, flawed officer would reject pro-
components. In it, 57 percent of the officers sur- fessional growth or the need to acquire new
veyed identified duty assignment/on-the-job knowledge or skills in these positions.
training as the experience making the greatest The results of the numerous field grade boards
contribution to their professional develop- cannot be equated to the level of competence of
ment.12 In my opinion, this reflects the ability a particular officer. These boards are clearly de-
of a unit to tailor a program to fit the needs and pendent on the OER process, which is, in turn,
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only as valid as the effort expended by the rater
and senior rater. An average or marginal officer
can receive an exceptional rating by his senior
rater under several sets of circumstances. A se- -

lection produced by a large number of OERs
from positions outside of the TOE Army does
not mean that the officer possesses the skills re-
quired of a brigade or division staff officer or a
battalion commander.

Senior-Subordinate Dynamics
Perhaps both of the major justifications for the

lack of an individualized field grade training pro-
gram are really reflections of a deeper problem.
founded in the interpersonal relationships of the
officers involved. Each (senior and subordinate) "
has an expectation of his or her individual role
and how it should be perceived by the other. The )w S eiWie ntla
These perceptions help create a mental frame- foundations created by different
work and a resulting pattern of behavior that progressions of assignments and the
greatly hinders the effective training of the field variety offield grade positions all justify
grade subordinate, the need for an individualized offier

Prior to the field grade years, the years of training program. Army schools can
service and level of experience differ greatly be- never prepare an officer for all of these
tween a senior and his subordinate. For example, challenges. Self-development cannot
the battalion commander normally has at least meet the demands of the field grade
d(able the time in service of his company corn- years since it lacks the essential
manders. Yet in the field grade years, this gap is progressive counseling and feedback by
significantly narrowed in terms of time. A bri- a senior. Only a unit training program
gade commander might have only four more can meet these demands.
years of service than his battalion commander.
Unfortunately, many officers equate these meas-
urements of longevity as equivalent to levels of proficiency, the senior is reluctant to embark on
knowledge. A brigade commander could feel any undertaking that would indicate that he is
that his level of knowledge and competency is deficient in any of these areas. An individualized
not significantly greater than his subordinate training program, especially in its counseling and
commanders. If he believes that the difference feedback, requires that the senior be able to dis-
can be made up merely by experience, then he cuss his profession in great detail. Many would
would feel no urge to create an individualized be afraid of departing the normal world of gener-
training program. alizations to enter into this demanding realm of

More important, the perception of their roles hard knowledge. He erroneously believes that
by the subordinate and senior creates a stronger his subordinates expect him to be totally profi.
incentive against field grade training. The senior cient at all times; therefore, he is reticent about
believes that his subordinates must have total learning a subject at the same time his subordi-
confidence in his competence. Since this feeling nates do. Fearful of jeopardizing his leadership
of competence is partially founded on a posses- position, he will avoid any area that could dem-
sion of professional knowledge and technical onstrate his ignorance in that subject.
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relationship centers on discussions of event or
An essentia/ chrterisic of trend monitoring. 14

any successfulfeld grade officer is Unfortuately, officers seized by these fears
Jeit h abity to adapt to an miss the very nature of the field grade yeas--the

evr-chaging envuonmen.. The very myriad of tasks and complexity of requirements
natWv of field grade assignments dictates In addition to the hard knowledge side of the

that few oficers are ever preparedfor profession, that is, military science, there is an
these potiions... Only a stubborn, intuitive side that can only be developed

jlawed officer would reject professional through expeience, reflection and repention--
growth or the need to acquire new the military art. No officer will completely mas-

knowledge or slft ter his-current job. Seniors and
must learn together in a dynamic individualized
training program. Leader developers must ac-
knowledge the personal nature of the develop-

Given the nomadic pattern of field grade as- mental process and, with patience and car do
signments and the fact that the schools cannot the best they can to help all subordinate leaders
publish materials fast enough to keep up with the grow as fully as possible."'5

new information gained in units, the senior can-
not be totally knowledgeable in all areas. The fi- Field Brade OM er Traliaql
nal result is often a senior officer who feels a Havingdiscussed the essence offieldgradeof-
strong sense of inadequacy in his technical skills. ficership and the arguments used to justifyhe
Fearing the reaction of his subordinates, he will lack of a detailed field grade officer training pro-
avoid those individual learning experiences that gram, it is necessary now to discuss some essential
could expose his weak areas. characteristics of a field grade developmental

The junior field grade officer also makes a sig- program. A sample training program will also be
nificant contribution to this senior-subordinate provided as a point ofdepamue for development
relationship. Thesubordinate has agreat uneasi- of actual program
ness about permitting his bosses-nirter or senior A successfu1 field grade training program must
rater-to find any weaknesses in his knowledge focus on the individual officer. It should be con-
base or abilities. He fears that the senior will find ducted primarily at the individual level but can,
him inadequate or less worthy than his contem- on occasion, be performed within a small group.
poraries if he admits a lack of knowledge or com- The size is very important. Individual or small-
petence in a particular task or subject area. He group sessions mandate extensive participation.
experiences great discomfort if his boss begins to The participants have an excellent opportunity
instruct him on something that he believes he to share their knowledge and learn in their areas
should already know. Was his bosss decision to of weakness. A senior needs this level of obser-
instruct him a negative evaluation? This sense vationtosuccessfullydevelopasubordinatefield
of insecurity adds a great amount oftension to an grade officer to the appropriate level. It also pro-
already difficult senior-subordinate relationship. vides a setting for true discussion between the of-

The interaction of these two personal dynam- ficers. This reduces uncertainty between the of-
ics of the senior-subordinate relationship prob- ficers by revealing the critical assumptions and
ably serves as a hidden rationale for the lack of mind-set that determined a decision or outlook.
any real field grade training in many units. The This is essential to an army predicated on initia-
subordinate, rater and senior rater are all reluc- tive and mission ordem
rant to enter into detailed discussions within a For the most part, these individual or small-
training program for fear of revealing a lack of group sessions must be restricted to the field
sophisticated knowledge. Instead, their inter- grade officers being developed. Unit staffs or as-
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sistants should be excluded. A subordinate myriad of tactical situations in all of the combi-
should not be permitted to hide behind the ex- nations of METT-T (mission, enemy, terrain,
pertise of his staff. The goal is to develop the in- troops and time evaluation) factors, the subordi-
dividual in this program. If the focus is on the nate and senior will develop a jointly held con-
unit-as is all other training-then the collec- cept of warfighting that will simplify plans, or-
tive group can hide the weak areas of the targeted ders and communications on the battlefield.
field grade officer. Since this flaw would be unde-
tected by the senior, it could not be repaired
through individualized training. Catastrophe on The results of the numerous
the battlefield would be the result, especially if
the staff was unable to make up for that officer's fed grade boats cannot be equated to

weakness at a critical time. the level of competence of a palicular

These individual and small-group sessions are oficer.. An average or marginal oficer

tailor-made for extensive counseling and feed- can receive an exceptional rating by his

back. In most cases, after-action reviews of an senior rater under several sets of

event tend to be more systems-focused, oriented circumstances. A selection produced by

on staff officers' concerns. This is an important a large number of OERsfrom positions
part of improving a unit. However, an analysis outside of the TOE Army does not mean
of command decisions and a determination of that the officer possesses the skills

the unit's war-fighting concepts have to be con- required of a brigade or division staff
ducted. These field grade sessions are good ve- offier or a battalion commander.
hicles to work those types of issues. A small
group, restricted to a division's commanders, can
more freely discuss an issue than a group that has Only an individual field grade training program
been significantly expanded to include all of the can completely fill this need. The current com-
various staff officers. mand post exercise system only dents the surface
. Senior officers usually move from one high- of this issue.

tension crisis to another during the course of an This training program is clearly a form of
assignment. It is very difficult to refocus on a past tram-the-trainer or chain training. The guiding
event to provide detailed feedback and counsel- principle is to increase the abilities and profi-
ing to an individual officer. These individual and ciency of the field grade officers during the ses-
small-group training sessions must be scheduled sions. The senior will ensure that his field grade
events to provide a blocked time opportunity for subordinates have the skills necessary to super-
immediate feedback. Thus periodic counseling vise and lead the planning and execution of the
can become more potential-oriented, discussing same mission within their organi'ations. It also
overall trends and patterns. pushes that shared concept of warfighting devel-

These individual or small-group sessions will oped between the senior and subordinate down
also create a mutual understanding of concepts one more level, creating an even more effective
and language that will facilitate subordinate organization.
initiative on a future battlefield. Initiative rests The pieces of a field grade training program
on the ability to act within the framework of should be linked under various themes over the
a senior's intent and thought process. These course of a year. The unit's METL (mission es-
trainingsessions are critical to the senior because sential task list) should clearly provide that
they would allow him to anticipate-almost guidance for the overall program. For exam-
intuitively-how his subordinate would act in pie, the senior would choose one of his METL
exercising his freedom of action in various situa- tasks--such as conducting a forward passage-as
tions. Over a number of sessions dealing with a the theme for most of his training that quarter.
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allows the su, ching a c

4dertion ne

The field grade training would be built around amined in the upcoming series of training
that theme. Thus, the program's orientation events. This session would present the basics of
allows the senior to focus on his key the METL task, achieving a common under-

standing of terms and concepts to be used. Out-
ehtootllypofiien at alighside experts can be used to present facts and con-

afd Feerations intheirareas. Nexampld in aa fde psitin, he norml vod n the capabilities and limitations of his portion ofof genezadons to enter into tis the operation. The group should leave this ses-
demandng vahM of hard knowledge. He iionmwth the basic technical knowledge required
erniously believes thatis subo wt s to further develop the brigade concept of war-
expet hm to be to y youd -at th ightig in tat particahr nd i

nes. .. . Fearfl ofjeop ang hisiundiviW Sessions. Next ou follow a
lde hip position, he wil avoid any series of individual training meetings between

area that could demonstrate his the battalion commanders, brigade executive of-
ignotance that sji ect. ficer and the brigade commander These sessins

%yould create the skill base required in these inidi-
viduals and begin the development of a common

MET!. tasks. The individualized nature of the understanding of how to execute the task.
program would allow for training of the hew offi - Each battalion commander should be brought
cer in other areas that he might have missed. in for an individual session with the brigade

Using these considerations as a general frame- commander to develop an enemy template'and
work, a sample training program for field grade iibattalion's concept ofoperation. The brigade
officers follows, commander would provide the brigade mission,

concept of operation and his version of the en-
Brigade Training Program emv's template. He would then leave the battal-

At the brigade level, the field grade audience ion commander alone for an hour or so to devel-
consists of the lieutenant colonels (battalion op his version. When completed, the two
commanders and brigade executive officer) and commanders could then go over the battalion-
the majors (battalion executive officers and S3s plan in great detail. Enlarged sketches and sand
[operations and training officers] and the brigade tables of key areas would be used to more easily
staff). There will be several occasions in the pro- visualize the terrain and concepts.
gram that can be effectively used to train the bri- From these detailed discussions, a common
gade's company commanders. Both individual understanding of how to conduct this cperation
and small-group sessions will be used. A quarter- would be produced. The brigade commander
ly theme for the overall training program would would be helping the battalion commander mas-
be selected from the brigade METL Scheduling ter the skills required to plan this operation and
conflicts with major events or unprogrammed train his staff. These sessions would produce a
additions or changes are clearly a way of life. shared tactical concept and a growth in every-
A desired fiequencyofeachsession is mentioned one's proficiency.
below. However, adjustments may have to be A similar session could be held b .ween the
based on a unit's schedule. brigade executive-officer and the commander.

Concept Session. The quarterly program The goal would be to identify the issues involved
could begin with a small-group session to in- in each of the brigade staffareas. The briOade ex-
clude the company commanders c' the brigade ecutive officer should leave this session with an
combat team. At this session, the brigade com- understanding of how the brigade combat team
mander would discuss the concept to be ex- would conduct the operation and what was re-
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A field grade training program should be linked under various themes
over the course of a 'year. The unit's METL should clearly provide that guidance
for the overall program. For example. the senior would choose one qf his METL

tasks as the theme for most of his training that quarter.

quiredJ of the brigadc stalf. lHe could then en1sure exercised either in) a NIAPEX (sometime., catliled
that his own training- p)rogram for the brigade a, stickcrdrill) or insm onliuain Th
staff was on the ritcht track. brigade commandeIlkir would run the exercise a.nd]

-Map Exrcise (MAPEX). TheC neXt C0o11- srvas the chief critic and teacher. Key situti-
1xinent of the brivade trainini. program Ct i~ld 1v ti ins could K' exercised several times uinder dit -
at two-day MAPE.\ in the second month it the- terent NIEFF-T conditions, to help the overall
+uarter, with tile C011111Lnder.s and tile briUL' aalsi of this type ot operat ion. Thie operat ion
executive officer, battalion statis an1d all 0ft the should h. stopped aiter each imporrtanit aictiotoi
Majors in the brigade inv 'Ived. ThiN OP ss Ciiiat icus n n e rig.Te lsl im
sion would build upon thle learning gained trom ulation center'., staff or the division G92 (intelli.
thle previ lus in inths c-io, 't.On the firs t dai, gence) can provide trained p'ers, innel to serve as
the brigade: comimander and his staff could de- thle opposinfz force. Enlareed maps, detailed

velp n peat on panco ncernint. the themes' !.ktch mnapsand larL'!e terrain modkkels should be
tactical operati in. Next, thle bat talio n comt i- u1sed to discuss impo1%rtant situlatPin" and improtv
man,11ders and their mai' r- woutid develo'p then thle participatnts' abilitv i, vismal i:e thle aIctiu.il
own battalion plans. The remider fthat dt\ bat-tlefield].
could Nb spent oin disctlsing thle brigatle pln an Tactical Exercise Without Troops
each suboirdinate plan iii great, hiuhlv critic~i (ThWT). I h hr n n icfteqatr h
detail. Thle _roup, Im been kept simll and brigade could conduct a TE\\'T To thle pa.rtici.
restricted toi field grade officers tc encout rage dv- panlts of the NMAPEX would lv added the baIttal.-
bate aind redutce aixieties over criticismi. It p o- ionl StAfIs anld company civ 01'11Mm ders of the bri -

sible, all field grade members of the brigade coin Lmgde combat team11. Thiey would plan anld then
bit team should atmte 111 tw i-dayi. exercise. ;aav.- the theme's taicticail iperation order oil

On the scc0 md day. 11IeII iiil r 'dict sht''tld l't. an aIctnal piece cf terran l. Ti i'dyeecs
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should begin with operation order development officer researching a particular unit would need
byboth brigade and battalion groups. The ter'- to know that unit's activitieS and locations
rain should be available for reconnaissance and thoghu the battle. The individual oficer
use, consistent with the parameters of the opera- would become the expert in thait topic, prvid-
tion. Bneiack and terrain model rehearsals ing factual context to the overall exmnain
could be conducted to facilitate ommon under-
standing of the entire operation. __________________

lyzed on the terrain. For example, in a defense, so rda/ '.or
the brigade and battalion commanders could: radahsriaorfconlbk
look at the defense of every battalion and the .. bdy/ the biga o~me
counterattack routes. By looking at each compa- orlcf ig€ c ondr. Adeeu
ny within the bigade, the field gr'd commaendec-ienhbrevier would gain new insights into the tactics, s

units. In offesive operation, the brigade comn- ofich readin apartul o enit w
mander could focus on an analysis of the terrain t oh o the theme Thenio.L
inapassage B flines and actions on the objective. ftH ii

The co dy commanders in defensive actions
should stake in their planned defense. At the The actual battlestudysessioncouldbeeither
end of the hday, fi session d y e brigade a one- or two-day exercise. Large maps may be

commander, would discuss the maijor issues iden- used to track the units and key leades through-tiffed and the lessons leamed in the exercise, out the battle. Each individual could brieon the

P~(SialReadings. Each month the actionsandlocationofunitsormind-setandde-field grade officers should read a historical or fic- cisions of key leaders leading up to certain key
tional book relevant to the quarters theme, events. The brigade commander should then
These books could either be designated by the lead a discussion among the participants to
bnrgade commander or selected by the officer and termine the impotant issues in that portion o
approved by the brigade commander A session thebattle. Eachstage thebattleshouldbedis-
should be held each month for every officer to cussed in a similar fashion. At the concluso o
preent the key issues identified in his reading the presentation and discussion, the field grade
reevantoeitherhis positionor the themeoper- officers could then determine any lessons or is-
ation. A short written report would be provided sues that would be relevant to conductg that
to the brigade commander to assist in the devel- operation today.
opment of the officerns written skills as needed. A staff ride can be substituted for this battle
But more important, these reports could be add- study if the unit is in proximity to abttle
ed to the after-action report ofall the other ses- that could provide similar insights to the quar-
sions to create a brigade reference book on the teris theme concept Procedures similar to those

particular operation of that quarter, for the battle study could be followed. The valueBatlde St e. A battlh study of a historical of being able to actually conduct the staffride on
operation relevant to that quarters theme could the actual terrain would be ofgreat benid to the

be conducted quarerly. Each field grade officer study.should be assigned a key individual or unit as the Counselang. Feedback and counseling
focus for his or her readings and research. Each should be provided throughout the entire pro-
would have t conusfi e r eseac no un- gram. Obviously, the methods used by the lri-
dersnd the key components in the events, unit gade commander will vary with each c oet
actions or key leaders'ecisios. For example, an o the program. But one conideati is also-
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RELD GRADE TRAl

lutely essential-all feedback and counseling of field grade officers will produce a better officer
must be oriented on each individual officer. who will produce a more proficient unit. Tune
Broad sweeping generalizations or fixation on spent on the development of these officers is a
unit behavior will fail to adequately address the better investment of resources than many of the
developmental requirement of each officer. events that routinely dominate the brigade corn-

Quarterly, the brigade commander must con- mander's calendar. This is too important an area
duct formal counseling sessions. These should to remain absent from the training programs of
include observations of the individual's activities most units.
throughout the quarter and not be restricted just In a superb study of the Armys officer corps
totherainingprogram. They can include both from 1881 to 1925, a World War I general
perfornance and potential components. The claimed that "the greatest barrier to creating an
intent is to provide a cohesive picture of the offi- army ready for war... was not public apathy,
cer's strengths and weaknesses. Unit problems congressional niggardliness, or the lack of a
should be discussed only as they pertain to a flaw trained reserve. It was the officer corps ofthe reg-
or problem in that particular officer. The officer ular arm "6 The lack of a comprehensive field
should depart the session with a training plan to grade officer training program in many units has
corrct tiose items that were discussed by the kept many officers from expanding to their full
brigade commander. This plan would consist of potential. In an era of sweeping manpower re-
bothself-developmentand brigade trainingpro- ductions and the high probability of less time
gram components. The brigade commander spent in units, commanders must accept the re-
should agree to conduct individual sessions, sponsibility for ensuring that their field grade of-
above and beyond the next quarter's planned ficers have the skills required for victory on fiu-
program, to provide the assistance and training ture battlefields. This article has not provided
required to overcome these weak areas. the ultimate solution. Hopefully, it has provided

Critics ofthis proposal will claim that this pro- a starting point in the development ofunit train-
gram is too time-intensive for realistic execu- ing programs. The costs of our failure to train
tion. Brigade commanders, many will say, have field grade officers beyond the requirements of
demanding schedules with no time to spare. So the staff and senior service colleges may well be
the issue becomes one ofpriorities. The training more than A ,fford to bear. MR
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MASTER WEAPON

ciples were applied to fluctuating, new and dif- future battlefield conditions. This develcpment
ferent conditions encompassed the art of war.3  process is critically important; for if it is incor-
However, he believed that the science of war rect, it will be extremely difficult to rectify quick-
must be mastered before its forces could be cor- ly in time of war.
rectly employed as an art.4

He maintained that to master the science of The Master Weapon and
war required a systematic approach. To this end, Its Effect on Tactics
he developed two sorting and simplifying mech- Fuller argued that with every change in
anisms. The first, the dements of war, identified weapons, our organizations and tactics must
the fundamental functions that take place in also change. With this change, we must also
battle: moving, hitting and guarding.' The sec- decide which is the most dominant weapon
ond, the condiion of war, were factors to be tak- and around this weapon, we must arrange for
en into account because of their impact on the the cooperation of all other weapons. x°

elements of war during operations. 6 He identi- "In the days of Alexander the Great, when
fled these conditions as: the enemy and his shock weapons were dominant it was the sarissa,
weapons, time, space, terrain, morale, intelli- a pike from eighteen to twenty-one feet in
gence, training, supply and numbers. length, which on account of its reach, was the

Historically, the power of the physical ele- master weapon which shaped Alexanders tac-
ments of war has changed as weapons, mobility tics. Equipped with it his heavy infantry held
and means of protection have evolved. Yet, the back or fixed the enemy, and by so doing enabled
functions that these elements express have al- his heavy cavalry to charge at an advantage. In
ways remained constant 8 In every age, armies the Middle Ages the English long bow played a
have moved, used weapons and attempted to
protect themselves. -

Conversely, the conditions of war are ever Histoically, the power of the
changing. Forces may be large or small, terrain physical elments of war has changed
may be hilly or flat, intelligence may be accurate as weapons, moboy and means of
or false, and supplies may be abundant or scarce. protection have evolved. Yet, the
Nevertheless, Fuller believed that when faced functions dd these elments express
with any battlefield condition, a commander have always remaied constant. In every
had three options. He could avoid the condi- age, armies have move, used weapons
tion, overcome the condition by action or turn
it to his own advantage. Fuller recommended and ate _ to protect the__ ves.

the third course, turning it to advantage, as man-
ifestly the best and the one most often employed
by great commanders and successful organiza- similar part, for by killing and wounding the
tions." horses of the French knights it enabled the

To turn a current or a projected battlefield English knights to charge home. Be it noted,
condition into an advantage, a commander or and carefully so, that it is not necessary for the
an organization must properly appreciate the im- master weapon to be the decisive weipon.
pact of the condition on the power of the physi- In the above examples it was not. Its quahica-
cal elements of war. That is, the perceived con- tions to mastership are to be sought in its ability
dition must be considered in relation to its effect to immobilize or upset the enemy's tactics and
on an organization's mobility, weapons and pro- s enable other weapons to be decisively used.
tecuon. Historically, armies have attempted to In short, it sets the tactical pace.""
do this by organizing weapons and men in a fash- Tactically, forces are organized primarily to
ion that they believed would be effective under perform either the "striking" or "fixing" func-
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Fuller argued that with, ev'ery change in weapons, our organ izations
and1( tactics must also change. Wit/h this change, we muilst also decidle which is the

mo (st dominant weapon and aroundl this weapon, we must arranige for the
cooperation of all of/ier wea ponls.
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based on this analysis, accurately determine the
master weapon under the new conditions. _.

Third we must develop doctrine and orga-
nizaons based on the perceived master weapon.

The Face of Future War 0-

T he mpoimne e
form of future war will be initially determined by -"-

the operational and tactical doctines that the . -

belligerents bring to the battlefield. These doc- - -

trines will either be appropriate to the conditions -

of the time or, as has often been the case, useless -
and dangerous baggage that must be discarded in
the heat of battle.

Prior to World War I, the French, German
and Russian armies developed doctrines based
on the offensive. The doctrines came about pri-
marily because of each army's institutional biases
for offensive action, which therefore resulted in
selective interpretations of the Wars of 866 and .

1870.16 The two most dominant manifestations '
of this trend were the French doctrine of"offen- ,r
sive a l'outrance" and the German fixation on a
Cannae-like battle cc annihilation. Examples
that did not fit this predilection for the offense, D ig Ate nten1arywi,
such as the American Civil War and the Russo- th w k W wdt e tAk
Japanese War, were dismissed as aberations or was the new master weaon of gm d
contests between amateurs.17  COIIbl Its mauy lay not in beg

DuringWorld War I, the tragic results of these superior to every other weapon, but
flawed doctines---based on faulty assessments of nadhr it became them kaser wsJI
the conditions of war at the time-became evi- sed on lma se the t pae They
dent. The conditions of war had changed with also rwognized tt its tna cdon *w

technology, while the offnsive doctmies of each hat of sti ad n ing...
army had not The machinegun, rapid-ire artil- They then demeloped "daniztaes and
lery and barbed wire had greatly increased the dw &*-d 1 i
power of the elements of weapons and protec-
don. Such increases in firepower generally favor
the defense, while increases in mobility favor of- ration tactics, a doctrinal innovation, and the
fensive action.8 In World War I, the increases Anglo-French with the tank, a technological
in firepower were such that offensive movement innovation. Both countermeasures were ap-
in its classical form was brought to a halt. As a propriate and, as World War II would later
result, in order to counter the effects of this fire, show, devastating when combined. It was rgic,
men sought the protection of the ground, and however, that military professionals prior to the
trench warfare developed. war failed to see properh the implications that

It was not until 1918 that each army devel- current technology would have on fumre war.
oped appropriate responses to the prevailing Had they done so, it is unlikely that the butbers
conditions. The Germans countered with infil- bill would have been so high.
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Sto thepotential that the tank presented for. thelW~oqdWdb Wi offensive Action." Visionaries such as Gieri4

Ls g'a Charles de Gaulle and General Jean-Batit
rth ERT R .Stienhe sw ts at-mistak. Yet, reytwent

.. o Tewefl(e a znes cameabout unheededwhen they recommended the -
primarily because of each arny's tion of armored units designed to capitalize on

institutional biases for offensive action, the mobility and armored protection of the
which therefore resulted in selective tank.23

interpwttlkions of the Wars of 1866 and Conversely, in Germany, the bitter pill of de-
1870... Examples that did not fit this feat had served as the impetus for wilitary

predilection for the offense, such as the thought and innovation. As a result, d..; Xle r-
American Civil War and the Russo- macht entered the war with coherent doctrine,

Japanese War, were dismissed as effective organizations and revolutionary tac-
aberrations or contesu between tics.24 The Germans recognized that armored

amateurs. mobility, wireless radio and the airplane had
changed the conditions surrounding the ele-
ments of war. They translated this recognition
into doctrine, organizations and tactics that took

On the eve of Worl ar II, France staked its advantage of the changed conditions. This com-
naoasra onhepoweo the vast defen- bination was nearly unstoppable and for four
sfef4tificaoons f toLine and on years, blitzkrieg ran unchecked.
the impregnability of the Ardennes Forest to France's flawed appreciation of these chang-
large mechanized formations. To the French, the ing conditions and their effects on the elements
dominant tactical lesson of World War I was of war and the eventual consequences of this
linked to the preeminence of firepower, which faulty appreciation stand as powerful examples
became a fetish to which every innovation was of the importance of developing proper doctrine,
subordinated.' 9  organizations and tactics during peacetime.

Out of this fixation with firepovwr developed
the concept of the "methodical battle." This The Current Challenge
step-by-step process called for the controlled In May 1930, General Archibald P Wavell
movement of men and materiel according to wrote an article which appeared in theJoumal of
strict timetables. The process was designed to. the Royal United Serve Insdtute (RUSI) titled
generate the maximum amount of firepower 'he Army and the Prophets." In this article, he
from every man and weapon, under complete outlined the dilemma that the practical reformer
centralized control.2" Not surprisingly, the tem- faces:
po of operations was based on that of the prime ,m- e nroblem which faces the reformer of ar-
merchant of firepower, artillery. As a result, op- mi. ,eace might be likened to that of an ar-
erations were conducted as slow and deliberate ch, . cAlled on to alter and modernize an old
affairs. Indeed, rapidity of thought and execu- fashioned house without increasing its size, with
tion were not highly prized qualities in the ex- the whole family still living in it (often grum-
ecution of the methodical battle. bling at the architect's improvements, since an

Although the methodical battle incorporated extra bathroom can only be added at the expense
tanks, they were employed and organized to sup- of someone's dressing room) and under the
port the infantry.21 Thus, their organizations strictest financial limitations. '25

and tactics failed to fully exploit the capabilities Today, we face the same challenges that pre-
of the tank. The overriding concern with the World War I and Il planners faced. How well we
generation of firepower blinded French leaders meet these challenges now will determine our
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In World War I, the increases in firepower were such that offensive movement in
its classicalform was brought to a halt. As a result, in order to counter the effects of

this fire, men sought the protection of the ground, and trench warfare developed.

performance in a future war. Our doctrines, or- the dominant weapon on the battlefield. Every
ganizations and tactics must accurately reflect increa.se in antitank killing power was met by an
the realities of present condition,, and not wili increase in armor protection and speed, so that
fil thinking, parochial concerns or political ex- by the end of the war, there was little in common
pedience. The consequences of failure are too between the Panzer Kampfwagen I of 1938 and
great to permit this. In the remainder of this ar- the Panther of 1944, except that they both
tide, I will analyze the effect of current condi- moved on tracks.
tions orL the elements of war and subsequently Today, the tank remains the centerpiece of
on the tank. Based on this analysis, I will form ground combat in open terrain. However, do
some conclusions as to the probable master present conditions justify this position of emi-
weapon of the future and its effect on or,"mi:a- nence?
tions and tactics. Since the middle of World War II, new weap-

Conditions Affecting Weapons. It is a hi-s- ons development has focused almost exclusively
torical fact that every improvement in weapons on killing the tank. The tank, for its part, has
has been met by a countenneasure that negates countered ea.h threat by increasing its armor
the advantage. 6 These countermeasures have and mobility. Logic, however, tells us that there,
taken the form of different tactics, more proteL - I', ,(me finite limit to how much armor and, con-
tion, increased firepower or greater mobility. A, sequently, how heavy a tank can get while re-
mentioned earlier, the increased firepower of the maining effective. 27' I believe that we have
machinegun and artillery was countered b the reached that point. Some observations follo':
invention of the tank on the Allied side, and by * Top attack of armor has made the tank
a change in tactics on the German side. The for- vulnerable to antitank weapons once again.
mer overcame the effects of fire by increasi.,ng Preclsion-guided munitions (PGMs) and air-
mobility and protection, and the latter b\ di craft attacking the tank from the third dimen-
persing and thereby gaining greater protection. sion present signiticant problems for the surviv-

Throughlout World War II, the tank remained abilitv of tanks and armored vehicles. 28
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The overridng concern with the generation of firepower blinded French leadrs
to the potential that the tank presented for the offensive action. Visionaries such as

General Charles de Gaulle and General Jean-Baptiste Estienne saw this fatal mistake.
Yet, they went unheeded when they recommended the formation of armored units

designed to capitalize on the mobifly and armored protection of the tank.

9 Thie proliferation of relative iv inexpensive Conditions Affecting Mobility. Aty condt-
PGNIl,, with hio~h probabilitN-,44~il I ratios. put." lionl that ierri t~ or det ie.ise, mobility fawors d'
the cost effe~ctiveness of the rank into question. defense. (G nvetrselv, increases inI mobility fa~vor
Can we afford expensive tanks in sufficient numn- offensive action. TIhe tank, being an off'ensive
hers to overcomne the effect of attrition brought weapon, is therefore siwnikantIv affected by

about by PG~s?29  charites in conditions afctinu nh, iv h
B lattlefield computersM- and sensors are rev, following arc sotie of thle chanllges InI conditions

olutionizinZ acquisition and targeting of armor. that are likely toafthexr imobilitv in a future wvar:
Additionally, they are increaisin the accuracv * Thie increase inI the main battle tank., tac-
and the speed (f dliCIver_ Of a host of weapons. tical speed IS partiallN otiser 1, it, increased fuel
Thik increased ibilitv to acquire. target and hit con1sumption T'his iiXra~ inC1 IIel CI mnIS11mption
qutick lvand accurately translaites into an increase h AS thIe add t nal1111 imp i f t I inCJ:easuw thle 101'ts-
in firepower and a propotion1a decrease in the tic tail of the divi,i nmiandihreby decre~in, its
,urvivabil ity of armlor. w oerall m1obility.

9 Scatterable tnine. which put tanks in the * Thie increased nleed for tue1 iresents a i~
mliddle of' minefields that cannot be bypassed], niticant obstacle inI the ww 4 ttrabilm to OPer-
xill _,i-ca;\ K flca I tank 11I'oblit\ Ind survivablity. Ile .it thle 'p: -l %,l t.' !c.'

9 Deep attack of armored formations by cniisinog ramge, raither than iaio ri ai dash speed. is1
aircraft, ' uided missies and wtillerv will furither (lhe requiremeni ot Thi' !ex ci.
reduce thle etfect ivene,, of inir wgijnSt the.. 0 be 111 er a ic mc. isi l i ~ ~i I 11 e'~,t -

defense bv puttiniz these vehicles at risk lom-, ern Europe and4 otherrpri, of the xxorld] will serve
before thley- reach thle front lines, to further sio\% and cn im ior formations.
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* Increases in the effectiveness of electronic
warfare will make control of large fnrmations Since the middle of Word War II,
more difficult and, thereby, slow down the tem- new weapons development has focused
po of operations. almost exclusively on killing the tank

* The increased ability to acquire, target The tank.., has countered each threat
and hit armored vehicles will also considerably by increasing its arnor and mobility.
slow down armored formations. Logic, however, tells us that theis some

* The above listed antimobility trends can finite limi to how... heavy a " can
be expected to synergistically interact to further get while remaining effectiv
slow down the tempo and survivability of ar- _In_

mored attacks.
Conditions Affecting Protection. Unlike in-

creases in mobility, which favor the offensive, increases fuel consumption in vehicles to which
and increases in firepower, which favor the de- it is applied. Additionally, countermeasures to
fensive, protection can be considered neutral. defeat reactive armor are already in the fielding
That is, increases or decreases in direct or indi- process.
rect protection do not automatically benefit the * Also positive for armor is the increase in
offense or defense per se. However, in any partic- the dash speed of modem fighting vehides, pro-
ular period of time the general trend in condi- viding great increases in indirect protection for
tions affecting protection can be weighed signifi- these vehicles. The increased firepower of iffan-
cantly toward one side or the other. Additional try fighting vehicles (IFVs), such as the Bradley,
observations follow: also offers the tank increased indirect protection.

* The large increase in the number and Assessment of Current Conditions. On bal-
types of intelligence-gathering platforms (re- ance, I believe that the deck is stacked against
ritely piloted vehicles, aircraft, satellites) and ground armored mobility as the principal or mas-
sensors provide an increased level of security for ter system of future war. If this assessment is cor-
the defender. Conversely, they lower the ele- rect, some serious implications come to the sur-
ment of protection on the side of the attacker. face. The most important question is: How do
It can be argued that the attacker also receives we react to these conditions in order to use them
distinct benefits from these systems, but on the to our advantage?
whole, it appears that the defense profits to a Our current heavy doctrine, organization and
greater extent. This is because the c-fense, by its tactics are designed to fight a war of ground
nature, operates in a dispersed, initially station- movement and maneuver. This orientation is
ary fashion, while the offense must concentrate very similar to the tactical thinking of the major
to achieve success. Thus, a force on the defense powers prior to World War I. Yet, it is probable
can protect itself from these systems better than that in a future war, ground armored movement
can one on the offense. will be stopped as cold as infantry movement was

* The same increase in urbanization that during World War I. If indeed this is the case,
hinders the attackers mobility also serves to in- and no changes are made in how we plan to fight,
crease the protection of the defender. In the the results of a war against a first-rate opponent
same vein, all improvements in countermobility will be a quick stalemate and subsequent static
technology add to the level of protection of the warfare. 31 These cond: Ions will continue until
defender. mobility is once again restored to the battlefield.

* On the positive side for armor, reactive The challenges facing us today are like those
armor is a significant development in armor- that faced armies prior to World War II. We can
vehicle protection. However, its drawbacks are- be like the French army, which Robert A.
that it adds weight, decreases mobility and Doughty observes:
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A UH-4OIcdkh
of the 197th Infantry
Brigade Prepares to
lift a 105m howItzer
tO a firing position.

designed with the intent of achieving superior
organizational mobility over theirfoes. It was the
mobility differential that these armies enjoyed
over their opponents, as much as the excellent
leadership that they possessed, that allowed
them to achieve such outstanding results.

If we posit that ground armored mobility will
be severely restricted in a future war, then an
army such as ours that is designed around the

t tank will be operating at a much reduced pace.
If our opponent is similarly configured, he will
also be operating at this reduced pace and there-

i fore a mobility differential should not exist.
Thus, as stated earlier, static warfare will likely
ensue. However, if we were able to take advan.
tage ofthese conditions and develop away to op-
erate at a substantially faster pace than our oppo-
nent, then we would enjoy the advantage of
those armies mentioned above. We could over-
whelm an opponent not similarly configured be-
cause he would not be mentally or organizatien-
ally prepared for the faster pace of operations.

If pace is a prie detenninant The system most appropriate to take advan-
of success in battle, it follows that we tage of these changed conditions-that will al-

should recognize the helicopter as the low us to operate at a faster pace-is the helicop-
master weapon of the future battlefield ter. The helicopter offers the means to combine

and build our doctrine, organizations superior mobility with superior firepower. It pos-
and tactics around it sesses 10 times the speed of any given land weap-

ons system and has an unmatched capability to
disperse and converge on the battlefield. Addi-

"Viewed technological developments from tionally, since refueling and maintenance facili-
the perspective of already accepted concepts and ties can be well to the rear, the helicopter is logis-
did not perceive new ideas or weapons overturn- tically less vulnerable to attack than ground
ing or forcing a fundamental transformation or armored forces, whose fuel and ammunition
revision of accepted doctrine." 2  must be brought forward. 33 The helicopter has

Or, we can recognize, as the Germans did, the the capability of setting the pace of future com-
proper master weapon of the next war and de- bat-a pace much quicker than that of today's
velop our doctrine, organizations and tactics ground-based organizations. If pace is a prime
around this weapon. If we take this second determinant of success in battle, it follows that
course, history shows us that we will be on a sure we should recognize the helicopter as the master
road to future victory, weapon of the future battlefield and build our

doctrine, organizations and tactics around it.
The Master Weapon of the Future An army operating at the pace of the helicop-

Historically, armies that have operated at a ter will overwhelm any army operating at the
faster pace than their opponents have been sin- pace of the tank, just as the Germans operating
gularly successful. The armies of Belisarius, at rank-pace overwhelmed the artillery--paced
Genghis Khan, Napoleon and Hitler were all French. However, as with other previous master
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weapons such as the sarissa, long bow and artil- replacement for the current heavy division and
lery, the helicopter will not be the decisive weap- would be tailored to maximize the employment
on, since currently it can neither close with the of the helicopter in the close battle. Thus, I am
enemy nor hold terrain. For this task, armor, in- not proposing another deep battle organization,
fantry and artillery will be required and thus will
remain the prime weapons of decision on the fu-
ture battlefield.34

As with any weapons system, the helicopter The proper relationship must be
possesses certain capabilities and limitations that that of shield to sworL The ground
must be considered when planning its employ- armored forces as a whole are now
ment. Considering its limitations first, we find becoming the fixing force for the aerial
that a lack of direct protection and the inability stiking force... unlike today where the
to hold ground or to operate in close terrain are mission of aerial forces is to comple-
its major limitations. Its major capabilities, on ment groundforces; in the fture,
the other hand, are firepower and mobility, p we should look to the groundforces
ticularly its freedom from the constraints ir- to complement aerial forces.
posed by terrain. The latter, to a marked degree,
makes up in indirect protection what the heli-
copter lacks in direct protection.35  but rather, a findamental rethinking and reorga-

This brings us to the question of the tactical nization of our close combat division around a
relationship between the helicopter and ground new tactical idea-the AirLand division. 7

forces. The proper relationship must be that of Peace has historically been only a brief inter-
shield to sword. The ground armored forces as a lude between wars, and unless human nature has
whole are now becoming the fixing forcef r the changed since our last war, we will certainly be
aerial striking force. These two forces are as com- involved in some future war. In the United
plmentary to each other as castles once were to States, we have been fortunate to have been
sally parties, bowmen to men-at-arms, inf-antry spectators at the beginning of the last two world
to cavahy, and later, artillery to infantry.36 Thus, wars. This status has allowed us to observe devel-
the helicopter should not be viewed as a replace- opments and, in accordance with the results,
ment for armored ground forces. Decision will modify our doctrine, organizations and tactics
still be reached on the ground. Yet, unlike today prior to getting involved. This fortunate condi-
where the mission of aerial forces is to comple- ton has saved thousands of American lives.
ment ground forces; in the future, we should look In the future, we will probably not have such
to the ground forces to complement aerial forces, an opportunity to stand back and see what hap-

A discussion of how best to organize forces to pens. From the first shot, we will be committed.
support the master weapon is outside of the scope It is critical that today we not misinterpret the ef-
of this article. Organizational design is a complex fects that technology and new weapons systems
process. However, the concept requires a coin- will have on the elements of war, and thereby
bined arms organization of division size designed not be prepared to take full advantage of the re-
around the helicopter. The ground fbrces would suiting conditions. There are some very clear in-
be designed and organized to perform the func- dications that we need to reorient our thinking
tions of fixing and close assault, while the aerial radically to prevent this from happening.
forces would perform the function of striking. Improvements in firepower, targeting, fire
Additionally, aerial forces would play a consider- control, fire direction, reconnaissance and
able role in performing other functions, such as countermobility technology seriously call into
seeing, moving and controlling. It is important question the viability of armored movement on
to note that this type of organization would be a future battlefields. Since our heavy organiza-
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dions are designed around armored vehicles, such die slowly. In this day and age of rapid cbange,
a development would have a devastating impact the price of clinging to such outmoded iea is
on our operations. Clearly, we need to recognre extremely high. As Fuller said, Thete is only
these changed conditions and turn them to our one means of preventing decay-never to stop
advantage by developing doctrine, organizations growing, never to become slaves to the present
and tactics to fight under these new conditions. or the past, never to hesitate attemptwix some-

In this discussion, I have advanced the idea thing new for fear of making a mistake" Thus,
that the helicopter offers us the means to take we must put aside branch parochialism, political
advantage of these changed conditions. In the considerations and the fear of revolutionary
proper organization, it will allow us to signifi- change in order that we may develop doctr,
candy quicken the pace of combat and thereby organizations and tactics to take advantage of
overwhelm an opponent not similarly organized. current conditions. At such a time as this, it is
This ability to operate at a quicker pace than an wise to keep Fuller's words in mind:
opponent has historically been a hallmark of "Armies are more often ruined by dogmas
great commanders and armies. springing from their former successes than by the

As with the horse, some concepts and ideas skill of their opponents."39 MR
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The Fog of Military Education
By ieutenant Colonel Harold R. Winton, US Army, Retired,
and Colonel Richard M. Swain, US Army
SOLDIERS AND SCHOLARS: The U.S. Army device. Reardon documents with convincing detail
and the Uses of Military History, 1865-1920 by Carol the spirit that swept the Army in the post-Ameri-
Reardon. 270 pages. University Press of Kansas, Lawrence, can Civil War era. It was a spirit of ideas, a spirit
KS. 1990. $35.&. of letters and a spirit of searching for an American

LTC Winton, Retired, is professor of military concept of war that would be particularly appropri-
history at the School of Advanced Airpower Stud- ate to America's unique civil-military ir ntutions,
ies, Maxwell Air Force Base, Al a. COL its geography and to the ethos of its people.
Swain is the director of the Combat Studies Insti- Mo euc took it as almost axiomatic that the
tute, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. In this review; stu ato r t p as lmo a ve to the

they provide entirely diffeent focuses, and in some study of the past would somehow have to mism

caediffering opinions of SoWLders and &fiolars, a the study of the present. They were driven to this
cases, differ ing opinion s of s udy conclusion by the episodic nature of war, particular-book that looks at the diverging methods of study ly in the American experience.
between military and civilian historians of military This was also a spirit that strove to identify the
history, how the study of military history has devel-oped and its current role in the miia'-Eio military service as a profession, that is, a serious

group with its distinct set of values, standards and its
WINTON: oum body of knotledge that required and was suscepti-

This is an important book. It deserves carefjl ble to systematic, disciplined study and observation.
study and reflection by military historians and ed- The last part of this group identity was the most sig-
ucators who wish to examine the issues of whether nificant, for its logic produced the requirement for a
and how the study of the past can be used to help progressive education system whose purpose was to
military professionals think through the tough issues steep soldiers in the art and science of war.
of war in the present and the anticipated future. Dr. The important question is "why and how should
Carol Reardon's work is an extremely insightful, so- history be used as an adjunct to contemporary stud-
phisticated, thoroughly researched and clearly writ- ies." After surveying a wide variety of answers to
ten historical analysis. Its value transcends the lim- these questions, Reardon focuses her analysis on
its of re-creating the past. Like any good history, by two very significant instructors at the Cavalry and
asking important questions and by not being con- Infantry School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas (which
tent with easy answers, Soldiers and Sciolars illumi- later became the US Army Command and General
nates issues of signal importance to our own time. Staff College)-Captain Eben Swift and Captain

Reardon argues a three-fold thesis: that during Arthur Conger.
the period between the American Civil War and Swift developed a detailed technique of instruc-
World War I, the US Army used military history as tion known as the "applicatory method." Swift's
an important tool in military education, particularly method was, first, to distill from his own historical
at the intermediate and senior levels; that this use analyses certain principles or guidelines that one
of history, while generally quite beneficial, was might find of general worth. As he asserted later in
characterized by a lack of consensus within the his career, "the secrets of the art of war are to be
Army concerning central issues of purpose and found in the pages of history."' He then con-
method; and that this division within the Army structed a series of case studies that required the
was also reflected in tensions between militan' student to analyze reasons for success or failure
historians in the Army and military historians in based on application or misapplication of the prin-
the civilian academic community. ciples under consideration. Swift also developed

The first section of the book deals with its cen- two very practical tools from his historical analyses:
tral issue, the use of military history as a pedagogic formats for a written estimate of the situation that
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would allow a commander and his staff to decide knowledgeable cadre of instructors, a significant
what to do in a given situation and a standardized commitment of faculty time to assemble the docu-
field order that would allow them to translate the ments and make them available to students, a
decision into a clear, complete order. healthy amount of student time and energy and a

Swift then combined the historical studies and willingness to impose very high standards of schol-
the formats by giving the students situations that arship. Unfortunately, these conditions were hard
required detailed analysis of a wide variety of infor- to sustain. Congers work was continued in his ab-
mation, the making of a decision appropriate to sence by the very able Captain Stuart Heintzelman,
that circumstance and the production of orders who was specifically trained for the work at the
which implemented the decision. The tie to histo- University of Nebraska, Lincoln. Conger returned
ry was that the analysis, decision and orders were for a second tour on the faculty; however, when he
evaluated by the faculty for conformance with the departed Fort Leavenworth for the last time, there
principles that had been previously studied. was no one to take his place and historical instruc-

In the hands of an open-minded and sophisti- tion reverted to formalism.
cated practitioner who is willing to accept and even Reardon's second section surveys the writing of
to encourage the students to challenge the funda- military history by active Army officers for the pur-
mental principles and who insists on inserting fre- pose of supporting military education. The third
quently contradictory information into the pro- section chronicles the sometimes acrimonious de-
blem-solving process, Swift's method could be a very bates between the Army and civilian historians
productive technique for dealing with the realities concerning the sources and interpretation of Amer-
and ambiguities of high command. However, in the ican military history. It raises many important is-
hands of an overzealous intellectual or one who has sues concerning the problems that those in uniform
not reflected deeply on the true nature ofwar, Swifts have in writing and publishing serious works.of
method could degenerate into a formal rehash of military history and the causes and consequences of
common places and a plodding through trivia, tension between military and civilian practitioners

One of Reardon's signal contributions in this of military history.
work is in illuminating Conger, the developer of a As interesting as these issues are, the following
much different technique of using history to flex observations focus on the contemporary value of
military minds. Conger brought to Fort Leaven- Reardon's work as it applies to military historians
worth the method of German historical analysis engaged in professional military education. These
pioneered by Leopold Ranke. This method stressed issues include the importance of methodology and
the use of contemporaneous documents as the fun- the role of military theory in the process; military
damental basis of historical study and the rigorous history and the need to study the adaptability of
examination of the circumstances under which the military institutions; and the general concept of
documents were produced in order to determine friction in military education:
their relative validity. It is clear from comparing Swift's applicatory

Conger's adaptation of Ranke's technique, which method with Conger's source method thai how mil-
Reardon refers to as the "source method," was to itary history is studied can produce decisive results.
assemble for his students as wide and deep a store Laying aside the uses of military history to instill
of primary documents relating to historical battles values or to foster group cohesion, the question is,"
and campaigns as possible and then require his stu- how can history be used to enhance the powers of
dents to reconstruct the action under investigation critical reasoning that will foster the development
and determine what the critical cause-and--effect of an informed military judgment?"
relations were. Based upon this analysis, the stu- Swifts method proceeded from the a priori as-
dent could then determine which factors had been sumprion that the principles he deduced were valid.
central to victory or defeat. Then, when sufficient Congers method was primarily concerned with en-
examples had been studied over time, the officer hancing the student's ability to assess, amid a welter
could discover which generalizations about war of frequently conflicting evidence, what actually
were valid and which were not. Congers method happened and why it happened that way. Conger
produced a small group of officers who were noted believed that there was transfer between this type
throughout the Army for their sophisticated and of intellectual activity and the efforts of a corn-
informed understanding of military questions and mander or a staff officer in war to penetrate the
their ability to convey the same to others. Clausewitzian fog and to determine as accurately as

While the benefits of this method were consid- possible the true situation as the basis for making
erabie, so were its costs. It required an inspired and an appropriate decision. This notion was based on
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the proposition that war exists in the province of Another implication of this work is the clear
uncertainty and that one of the essential tasks of need to study the adaptation of military institutions
military education is to give the soldier the intel- to changing conditions. Reardon gives a generally
lectual tools and, if possible, the moral fortitude to favorable assessment of the performance of the
act effectively in the face of ambiguity. American Expeditionary Force (AEF) in World

Conger was not as concerned with the develop- War I. She attributes a fair amount of this success
ment of generalizations as was Swift. One detects to the Army's education system and specifically
in Reardon's study the notion that Conger would quotes Major James van Fleet's post-war testimo-
not rule out the development of valid generaliza- nial, 'Thank God for Leavenuorth!" 2

tions to the extent that these propositions would However, she also points out that military history
aid effective decision making. To Conger, it was did not deliver all that its adherents had promised
absolutely vital that the student either discover the since the AEF staff wvas slow to analyze the demands
proposition (the ideal case) or be encouraged to ar- of warfare on the Westem Front and to develop tac-
gue convincingly for or against any previously tical and operational solutions to the problems
derived proposition based on analysis of the facts. caused by the increased lethalit" of the battlefield

A variation on the Conger method, which ex- and insufficient tactical mobilit). Although Rear-
plicitly incorporates the study of military theory, lies don does not make the point, this deficiency is
at the heart of the curricula developed at the probably a function of the fact that the US military
School of Advanced Military Studies, Fort Leaven- history of the era 1865 to 1914 focused almost ex-
worth, Kansas, and prospectively in use at the clusively on the issues of command decisions in war
School of Advanced Airpower Studies, Maxwell and the staff functions required to support these de-
Air Force Base, Alabama. The student completes a cisions. It did not deal with the wider questions
fear of education at the service's intermediate-level that commanders and staff, must wrestle with in
staff college, to include a survey of modem military both peace and war that relate to the changing na-
history and a detailed study of contemporary opera- ture of war itself and the institutional responses that
tions in the context of applicable service doctrine, are required to keep abreast of the changes.
The advanced education begins the second year The clear implication for contemporary military
with a detailed study of modem military theory, education is that our study od military history can-
providing the student an inventory of propositions not afford to omit the study of dealing with change.
regarding the conduct of war, with an emphasis on Our study of contemporary military affairs must ask
the operational level. These propositions are nor- what relevance failure or success in dealing with
mnally expressed as "if... then . .. " hypotheses. the changes of yesterday has for our successfully
The student then uses the remainder of the course, dealing with the changes of today and tomorrow.
which consists primarily of historical campaign Finally, Reardons description of the perils of mil-
analyses, contemporary exercises and independent itary education reveals the existence of a general
research, to develop a broad and relatively deep friction in military education analogous to Clause-
data base from which to assess the validit" of the witz' concept of friction in war. Good programs are
propositional inventory, started. The- are launched with great enthusiasm

The student is required to demonstrate the ca- and even initial success. However, over time fic-
pacity to use evidence in an intelligent and sophis- tion creeps in. Resources required to obtain docu-
ticated way to make one of three judgments about ments or develop textbooks are withdrawn in favor
the generalization under consideration: It is valid, of more pressing priorities; key instructors are trans-
It is invalid. Or, it is valid under certain circum- ferred without qualified replacements being pro-
stances but not in others. Originality is encouraged vided; administrative requirements mitigate against
by expecting the student to develop propositions the selection of high-qualit" students and the pro-
and test them with the same rigor that the theoret- grams become uatered-down through lack of con-
ical statements of others are tested. The ultimate viction or confiosn of purpose. Each of these
aim of this process is to have the student leave the sources of friction is at work or potentially at work
school with a comprehensive framework for think- in the professional military education programs of
irg about the operational level of war. sufficient ev- today's Armed Services.
idence to give confidence that the framework is tel- Overcoming these sources of friction or keeping
atively valid and a cast of mind that constantly them at bay where individual skirmishes have al-
questions and updates the framework based on the ready been won will be no easy task. If Reardon is
discovery of new evidence, be it historical or con- right, we must regard high-quality military educa-
temporart tion as the exception, not as the norm. The final
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implication of Carol Reardon's JSLers and SdioLars ments the professionalization of the academic his-
is that, like liberty, the price of sound military edu- torical community. Reardon is interested primarily
cation is constant vigilmce and dedication. in the often ambivalent and contradictory attempts

by the Army to use military history as a means of
S WA IN: establishing its own professional identity.

Published dissertations constitute a type, a genre, Even with apparent similar interests, the Ameri-
of historical monograph. The , ertation process can Historical Association and the historians with-
in history is an academic exercise in original re- in the Army could not find a common approach to
search, not a literary undertaking. Consequently, the use or writing of history. Reardon sees the pri-
good dissertations are not always the best reading. mary problem as one of method with the academic
Often written a chapter at a time in graduate semi- historians' growing interest in "scientific" rather
nars, these volumes tend to be well researched but than narrative, moralistic or didactic history. In-
narrow sometimes lacking in smooth transition and deed, she puts her finger on the principal difficulty,
to reflect a somewhat sophomoric self-assurance then and now, when she writes, "the Old Army
untrammeled by experience. Most graduate stu- embraced the study of military history on its own
dents have not yet learned that they do not know terms and for its own ends. That it did not always
what they do not know. meet the scholarly standards of scientific history

Dr. Carol P eardon's bxk. So/diets and Scholas, was by and large irrelevant to the Army's educators
retlects mauw of these shortcomings. The seminar and to the officers who studied under them." Ad-
origin is evident in the redundant use of the same dressing the propriety or utility of this view should
discussion. indeed, the same quotation criticizing be central to a book like this. Unfortunately, the
the creation of a historical section of the general author comes no closer to addressing systematically
staff is used. twice in direct quotation and once in the merits of this question than did the participants
paraphrasc. in chapters addressing different issues. in the original struggle.
The main st;ecrt of the book-the clash of profes- The book is organized in three major sections:
sional interests that arose (and still exists) between one on the use of history in officer education, by far
the academic historians of the American Historical the best of the three; a second, addresses attempts
Association and leaders and educators of the pro- by US Army officers to write didactic history; and
fessional US A ry-does not immediately corn- the third examines attempts by uniformed and ci-
mend itself to a wide audience. vilian historians to combine their efforts to encour-

As for the self-confidence, perhaps no example age the creation of lasting institutions to further the
is so clear as her regret, twice stated, that the 1971 writing of military history (specifically a national
Department of the Army Ad Hoc Committee On professional association dedicated to the study of
the Army Need for the Study of Military History military history, a historical section of the general
"did not look back, or even know to look back, to staff and a national archive).
the tribulations of their predecessors . . " Had While the two concluding parts of this book are
Reardon looked carefully at the committee report, interesting, neither matches the transcendent value
especially volume II, annex H, she might have of chapters 3 and 4 that deal with the first system-
been less condescending, for, of course, it had. atic attempts at employing military history in the

For all its limitations of style, Reardon's book education of officers. Chapter 3 addresses actions
raises a number of questions that the Army, at least in the schoolhouse and Chapter 4 recounts the
those involved in officer education, would do well pre-World War I employment of the historical staff
to consider. Her overarching arguments are that ride to American Civil War battlefields, generally
both the Armv and the academic historical com- in conjunction with related and "contemporary"
munity developed into self-defined professions at staff terrain exercises.
about the same period, from around 1880 to World It is not surprising that Reardon, an academic by
War 1; that the study of history was perceived to be trade, should sympathize with those officers who at-
central to the professional identity of both, and tempted to bring academic history into the Army
that in spite of honest attempts by sincere persons school system. She does not question the extent to
on both sides. the interests of these two organiza- which they may have been marginal figures in the
tions clashed in ,'s that precluded the coopera- larger Army, and she seems to miss the significance
tion that one might otherwise assume they would of her own findings that after World War I the very
achieve. Peter Novicks magisterial book, That generation of officers who had been exposed to the
Noble Dream (Cambridge, 1988), to which Reardon "golden age" of history in Army schools abandoned
apparently did not have access, thoroughly docu- it when the schools reopened. Indeed. she first ob-
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serves that "the evolution of American army doc- World War II Army than the small interwar force.
trine during the Great War showed little evidence of Her sources on the decline of military professional-
the measured influence of the experiences of past ism in the Vietnam era are Richard Gabriel and
wars," and that, "Post war curricular reforms that re- "Cincinnatus," the latter who not only wrote under
duced the time allotted to instruction in military his- a pseudonym but also proved to be much less than
tory suggested that it had not redeemed many of the his dust jacket claimed when his identity became
promises that its prewar advocates had made for it." known. Regrettably, Reardon does not attempt a

Then or now, for all its utility in developing in- final evaluation of the need for the professional
stitutional identity, academic history existed more study of history by Army officers, a matter on
by sufferance and dint of personality than convic- which one would expect some personal views in a
tion, and its affect on Army thought on practical book such as this.
issues seeaw to have been marginal, at best. Rear- Nonetheless, this is an importafit book for those
don tends to ignore this aspect of the problem be- interested in the place of history in Army educa-
cause she focuses on the proponents and some op- tion. Staff college commandants, Army historians
ponents, while generally ignoring what one must and the Department of the Army Historical Advi-
assume was an unconvinced or ambivalent middle sory Council should read and reflect on the pre-
group whose lack of conviction was ultimately deci- World War I experience as laid out by Reardon.
sive. In their ability to define their contribution to This book clearly marks the start of what is bound
professional education, Army uniformed and civil- to be a very successful historical career. MR
ian historians today seem no more comfortable or
in agreement than were their prewar predecessors.

Once out of her own era, in her concluding NOTES
chapter, Reardon displays less certainty in her ma- 1. cW RNOn SOUM SW -%W= The US MW MW t UNS of

•ral. She attributes the destabilizing effect of in- UftY 1 9 R " On1dE

creased military specialization to the post-World Z 11.20.

War I ea when it dearly beongs more to the post- wL . Jr p o . Uasl* P m 9b 119

The Need to Relook and Revise Military Education for the 1990s
By Ueutenant Colonel Joseph D. Molinari, US Army

Technology and 20th century sophistication ficers as possible around one instructor. The in-
have significantly changed every aspect of the mili- structor, with manuals, chalk board and paper, was
tary except one--our higher level education system. responsible for conveying doctrine to the students,
The M16 rifle and the multiple launch rocket sys- as well as possible. The degree of learning of the
tern are many times more effective than their coun- students was directly proportional to their own de-
terparts used in the American Civil War. Tactics sire and ability to learn and the ability of the in-
and logistics support have kept up with the added structor to artic '-te and supplement the manuals.
lethality and increased pace of the modem battle- That is exactly %.., we are doing today.
field. The variety and detailed knowledge we re- Today, we give students advance sheets with Ter-
quire of commanders and staffs at all levels is awe- minal Learning Objectives, Essential Learning Ob-
some. Our education system, however, has im- jectives, flow charts and reading assignments. In-
proved only a little in the past 100 years. structors use slide projectors, view graphs, a few

In the post-American Civil War days, the pri- television tapes. and recently, computers. Although
mary system of education was to assemble as few of- better written and clearer, our too numerous field

manuals, training circulars, special text and training
LTC Mdnari is de he , Personel p Dmn, manuals are the foundation of our education sys-

TotalAmw Force RwJntess, Fort Knox, Kentuc . He was tem, read by soldiers from individual to US Army
a Com e Ams and Senices StoSduod fmsrnxcor at Forr level. But, our military schools, particularly our
Leam onwh, Kansas, 1988 to 1989. higher-level schools, still depend almost exdusively
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on the ability of instructors to convey; interpret. The onus is on the instructor to understand the ba-
urge and guide their students to learn what is be- sics and facts and determine if the process was fol-
twcn the pages. Even with the demonstrated lowed, articulated and the solution viable.
benefits of a low student to instructor ratio, the fo- In most cases, teaching doctrine and the formx
cal point is still on the one instructor or staff leader. of a process is not too difficult. The component

Ontce. and even now in some schools. instructors parts of decision making and estimates or orders are
were Nubject matter experts (SMEs). This require- relatively simple. How they are written and what
ment becomes increasingly harder if we carr the they encompass are the tests. Some processes are
sanme 12 or 15 to 1 raio for courses that last nine more diffict to tes: than others. Let me take one
weeks to nine months. It is rarely possible for one that is a culminatio:: of many component processes
instructor to be -an SME on every topic the pro- and the real test for commanders at battalion level
gram ot instruction covers. There is simply too and higher. The components arad the processes are
much material. Slowly SMEs will give way to gen- the same at all levels, but due to the additional
erai.t: who con e' int.nnation to .-udents that number of soldiers, vehicles, quantity of logistics
the" themselve understand only slightly better and distances considered, become increasingly more
than their charges. mid in bonie cases, not as well. complex as we go up the command ladder and co'a-
There is nothing wrong with the generalist instnmc- sider synchronization on the battlefield.
tor. Hopefully the instructor will be an SME in at .Synchronization is as much an art as a science.
least part of what he or she teaches. Although as- It is a process and a product. It has many diverse
sisted by a staff and faculty of maybe hundreds, the components. The better the understanding of eachonu ot instruction is still on the instructor. Hope- component, the better the end product. To under-
fiulh; this person has a background for this impor- stand the components, one should probably begin
tant re-1,on.-ibility, a personalifty to march and thc with an understanding of subordinate organizations,
desire to instruct. Assuming all these hopes be- their weapons systems, capabilities and limitations.
come tacts, the instructor could still use help. A thorough understanding of the tenets of AirLand

Hieher-level education is a s.stem based on facts, Battle and battlefield operating systems (BOS) are
doctrine and organizations that requires the students most certainly important. Subjects like these are
to prove their understanding b- a process of writing very efficiently taught by video tapes and supple-
or the briefing of a solution. Multiple-choice and merited by the instructor.
highly objective tests are also needed to prove an Synchronization is synonymous with timing.
understanding of the format, facts, doctrine and Timing means an understanding of spacial relation-
hardwmre--he basics ofmilitary problem solving. ships and the capabilities of component parts.

Once this basi., is achieved, the student must These components fit together like insmments in
analv:e each component and place it within the an orchestra. Each instrument must play each note
context of the problem. This analysis weighs and according to the music sheet in a rhythm that is
factors in and out each of the numerous inputs. pleasant to hear. The conductor must bring all the
Any one input can chanee the solution.A scheme instuments together at the same time. If the con-
of attack that is viable with unlimited visibility ductor does, the synergistic product is extremely
might be fxlish in heavy morning fto-. A scheme pleasant to hear. If not, the conductor has noise.
of defense for a mechani:ed task forut- equipped The degree to which the commander needs to
with M2 infantry fighting vehicles might not be vi- know all of this depends on the quality of his or
able for another equipped with M 113 personnel her subordinate commanders and staff, and the
carriers. One solution might sacrifice surprise for commander's willingness and time to listen to and
mass, another mass for surprise, but both might accept their opinions. Because it is partially an art,
achieve the same degree of mission accomplish- every commander will come up with a slightly dif-
ment. if execut.d. ferent solution. This solution will be based on the

This is a superb system and hopefullv will never commander's personality, past experiences, amount
change. It forces students to master the basics but of time in command and how he or she has trained
also to then apply them to dy.namic and compli- the staff This process-to-result exercise can be
cated situations with thou-ht, imagination and log- taught, demonstrated and practiced with computer-
ic. School solutions are out. School examples are assisted exercises.
in. Since the solution is more subjective than ob- By using doctrinal video tapes and computers,
jective, more process oriented but still based on fact the instructor need not be a master of the art, but
and doctrine, the instructor has a harder time de- must understand the components and the science.
termining what is a "Go" and what is a "No Go." Through video tapes, guest SMEs and discusson,
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the foundation can be established. The command- which enables us to use our already existing unit
er must facilitate the exchange of experiences, ideas and school computers.
and information, initiaily concentrating on the Could we not computerize complicated proceDes
components, not the end product. Atl the compo- to a point where they can be viable learning tools
nents should be understood before the students are on the computer systems we currently have in mili-
put into the final computer-assisted culmination raw schools, units in the field and even at home,
process. and maybe make learning fun and inexpensive at

Once the foundation is established, continuous the same time? A computerized system could be a
repetition of the process and immediate feedback schoolhouse learning tool that could be used by
ire needed. To be able to freeze and go back to a staffs in their own conference rooms before going

component, analyze it and change it, it is impor- to the field. It could supplement map exercises and
tant to learn how the component contributed to or the software might be versatile enough to allow us-
detracted from the desired result. Multilevel train- ers to program their status of training, type of
ing, where several stafib and commander. operate weapon systems, organization and other constraints.
separately but in coordination, would be most Must the school instructor alone bear the brunt of
beneficial. Again, computers can do all this and instruction on doctrine and processes and then
keep records for future study solely have to evauate the process also? Many of

In 1988, 1 bought a land warfare computer game our current computer-assisted learning tools are so
that was almost identical to one my son bought in uniquely designed that they cost a million dollars a
1978. The software let me alter speed of move- cop; are usable only in schools or from semitrailers
ment, determine casualties, increase or decrease the and require a staff of technicians to operate.
speed of reconstitution and assess the different types There are existing personal computers that need
of equipment e.ach unit had to determine their only new softarme to become valuable learning
combat power. The game reinforced an under- tools. Go to the battalions that have assigned corn-
standing of each com.ponent of the BOS and how puters and look at the games our soldiers are buying
proper synchronization of the systems affected the and pla.ing on them after duty hours. They are
result. The cost was $39.95. very close to teaching what we need te. tead.

Computers are the sophisticated learning moc.s We need to look closer at what we are demand-
of today and the future. They are capable of di- ing of our instructors. We cannot, demand more
verse and multiple input, output, stop action anJ than they are capable o delivering. We cannot ex-
changes. They will never replace the instructor, pect every instructor who stands before a -roup of
but they can help the instructor fdcilitate learning. students to be an SME. We can, however, give it-
If their use is preceded by watching and discussing strucors better tools, like doctrinal video tapes and
the branchjschool proponent video tapes, they can computers, to accomplish their job. With them. %ve
be potent leaming tools. Unfortunately, we do not simplify instruction. provide for continuity; r.:duce
have the quantity, quality or continuity of these ba- confusion and cam a pwontm of the schoolhouse to
sic doctrinal tapes. nor do we have the soft-are the units and maybe the home. MR

Defense Strategy Correspondence Coue
Beginning 19 June 1991, the US Army War Coillege offers a six-month correspondence

course, "The Defense Strategy Course." It offers US Army Active and Reserve Qmponent ofi-
cers an innovative course of study concentrating on fundamental and contemporary Mum afeti-
ing US national security strategy. Three subcourses include: "Understandg Strae ""fining
US National Strategy" and "Assessing US National Strategy." FifW. Active and 50 aser. e Com-
ponent field grade officers can be accepted for each course. Of ice. enrolling must have credit
for US Army Command and General Staff Gllege/equivalent schoolmg and not be enrolled in
a Mi!itary Education Level-I program. Interested officers may contact: Active Duty, write
your assignments officer at: US Total Army Personnel Command. ATIN:TAPC-OPE-D, 200
Sto%-all St., Alexandria. VA 22332-0411; Army Natioial Guard (through command chan-
nels):ANG Operating Activity Center. Militaiv Education Ecanch.Blde. E6814. Ed.gewcod Area.
Aberdeeb Prooving Grmunds. M) 21010--5420 Army Rcsee (through corinna d channes):
Commander, US Army Reserve Persomnel Center, ATTN: DARP-OPM-P. 9700 Page Blvd., St.
Louis, MO. 63132-5200, or, if not covered above: US Army War Colege. ATTN: AW.
CAE(DSC. Carlisle Barracks. PA 17013-5L.50. ALrO\;ON 242-3510 or (717) 245-35i0.
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The Shape of Things to Come the cold war." He says, "The fractures in the West-
By Edward N. Luttwak em coalition [United States, China, Japan, Europe]

are becoming wider. With China already almost
Cc, .rnentary, June 1990 out, the coalition's weakest link is now between the

United States and Japan."
"'nt ire than forty years, the affairs of the Lutw'ak says, "U.S. attitudes ... all go the same

been greatly troubled but also structured way: the Japanese are increasingly seen as ruthless
, oviet-Western antagonism," writes Edward and unfair economic competitors who export not to

N. Luttwak in the June 1990 Commenriy. "With import in turn but rather to accumulate the funds
the Soviet-Western antagonism now rapidly wan- with which diey buy banks, companies, factories,
ing . . . we must strive to discern the shape of aid property in the United States..." His progno-
things to come." He says we "have to ask ourselves sis is that "U.S.-Japanese relations will probably
what are likely to be the new antagonisms that continue to deteriorate." He says it is hardly likely
could shape world politics through the end of the that it will lead to military confrontation. "Instead,
millennium and beyond." the instruments as well as the causes of conflict

Luttwak offers four possibilities: would be economic, with trade disputes fought out
& "Soviet-Western antagonism ... replaced by by trade sanctions and investment restrictions."

North-South confrontations." As for his third possibility listed above, Luttwak
* "Soviet-Western antagonism ... replaced by says, "Even if the Soviet Union's democratization is

the worse alternative of an 'internalization' of con- interrupted and then reversed by a palace coup or
flict, with newly released animosities fragmenting by a newly tyrannical Gorbachev or by military
the grand coalition of Americans, East Asians, and rule, that would not suffice by itse;c" to allow a re-
Europeans, even as ethnic strife is already dividing turn of the Soviet-Western antagonism." He says
the Soyiet Union." that while the Soviet's have actually dismantled

* "A revival, perfiaps in a new form, of the very little of their great strength in ground forces,
Soviet-Western antagonism." 'the liberation of Eastern Europe, including the

* "A new source of conflict emerging.. . from critical invasion corridors of Poland and East Get-
the triumph of democratic capitalism over Maxist- many, is a historic transformation that a change of
Lenninsim." regime in Moscow could not possibly reverse with-

He says the front lines of hostility could simply out unimaginable consequences." Luttwak predicts
rotate 90 degrees from Soviet-Western antagonism that the withdrawal of virtually all Soviet forces
and become a North-South conflict because of from Europe will soon happen. "Hence a return to
"demographic tensions, cultural collisions, and eco- a Soviet-Western antagonism in the old style
nomic resentments..." The North-South con- would require the recreation of Soviet military
flict being "between Latin America and the United power in a radically new style."
States, between North Africa (together with the And in conclusion, Luttwak discusses the possi-
Middle East) and Western Europe, and now be- bility that a new ideology will challenge democratic
tween Russians and Central Asians . . . " He capitalism. He contends that, "One may identify a
points out that "because for all Europeans--Rus- competing ideology in the localist and environ-
sians very much included--the adjacent South is mentalist amalgam that might best be called 'com-
largely Islamic, the 90-degree solution is that much munitarianism'..." He defines this ideology as
more plausible, given the exasperated rejection of one that "does not deny the superior efficiency of
Western cultural penetratiors by many Muslims, capitalist market dynamics, but... rejects that effi-
and the violent extremism of some." ciency on the grounds that it damages human rela-

Next he says, "The internalization of conflict tions and harms nature through the very growth it
[could] replace the one [Soviet-Western] confron- so successfully promotes."
tation with many by fragmenting the coalitions, Luttwak states that the ideology's strength "is al-
blocs, formal alliances, and solidarities created by ready powerfully felt in the anti-growth policies of
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a great and growing number of local governments "Because of its very natur., liowever, communi-
throughout the industrialized world." As an exam- tarianism is hardly likely to be instrumentalized by
ple he says, "If energy supply is the issue ... first a great power... But if it continues to spread as it
nuclear power is rejected on the grounds that a has, and intensify as it also has, communitarianism
reactor accident would leave a wasteland of de- may not need the support of a great power. ..In"
stroyed nature (and also harm humans); the.' ..,- Luttwak concludes this in-depth essay saying, "In-
droelectric generation is opposed because it would deed, more than the South, more than the 'inter-
disrupt the ecology of a river; then... burning fos- nalized' hostilities.. . and more than the revival of
sil fuels is refused because of the pollution it would Russian imperialism, communitarianism bids fair to
cause; and finally the burning of non-polluting nat- replace the failed prophecy of Marx, the failed poli-
ural gas is resisted because it would cause 'heat pol- tics of Lenin, and the failed economic dogma of
lution.' " Basically, it appears communitarianism Stalin as the newest major threat to the free insti-
prohibits growth. tutions of the West."-DGR

Air Force Developing that included counterair, interdiction, airlift, mar-Operational Doctrine time control, reconnaissance and of course, close air
support operations that facilitated the accomplish-

Colonel L. D. Holder's article, "Educating and ment of theater/operational-level objectives. The
Training for Theater Warfare," (Military Review, Air Force has always been doctrinally committed to
September 1990) contained a statement on the the operational level of war- it just has not called
Armed Services' doctrinal treatment of the opera- it that, until now.
tional level of war that needs some amplification. LTC Daniel T. Kuehl, USAF, Doctrine Development
H, Lder states that only the US Army has doctrin- Division, Headquarters, US Air Force, Washington, DC
ally committed itself to the operational level of war.
Not. true. The US Air Force's basic doctrine is cur-
rently undergoing revision to include (among other
things) the operational level of war in our discus- No Obligation to Surrender
sion of the nature of war. The Air Force is also de- This letter is in response to the article, 'q'he
veloping an entire series of doctrinal manuals deal- Ethical Dilemma of Surrender," by Major Matthew
ing with the operational level of war. S. Klimow in Military Review, October 1990.

It is an interesting coincidence that Air Force The article is an excellent approach to a difficult
Colonel John A. Warden's book, The Air Cam- subject and is extremely well written and thought-
p ign: Planning for Combat, is reviewed in this issue, provoking. However, Klimow's logic in approach-
for its focus is on air warfare at the operational/ ti g the question of whether the order to surrender
theater level. Even though Lhe term "operation:.: was or was not lawful appears flawed.
level of war" is relatively new-for all the servi- Klimow correctly asserts that several factors can
ces--the Air Force has always maintained that make an order unlawful, including the order to
great combat contributions accrue when air power commit a crime, an order clearly beyond the au-
is used at the theater/operational level instead of thority of the person giving it and an order that
tactically. Because of its unique blend of speed, vilates the Constitution, such as an order to cast a
range, firepower and flexibility, air power is by its vote for a certain candidate. Klimow, however, dis-
very nature a theater-level asset. cusses the legality of the order to surrender only in

A good example of this can be found in the op- the narrow terms of whether it is or is not a crime
erations of General George Kenney's Fifth Air to surrender.
Force in the Southwest Pacific during World War Major General William E Sharp had knowledge
II. Kenney, functioning as General Douglas Mac- of the following facts at the time that he made his
Arthurs air component commander (an early ver- decision: that he had officially been detached from
sion of a joint force air component commander) Lieutenant General Jonathan M. Wainwright's
conducted a theater/operational-level air campaign command in view of the deteriorating situation on
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Corregidor. General Douglas MacArthur had given the tactical situation on the rest of the island.
Sharp broad decision-making powers in his radio- When the Marine and Japanese commanders ap-
gram of 9 May 1942. We can presume that Sharp proached US forces together, under a flag of truce,
knew that Lieutenant General Masaharu Homma the Marines cheered thinking that the Japanese
had threatened to execute some or all of Wain- were surrendering to them. The lieutenant dutiful-
wright's troops if all US forces failed to surrender. ly surrendered, and victory was turned into defeat.

In a legal and in a moral sense, Sharp was under CPT John R. Kachemeister, USAR,
no obligation to obey Wainwright's order to surren- 300th Military Police Command, Inksker, Michigan
der. An order that appears to be against the inter-
ests of your force and the national aims of your
country should be presumed to be unlawful if the
enemy's pistol is pressed to the back of your superi- Who Gives, Who Gets Air Power
or's skull. The September 1990 Mi/itary Review contains

By the same token, an enemy who holds hos- some excellent expositions on operational art. I was
tages to coerce the surrender of other forces in the particularly interested in the enlightening remarks
field cannot condemn as immoral those command- by General (retired) Charles L Donnelly, US Air
ers who decline to submit to capitulation and may Force, in his article, "An Air Commanders View of
make no claims upon their military honor, having Operational Art," and General Crosbie E. Saint,
behaved dishonorably himself. US Army, in his article, "A CINC's View of Opera-

I cannot say for certain what my personal reac- tional Art. Their comments reflect the respective
tion would be, that I would have the moral courage points of view of Donnelly as past commander of
to defy such an order, and I do not know if I could US Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) and concurrent-
defy an order from an old friend, believing that my ly, the NATO commander, Allied Air Forces Cen-
defiance would result in his execution. I can only tral Europe (AAFCE), and Saint as commander,
pray that 19 years of service to my country have in- US Army, Europe (USAREUR) and concurrently,
stilled those values into me so deeply that the worst the NATO commander, Central Army Group
storm of adversity cannot uproot them and that I (CENTAG). Unfortunately, the articles indicate a
would make the right decision for my country and divergence of opinion regarding the integration of
for the soldiers who trust me with their lives, air resources in support of ground operations.

This letter should not be -onstrued to in any Donnelly accurately describes the basic structure
way criticize the decision co obey the surrender or- of AAFCE, noting that it is the air component
der. *Hindsight is always 20-20. The forces in the subordinate to the commander, Allied Forces Cen-
Philippines had already held out longer than any tral Europe (CINCENT), with CENTAG and
other forces standing against the Japanese jugger- Northern Army Group (NORTHAG) as CINC-
naut, and their prolonged resistance made possible ENT's ground force resources. Several of Donnel-
the ultimate victory in 1945. We do, however, ly's remarks support the doctrinal procedures of a
have a duty to study and learn from past battles. joint/combined commander's "apportionment deci-

The use of the Philippines in Klimow's study is sion" through which a percentage of the air re-
interesting in that the choices facing the com- sources are earmarked to support ground operations.
manders were either surrender or conduct a low- He further notes that that "COMAAFCE must be
intensity guerrilla campaign that, at best, could ever mindful that air power is a support element
merely harass the enemy and tie up his forces. and that air units must be in the right place at the
During the same tragic time period, a US Marine right time."
detachment on Wake Island was under siege. The Accordingly, I was disturbed with Saint's remarks
Marines had defeated one invasion, and a second on the same issues. Initially, he suggests a situation
Japanese landing had nearly swept the island. where the "NATO regional commander, who

On the verge of defeat, a Marine lieutenant ral- makes joint decisions, decides to go to a maximum
lied the defenders and ordered a counterattack with defensive air posture." Saint then asks, "Does he
dwindling ammunition and bayonets. His counter- understand what he just did to the army group? ' I
attack had very nearly pushed the Japanese back would certainly hope that we in NATO are hiring
into the sea when his commander ordered him to senior commanders who realistically consider the
surrender. The major commanding the defense had relative risks as they allocate resources in the ac-
been captured in his command post, and that area complishment of their respective missions.
had not yet been cleared of Japanese. The Japanese Saint then decries the removal of air resources
had not kept the US commander fully informed of from national control in the NATO environment,
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stating that with AAFCE "perhaps we have them at without the benefit of a ground commander's time-
such a high level that they have lost their integrated ly input to balance the recommendation of the air
role as a flexible element of combat power." He commander who is collocated at the joint com-
then notes that air resources are provided on a daily mander's headquarters. Thus, when the air compo-
basis when army group commanders work on a 72- nent commander recommends a posture of maxi-
to 96-hour planning cycle. Because of this, he states mum defensive air-probably for a perfectly sound
that "ground commanders have fallen into planning US Air Force-related reason-there is not a
schemes of maneuver without these (air) assets." ground commander at the meeting to point out

Saint's statement that "the regional air com- that acceptance of that apportionment recommen-
mander should determine which army group needs dation will result in no air interdiction aircraft to
air support three days out, and thereby fit into the delay or disrupt follow-on forces that threaten a
ground planning cycle," strongly implies that air re- major breakthrough at the forward line of our own
sources are provided to ground commanders on the troops. The joint commander should have the
whim of the air commander rather than by direc- benefit of both points of view before he makes the
tion of the joint/combined commander. It is an final ca1 on matters that will affect the battle in
implication which, unfortunately, supports a belief the near and almost-near time period.
that has long been popular among many army pro- As to the timeliness of the air apportionment
fessionals. decision cycle, we have moved ahead a bit in our

With these comments, Saint reflects the attitude understanding of the operational art since the myo-
cherished by many of my contemporaries of the pic comments that Dodge attributes to his contem-
1960s and 1970s: "Don't bother planning for air poraries of the 1960s and 1970s. We know today
resources since we'll never get them :nyhow." It that at the operational level we must plan far
was a self-fulfilling prophecy that certainly simpli- enough ahead that we can sequence battles and
fled planning but was hardly professional. One rea- major operations in the joint campaign and move
son my contemporaries eschewed the use of air re- resources to support the sequence of what comes
sources was because the allocation of air resources next and then after 1 hat.
on a daily basis was inadequately responsive-an Dodge properly points out some fuzzy wording
interesting contrast to Saint's comments. when I spoke of the regional air commander deter-

Both Donnelly and Saint describe their own views mining which US Army group needs air support.
of "the operational art." Those 'iews contain many Of course, he does not do that on his own. Two
important lessons for the military professional, but I sentences later than the one cited by Dodge, I
find their divergence regarding air power supporting noted, "To do that, the joint and combined leaders
ground operations disturbing. Based on articles in re- have to decide which army group will get what air
cent professional literature, I have perceived indica- three to four days out." My point was that the
tions that army professionals have become comfort- ground force staffs, thinking operationally, begin
able with integrating air resources into ground thinking and planning early for what must happen
operations. Is this an incorrect perception? Perhaps to succeed-in not just tomorrow's battle but the
Military Review might solicit comments in this area next two days as well. We need early air involve-
from the viewpoint of a joint commander, such as ment in that process.
General H. Norman Schwarzkopf. In that regard, it is not very useful for the ground

COL Griffin N. Dodge, USA, Retired, commander to learn very late in the evening that
Santa Fe, New Mexico the airpower he was counting on for the next day is

not contained in the air ..ktng order, published
General Saint Responds some four hours before the flying day begins. We

If Colonel Griffin N. Dodge, US Army, Retired, knuw that the joint commander makes the appor-
noted some disconnects ccnceming my article in tionment decision, bt the regional air commander
the September 1990 issue of Mi/itarv Review be- who allocates should be able to forecast his assets
tween how the ground and air component com- for various future missions, just a ground com-
manders in Europe view the integration of airpow- manders do. If ground commanders had P timely
er, then he understood the intent of my comments. and reasonable estimate of what they could expect,
A few clarifications and one correction are in order. the effort put into serious planning for the use of

The problem of air apportionment stems not air would no doubt improve. As it is now, ground
from a notion that the air commarder is doling out commanders all too oftt:n plan first for those fire
resources on his own whim, but rather that the support assets they can .;ount upon; air sorties that
joint commander's apportionment decision i- made are made available at the last minute often are
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sprinkled on as a bonus effect, not properly syn- sume they are also in use at Fort Leavenworth,
chronized with ground fires. Kansas. The list of required and recommended

Since General Charles L. Donnelly Jr. and I did reading for an ROTC student is not short. Is it a
not coordinate the contents of our respective ar- quality list? The history department where I was
ticles, the differences of viewpoint are not surpris- often borrowed our textbooks for its own courses.
ing. Dodge has provided a valuable service to your The grades earned in MS classes are figured into
readers by highlighting that we still have some dis- the students' grade point averages. As far as ac-
connects in air-ground planning. With both the ademic standards not being rigorous, the end of the
Army and the Air Force getting smaller, we simply semester critiques I received in no way indicated
have to work better together to produce decisive anyone thought the classes lacked rigor. Most con-
results with limited resources. It is not a question sidered the courses more demanding than many of
of doing bad through the current mutual coopera- those within their major disciplines. It might be
tion arrangement. It is a question of how to do instructive to contact recent former ROTC stu-
better so we may give more enemy more variety as dents now on active duty and get their responses to
to how he dies and that the right enemy gives his this charge.
life for his country at the right time. 1 fail to understand the complaint that ROTC

GEN Crosbie E. Saint1 USA, Commander in Chief, instructors "must fund their own education." The
United States Army, Europe, and Seventh Army, US Army has a number of educational programs

Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany whereby one may pursue degrees. That, however, is
not the purpose of an ROTC instructor.

The purpose of an ROTC instructor is to wach,
ROTC's Purpose- not to pursue one's own educational goals. One is

there solely and strictly to perfirm a duty-theCreate Leaders, Not Skills preparation of qualified cadets for coAnmissioning
I have no doubt there is going to be a storm of and, if they are selected, entry upon active dury.

response to Captain Stephen C. Danckert's corn- Any education pursued on one's own is peaonal
ments in the November 1990 Insights, "Reinventing business, subject to the guidance of the battalion
US Army ROTC: A Proposal for Reform," in Mil- commander. The Iattalion com. ander where I
itary Review. Please allow me to toss in my two taught placed only two restrictions on instructors
bits' worth. taking classes: No courses could be taken during

I do not know if Danckert has any recent person- the first semester of assignment (to ensure one
al knowledge or experience with Reserve Officers' coulc learn and handle all the required dlttes), and
Training Corps (ROTC) as it presently exists, but of course, any courses raken -hould not interfere
what he describes beais absolutely no correspon- witi oncs assigned duties.
dence whatsoever -9 what I experienced as an asst.-- While it is true that most detachments do not
rant professor of military science (APMS). There maintain their own equipment, 't is not true that
were a number of factual inaccuracies and what ar - there is a Lack of equipment. There is probably no
peared to be a total misunderstanding of the putr- university or college in the United States that is
pose of ROTC. not near a National Guard or R-erve unit. Part of

Contrary to what Danckert stated, it is possible an APMS' job is to establish and maintain rela-
to minor in military science (MS), at least where I tions with all nearby Active, Guard and Reserve
taught. It was not possible to major in military sci- units. As the US Army Reservel/tctive Guard Re-
ence. serve (USAR/AGR) member of the faculty respon-

There are university level --xtbooks in use, con- sible for the battalion's Reserve Simultaneous
trary to what Danckert sx - et command re- Membership Program records, I was in close coo-
quires the use of many n v textbooks than just tact with the local units. The Army National
field manuals. Among thocc that leap immediate'y .uard/ACiR faculty member did the same. We
to memory are Stephen Crane's The R'ed Badge cf never lacked for any equipment, from 15-man rub-
Courage, Michael Shaam's The Ki!ler Angels and Al - bcr boats to M60 machine guns, to M16s (with or
Ian R. Millett and Peter Maslowski's For the Coni- withou. .22 caliber adapters, as we chose). to
mon Defense. The latter two are required texts at a PRC7., to ceremonial swords (borrowed from a
number of military educational institutions, includ- Ma-ine reserve unit).
ing the US Marine Corps Command ane Staff I disagree that "Cadets rarely master more than a
College and the US Marine Corps School of Ad- few specific military skills before entering active
vanced Warfighting, Quantito. Virginia, and I pre- duty." The purpose of '(OTC is not to teach cadets
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military skills. The purpose of ROTC is to assess service.
military leadership potential. This cannot be In the "real world," cadets are tot majoring in
stressed enough. ROTC introduces cadets to the ROTC, much as some might prefer. They are ma-
military, places them in group situations and at- joring in engineering, English, architecture, nursing
tempts to assess military leadership potential. Small or any one of many disciplines. Even if they are on
unit infantry skills are the medium choser to make ROTC scholarships, their first priority is and must
that assessment. If one fails to understand this, one be to their own majors.
fails to understand ROTC. Were the plethora of additional courses Danck-

When a cadet graduated from our school, how- eft suggests required, students would be forced to
ever, he or she could break down and assemble remain an extra year. That will not happen. The
Ml6s, M60s, .45s and 9mm weapons, could write reality is that universities or colleges and depart-
five-paragraph field orders, could lead squads and ments already have their own core requirements
platoons in tactical field exercises, could assemble that must be met, and most include some sort of
and place in working order TA 312s, PRC77s and humanities requirement regardless of the major.
other communications equipment and use proper I have spent a fair amount of space defending
procedure while on them, could perfonn simple first ROTC. This does not mean that I think all is per-
aid and could navigate well using map and com- fect in "ROTC land." I have serious problems with
pass, as well as perform a host of other tasks. aspects of the cadet-evaluation system. I think

Advanced camp is not a case study of "superficial there is too much micromanagement, dictating
learning." It is not supposed to be a place where what and how the battalions must teach, by, it
the cadets learn. It is a place where they continue seems, everybody in the world. The list of what
to be assessed. They are supposed to know most of must be taught is extensive. There are too many
wh,, they need when they get there. The cadets required subjects that need not be taught until after
are under considerable pressure to do well; they the cadet is commissioned (Soviet forces, which
know their hope of getting active duty or the Danckert mentioned, comes to mind).
branch of their choice depends in very large meas- The organization and use of the cadre at ad-
ure on how well they perform at advanced camp. vanced and basic camps seems inefficient and is very

The cadets do indeed get branch orientation be- wearing. Cadre come back from camp exhausted,
fore they return to campus, and it could be consid- have only a couple of weeks before the beginning of
ered "public relations." Is it not fair to let the stu- the next school year and dive back in. Very few
dents know something about what their options are? cadre use accrued leave and this contributes to the

School integrity is not maintained at advanced high burnout rate (yet another reason why PMSs or
camp, nor should it be. The cadet has pent the APMSs should not be assigned for more than three
last several years working with the folks in his or or four years). There is far too much emphasis on
her little group. The cadet knows the group and the recruiting and meeting of mere number goals. It
the group knows the cadet. At advanced camp, is far better to have quality people, even if only a
the cadet is purposely tossed into a group of strang- few, than masses that must be winnowed later.
ers to see how well he or she adapts, what the lead- ROTC has a lot that can and should be done to
ership potential is with strangers and where he or improve. From everything I see, ROTC is in far bet-
she will end in the hierarchy. ter shape than it was a few years ago.

This has the advantage of averaging the talents MAJ Charles F. Coffin, VSARIAGR, Triangle, Valinia
the cadets throughout the camp. If one school's

cadets are not as strong as they ought to be, it Cadet Command Improving ROTC
quickly becomes apparent. Poor leaders are not I am appalled that Miliary Retiw would allow
able to hide "in the pack" of a poor school and a an unresearched article to appear in its otherwise
good leader is not held back but has a chance to scholarly magazine. "Reinventing US Army
show his or her stuff. An assessment will reflect ROTC: A Proposal for Reform," by Captain Ste-
where the cadet is in relation to the average of the phen C. Danckert ("Insights," November 1990)
camp, not the cadets school. It is also not true was flawed both in fact and perception. I take ex-
that instructors are denied the opportunity to train ception to several major premises of Danckert's ar-
their cadets-that is what they have been doing for ticle. Danckert failed to consider areas of improve-
the previous nine months. ment and academic excellence since the inception

Danckert complains that "ROTC cadets are not of Cadet Command.
required to complete any form of community ser- For example, US Army Reserve Officers' Train-
vice." I thought military service uws community ing Corps (ROTC) units receive funding through
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each region for the purchase of texts. Many units teams compete in a series of events ranging from an
also have a university or college budget which al- Army Physical Fitness Test to marksmanship, a
lows the purchase of books through the campus 10-kilometer road march, land navigation and sev-
bookstores or outside sources. Currently, our pro- eral hands on tests, including assembly and disas-
gram uses three books: Killer Angels by Michael sembly of weapons.
Shaara, Pork Chop Hill by S. L Marshall and Fields There is also the requirement to conduct a mini-
of Fire by James Webb Jr. Yes, we use US Army mum of two field training exercises per school year.
Field Manual 22-100, Miliiary Leadership as a refer- Cadets routinely schedule, plan and coordinate
ence text, but it is used with course outlines and these exercises. If the advanced camp program is
the program of instruction established by Cadet eliminated, as recommended by Danckert, the
Command. Currently, there are 20 books of the Leadership Assessment Program (LAP) (which is
same genre that can be selected by the professor of key to a cadet's future performance and selection
military science (PMS) at each unit. for a commiss;-,n) is eliminated. If advanced camp

Danckert's comment about "freebie" educational scores are eliminated, which include the LAP, peer
benefits is nice; however, until last month over 500 evaluations and military skills, you eliminate one of
Active Guard Reserve (AGR) officers could not the "whole person" values from the accessions'
use those benefits. (AGR assistant PMS positions board. In this time of down-sizing, an effective
will be cut at the end of this fiscal year, making it a order-of-merit list is crucial to ensure only the best
moot point.) ROTC instructors (Active compo- are commissioned.
nent) can apply for the Army Continuing Educa- CPT Andrew D. Runde, Assn Professor of
tion System (ACES) program or other federally Militwy Science, Unimity of Wisconrsn, Miwukee
funded edu ational programs for their graduate de-
gree. Many cadre use the Veterans Education As- The "Insi" featr of Military Review is a foner
sistance Program or the older Vietnam era GI Bill for the free discssion and presentation of an opi-on on
benefits for their education. Some schools even al- a pmicular miitay issue and does not have the same
low ROTC cadre to take undergraduate and gradu- creria as a sdcolwaly arde. Since "s incion, "In-
ate coupses free. sights" has stimulated many leue of debate, such as

Another flaw in Danckert's article is the use or the ao above, which e ucome and are happy to
role of centralized military testing. Both the basic Pre~se.-F-6tor.
and advanced camps use military skills testing as
part of their curricula. Failure to pass some basic
militry skills (land navigation, for example) can
cause a cadet to be dropped from ROTC. All lab Points on Moltke Refined
and classroom "hands on" training is based on com- I must comment on Colonel Michael D. Krause's
mon task training. There are more than 90 tasks in article, "Moltke and the Origins of Operational
which a cadet has to show proficiency prior to com- Art" (Miitary Review, September 1990). It is true
missioning. If a battalion has a poor training pro- that Field Marshal Helmuth von Moltke's theory
gram, it will be reflected in its overall advanced and practice played a role in the development of
camp score. A "training management indicator" what the Soviet and US armies cal! "operational
(red, amber or green) will be given if a percentage of art." Unfortunately, the article contains numerous
cadets fail military skills training at advanced camp. factual errors.

I suggest that Danckert review the composition Krause's discussion of the 1866 operations con-
of the cadet corps. Based on March 1989 Second cludes that the Prussians "went on to occupy Vien-
ROTC Region data, over 55 percent of advanced na to ensure the peace terms that ended the war."
camp cadets are in the Simultaneous Membership Actually, no Prussian soldier set foot in Vienna,
Program at local National Guard and Reserve Austria. Indeed, it was one of Otto von Bismarck's
units. Over 20 percent of Second ROTC Region main objectives to terminate the war before that
cadets have completed basic training and advanced could happen. Neither the armistice nor the peace
individual training before contracting in their jun- treaty called for an occupation of Vienna.
ior year. In discussing Moltke's years of preparation for his

If this is insufficient training in military skills, later position, Krause says that in 1855 Moltke be-
there is the US Army Ranger Challenge competi- came first adjutant to Prince Frederick William.
tion within each region. Each ROTC battalion This is true, but there were two Frederick Williams.
fields a team of nine cadets to participate in Ranger Moltke was adjutant not to the one who became
Challenge. Over the course of one weekend, these regent in 1856 but to the one who became king in
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1888. Thus, Moltke was adjutant not to William I structions (directives) because of the poor commu-
(who was regent) but to his son. Moltke was ap- nications between his widely separated forces. He
pointed chief of the General Staff by the Frederick made a virtue of this necessity by allowing army
William who became William I. commanders freedom to make their own decisions.

Krause writes of Moltke's "positive relationship Sometimes this worked and sometimes it did not.
with the king, chancellor and war minister [Al- Moltke was equally prepared to use very specific or-
brecht von Roon]." This is absolutely false as far as ders when necessary. He never raised this process
the latter two are concerned. Entire books have to some kind of theory of command. It does not
been written about the lengthy hostilities between figure largly in his Insrrctons for Large Unit Corn-
Bismarck and Moltke. Their impassioned disagree- manders.
ments became public knowledge and poisoned re- Moltke did not develop a concept of the three
lations between the General Staff and the Foreign levels of war. Prussian-German theory did not rec-
Ministry for the entire life of the Second Empire. ognize levels of war. It viewed war quite without
As for Roon, Moltke tried to have the king force reference to any horizontal layering and never inter-
him to return to Berlin, to supervise paperwork so posed operations between strategy and tactics.
that he would not interfere with operations. The Moltke's use of the term "operativ" does not mean
article thus presents a picture of political and mili- that he had a concept of an operational level of war.
tary relationships that is diametrically opposite of Contrary to the article's account of the 1866
the truth and distorts an understanding of the Prus- campaign in Bohemia, Moltke consistently suffered
sian army's role in the development of operational from very poor intelligence during the campaign.
art. Scholars have carefully documented the He was unable to locate General Ludwig von
lengthy and extremely damaging disagreement be- Benedeks main force until the last moment, 2 July.
tween Moltke and Bismarck. Krause's brief account of the battle of K6niggratz is

Krause says that in Moltke's days the German equally without foundation. Modem scholarship
General Staff officers were not regarded as the has revealed that the plan was developed by a sub-
'demigods" as "they were depicted in later periods ordinate General Staff officer (not even in the
of German history." The fact is, the term demigod main headquarters), was coordinated with the king
originated in precisely these years as a term to de- while Moltke slept and was presented to the chief
scribe the insufferable arrogance of those junior of the General Staff as fait accoml.
General Staff officers who tried to prevent civilian Krause devotes considerable space to Moltke's
authorities from influencing military decisions and "Essay on Strategy" of 1871. Scholars have ques-
who treated everyone else with contempt. tioned the accuracy of that essay and of the Gener-

When linking Moltke with Carl von Clausewitz, al Staff's versions of Moltke's writings, in general.
Krause implies that the reader should be surprised The General Staff may well have altered these
by the fact that Clausewitz was not one of Moltkes texts when it published them after Moltkes death.
three most influential professors. As numerous dis- At least one version of Moltke's statements on
cussions of Clausewitz have pointed out, he never policy and strategy contains alterations made later
taught and had virtually no contact with students by the General Staff for political reasons.
at the General War School (which Krause incor- There are many solid pieces of information in
rectly names Kriegakaderni). His argument that this well-conceived essay. Unfortunately, its errors
Moltke's final evaluation reflected Clausewitzs overwhelm its strong points. Those who wish to
judgment of his abilities is without foundation. Eb- underntand Moltke or the role of German theory in
erhard Kessel, whose definitive biography Krause the development of modem operational art will
cites, concluded that the two probably never met have to look elsewhere for reliable information.
and had no contact of any kind. Danie J. Hughes, US Army Combied Arms Center

In Krause's interpretation of Moltke's writings, Hitory Offie, Fo Leavenwo4 Kan=
the reader encounters the opinion that Moltkes
views on the relationships between war and politics
were approximately those of Clausewitz. In actual- •.. And Further Refined
ity, Moltke completely rejected Clausewitzs idea The thoughtful review by Daniel J. Hughes of
that policy must take precedence over strategy. my article on "Moltke and the Origins of Opera-
That, indeed, was at the root of his bitter feud with tional Art" published in the Miliary Reid-w, Sep-
Bismarck. tember 1990, is appreciated. Naturally, it must be

The theory of "operational direction," as pres- understood that I reduced a rather lengthy article
ented, is unfounded. Moltke had to use general in- to a much smaller version and inherently some
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points of fact were inadvertently left out. they do not teach. Moltke was rated by the dean
Hughes is wise to remind our professional readers of students-Clausewitz. The student body was

that no Prussian soldiers set foot in Vienna, Aus- very small--about 40. I agree that it is most diffi-
tria, as a result of the 1866 conflict. Field Marshal cult to trace influences from Clausewitz to others.
Helmuth von Moltke planned for the continuance Having sifted through all of Moltke's published
of the campaign, but war termination occurred. writings, my analysis indicates Moltke's appreci-

I usually make the flippant remark that when ation for, and separation of, policy decisions. In a
you speak of Prussian kings you can usually call word, Moltke differentiated between components of
them Frederick or William or both and reverse strategy (including political and military objectives)
them and you would still be in the "ball park." I and used the military objective in the conduct of
confiised the reader with Moltke's aide status. He campaigns. Call this "intuitive Clausewirz!"
was, of course, adjutant to the son of William I, lat- The main point of my article is Moltke's concept
er the brief ruler of the German Empire in 1888. of operational direction. Making a virtue of neces-
The fact that the crown prince was a field corn- sity in warfare is an essential art. Simple, declara-
mander in both the 1866 and 1870 campaigns nat- tive orders, communicated through the new tech-
urally helped in the relationships. nology of the telegraph, supplemented by mounted

From an operational perspective, ! judged staff officers who understood what we now call
Moltke's dealings with his superior to be a positive commander's intent is the essence of Moltke's style.
one. I did not go into the knockdown battle His ability to know in time and space when to use
Moltke had with Bismarck over the start time of "loose rein" or "tight rein" was expert. Although
the bombardment of Paris, France, during the siege not a theory of command, it was a simple effective
because of space. Even though Moltke lost this process.
fight when the king decided on the primacy of I would refine it and call it insight. The fact
policy over the conduct of operations, I believe that it does not figure as the featured part of
Moltke learned valuable lessons from this encoun- Moltke's Instcrions for Large Unit Comnanders
ter. During the remaining 18 years of his long ten- should be seen in the light of this document being
ure, he did not cross this policy line. I further did more of a "lessons learned" manual. Training and
not go into the detailed relationship between practice along with written doctrine make for an
Moltke and his nominal superior, War Minister Al- effective process. Herein lies Moltke's contribution.
brecht von Roon, because in the long haul of their In searching for roots and origins there will be a
respective tenures they worked well together. Hay- rare source indeed that delineates our modem ac-
ing the national command authority handy in a ceptance of three levels of war. Moltke held per-
field headquarters may also have its drawbacks! spectives that, through the concept of operational

On demigods, Hughes is wise to point out the direction and simultaneous application of armies on
Prussian General Staff officers' arrogance. I would a military objective, contributed to the attainment
offer the thought here of making some distinctions of the strategic aim. These perspectives, I think,
from before, during and after the wars of German may point us toward the answer of the origins of
unification. Moltke herd developmental respon- operational art.
sibility during his prewar years for these staff offi- Hughes asserts that Moltke did not develop a
cers' training and education. From their talented concept of three levels of war. I agree. He did.
application during the campaigns, I would have to however, hold to the evolvement of different per-
give them high marks, later arrogance notwith- spectives that he applied to strategy, the conduct of
standing. Moltke continued peacetime mentoring operations in campaigns and tactics. His works and
of General Staff officers. They were taught to application reflect that.
think-not what to think. They were also taught a The battle of K6niggrtr %as the culmination of a
method of thinking through a problem. In my campaign. In mv brief account of that battle. I did
analysis, it is the later expansion of the Kriegsakade- nor go into the detail off.Moltke, confident approval
mie (it is correct to initially call it the General War of a concept of operations that, if it had failed. would
School) that begins the decline of General Staff of- have been on his blame delegation line.
ficer quality. Hughes is also undoubtedly correct Moltke wrote little on strate.% His xwritings re-
about General Staifinterference in civilian matters, flect this. I have used his collected writings and
but that is another paper on German militarism! they show the different segments of later editions.

Senior service school deans can only lament In doing my analysis and interpretation I would
Hughes' statement about Carl von Clausewitz hay- rather go to the sources. I am fortunate enough to
ing no influence on students, since, like Clausewitz, own all of Moltke's published military and personal
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wntins,. and thereby, am aware of the pitfalls of I believe we learn more from history through not
changed editions. only its truthful telling but also professional analysis

Hughes' conclusion of my review is a bit p ling,. and interpretation. Hopefill%. this process will allow
\XWhere may military professionals find the origins of our fellow readers and officers to appreciate the val-
our newly redtscovered concept of operational art if ue of our past to gain insight into the future.
not through this type of interpretive and analytical COL Michael D. Krause, USA, US Army Center of
history? As a soldier, military historian and teacher, Military History, Wa&hngton, DC

DIVORCING THE DICTATOR: Americas ation Ju1st Cause and the dictator's apprehension.
Bungled Affair with Noriega by Fredenck Kempe. 469 Kempe rightly relies for much of his information
pae.-. G. P. Pumams Sorns. New York. 1990. $24.95. on highly placed sources in the United States and

In Ditmcing the Dictator, The Xl Stret .nial abroad. As in any journalistic account based on
reporter Frederick Kempe provides a fast-paced. in- such sources and available documents, Ditorcing the
sthrfl and well-written account of the life of Dzcrator is episodic, offering in-depth treatment of
Manuel Noriega and his ill-4ated relationship with some events, scant or inaccurate coverage of others.
the Uited State.,. With a deft hand. Keape trace, Keinpe, for exampc. dicusses at length the details
Noriega's lonely childhood. his hatred for the privi- of the well-publici:ed Hugo Spadafora murder, the
leed classes and the resentnent., and insecuritie, climate of intrigue surrounding Noriega's dealings
that twisted his personality from an early age. The with Panamanian, US and foreign personages, theauthor Panamanins hUS ande fooung personiges,,h
author explains how Norielga found hs niche in politics behind the federal indictments, the at-
whie he was attending a military academy in Pen tempted coups in March 1988 and October 1989,

and how his ris to power durins. and after tht. the Panamanin electio violence i 1989 and the
COmar Torrijos era servtd US interests, even while negouiations for Noriega surrender at the Papal
the emerging dictator revealed his penchant tor Nunciature.
violence, intrigue and walkin2 more than one side w The author chapter on "U.S. Policy Follies," in
of the street as he provided intelligence to a vanet h
of competing foreign countries. rivalries overshadowed national security interests"

It the Ronald Reagan administration did not a- in the Reagan administrations unsuccessful at-
eerlv embrace Noriega. it was willin, to tolerate tempts to devise a coherent policy toward Noriega.
him. even after revelations of his involvement with vividly recounts chairman of the '-int Chiefs of
,ini: kingpins. in electoral fraud and in the murder Staff Admiral William J. Crowe Jr.'s resistance to
tit a vocal opponent increasinglv made him an em- Elliott Abram" schemes (the fabled "loony tun&')
barrassment to the United States. On the grounds for military intervention in the cnsis. Kempe also
ot national interest. US intellgence and militan' reveals the way in which at least two high-ranking
aeencies argued against any open break with Noric- officers made it clear to General Frederick F
gi. but two federal attorneys in Florida forced the Woerner Jr.. Commander in Chief, US Southern
covernment's hand b Issuing indictments agaimst Command (USSOUTIHCOM), that he was "to
the dictator. There followed a bloody bureaucratic turn the other cheek" to Panamanian provocations
war ietveen the State Department and 'he Pent.a- during Bush's election campaignr-instructions that
con in the spring of 1988 over how to handle the" many at USSOt.UTHCOM perceived as violating
problem. Bv late summer, however. Vice Preident the militarv's axlitical role. (In this sense, Kempes
.ieor,,e Bush's political strateiists were determined bxook will help correct the false and uninformed
to play down the crisis for the duration of the prc,- image of \Xiermer a., "Wimpcom." It will also es-
idential campaten. In May 19S0. election traud tablish Major General Marc A. Cisneros' role as
ani violence in Panama, accompanied byv a ,,row- onie the true hero' (if Operation Juit C(ese.)
in= threat to US personnel and facilities in the Other is'Ie.. unfortunatelv. receive superficial
corinth. evived the is,,ue and placed Bu .h .tnd No. treatment. riven though two chapters on Opera-
ri..t on . tollislon course that cuinn.1ttd In Oper. tion lt Cause¢ were hastilv added to the bxk prior
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to publication, little is said about the US military valved- or visit the site), detailed, clearly written
buildup and confirtations with the Panamanian and exhaustive. The accompanying maps are ex-
Defense Forces (PDF) in the months before the in- cellent; the illustrations illuminating. The study
vasion. Contrary to what Kempe writes, US exer- provides a clear survey of the strengths and weak-
cises in Panama to rehearse contingency plans and nesses of each side, follows their moves in some de-
put pressure on the PDF continued up to the eve of tail and really enables us to learn the cause of both
Operation Just Cause. His claims regarding the sta- victory and defeat. In so far as tl-e events described
tus of contingency plans at the time of the October took place in desert terrain, some might regard the
coup attempt are not accurate. On a higher plain, study as particularly relevant to recent events in
the author raises the valid. morm] question of the Persian Gulf. In this respect it has not only
whether the United States should be doing business scholarship but luck on its side: to repeat, it is ev-
with people like Noriega but answers it without erything that an operational study should be.
giving sufficient treatment to either side of the issue In the face of such excellence, it seems almost
and without offering a viable alternative, given per- churlish to add that the study rests on a model of
ceived US intelligence requirements, US interests warfare that is almost certainly out of date. Over
in Panama and the fact. like it or not, that Noriega the last decades, conventional warfare has been
wielded power in a sovereign country Someday steadily undermined by nuclear weapons on the
Americans may wean themselves from viewing in- one hand and terrorism on the other. Barring ma-
ternational affairs as a morality play with simple so- jor hostilities in the Persian Gulf, it has become al-
lutions to simplified issues. most impossible to see any place where tanks, air-

Despite these limitations. Kempe has written the craft and heavy artillery can still be employed on a
best book to date on the Panamanian crisis. As ad- large scale. This means that if the aim of history is
ditional information from both sides becomes avail- to try and look into the future, more can probably
able, more thorough accounts will appear. Until be learned from the operations of the Italian con-
then, persons interested or involved in the crisis dottieri than from the Battle of Abu Ageila or, in-
will learn much from Kempe's work. They will find deed, most wars between regular 20th century ar-
it enjoyable reading as well. mies. Still, to try and look into the future is only

Larnence A. Yates. Combat Sudies Institute, one of the reasons for which military history is
VSACGSC written. As an operational study, The Key to the Si-

nai is excellent, and one can only hope to see more
such coming from the pen of this author.

Martin van Crevdd, The Hebew Universi

KEY TO THE SINAI: The Batdes for Abu Ageila ofvmswkjn, tred

in the 1956 and 1967 Arab-srae Wars by Georg
Ga%.wch. USACGSC, Fort Leavenworth. KS. (Available
from Superintendent of Documents, US Governzent
Printing Office, Washington, DC.) 1990. $8.00. RIDGEWAY DUEIS FOR KOREA by Roy E-

By virtue of dominating some of the most im- Appleman. 665 page Texas A&M University 6 Col-
portant roads in thf Sinai Peninsula, the fortified lege Station, TX. 1990. $39.50.
position of Abu Ageila saw heavy fighting both in For nearly four decades, the Korean conflict has
1956 and 1%7. The 1956 battle is best described been the United States' forgotten war. Th.at appel-
as a draw since the Israelis were able to evict the lation no longer applies, due in large r ant to the
Egyptians only after the latter started withdrawing, monumental efforts of retired Lieutennt Colonel
owing to the Anglo-French threat to their rear. Roy E. Appleman. ROgm Dus For Korea is the
Learning from their errors, the Israelis tried again in fourth volume in Applemans own operational his-
1967. This time they made a much better job of it, tory of the Korean War and companion to the
capturing the area in a complicated night operation much earlier South to Nakong, North to the Yalu,
commanded by Ariel Sharon and thereby virtually the official war chronicle that Appleman wrote for
deciding the campaign. the US Amy's Office of &,e Chief of Military His,

Dr. George W Gawrvch is a faculty member of tory. Published after Disaster In Korea, Escaping The
US Army Command and General Staff College, Trap and East of Chosi, this book covers the period
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. His volume on the from General Matthew B. RidgWs assumption of
battle in question is a model of what an operational command of Eighth Army on December 26, 1950,
study should be: well researched (in spite of the to the commencement of truce talks on July 10,
E.prian refusal to let him talk to the officers in- 1951.
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Relying on a plethora of operational reports. fed- THE PRICE OF ADMIRALTY: The Evolution
eral documents and unit after-action reports, the of Naval Warfare by John Keegan. 368 pages. Viking
author presents a combat history of the war and Penguin, Inc.. New York. 1989. $21.95.
makes no pretense to address the political or public John Keegan, author of The Face of Batte and
relations aspects of sud, ents as President Harry The Mask of COnmmand, has written a masterful sy'-
S. Tmman's relief of General Douglas MacArthur. thesis of military history This time. he is at sea
In addition, Appleman examines a number of cap- and aboard ships-tall wooden ships of sail at Cape
tured Chinese reports that provide an interesting Trafalgar, Spain. in the Napoleonic er; iron battle
perspective of the enemy; intentions and tactics. cruisers at Jutland peninsula in World War I: air-
Moreover, he brings his own firsthand account of craft carriers at Midway Island in the Pacific wa,
the men who served in Korea and the terrain over and U-boats figlaing the Battle of the Atlantic in
which they strugled. 1943. He captures both the spirit of naval warfare

Although readers may find the cost prohibitive, and how changing technology influences battles at
RdpvayDuds For Korea is combat history at its sea.
best. As the title indicates, Ridgeway is the central The British navy of the Napoleonic era sought
figure of the drama. Within two days of his arrival to master the elements of wind, tide and current by
in Korea, Ridgeway visited almost every major developing linear formations enabling their ships to
command post on the front. Within a month, he engage the enemy using great firepower. Admiral
transformed Eighth Army from a dispirited, beaten Horatio Nelson used this British mastery of sea-
army into a batte-hardened combat force that suc- manship, his strategic vision and inspired leadership
cesfuiy dfended the vital crossoad at Chopong- in combination with the "astonishingly efficient'
ni and hurled the Chinese communist forces back wxden man-if-war to bring victo., at Trafalga.
across the 38th parallel. Keegan concludes that man killing and not ship

The author sees Ridgeway as the ideal combat killing won the battle. Still, Keegan argues, "the
commander and credits Ridgeway as being the man real heros of Trafalgar were as much the ships as
solely responsible for maintaining the multinational the men who manned them," since the ships sus-
field force in Korea. This analysis often borders on rained great damage and were able to keep sailing.
hero worship, but all the evidence suggests that it The fall of the wooden ships led to ships of iron
was Ridgeway and Ridgeway alone who infused a powe-red by steam with accompanying technologi-
spirit of confidence and proessional competence cal changes. However, British admirals still sig-
into an army that had suffered a catastrophic de- naled by tag and sought to mass firepower on the
feat. In short, Ridgeway turned defeat into victory, enemy and "chose to plan for war as if still com-

Appleman provides interesting insights into the manding wooden walls." The result was Jutland. a
men who waged the war US units suffered an in- costly naval battle in ships and men. The British
ordinme number of nonbattle casualties, mostly fleet had serious losses but remained efective , a
frostbite, due to their aversion to digging deep fox- fighting force. While the German high seas fleet
holes; FRench forcs, skilled in p prope had lost fewer vessels, it returned to port and stayed
fighting positions, suffered a far less proportionate there.
number of injuries; and many US units also experi- The chapter on the Battle of Midvai explains
enced shortages of personal equipment, mainly hel- how the marriage of the bomb and torpedo to a na-
mets, since the average soldier discarded his helmet val aircraft and :he development of a ship from
at first opportunity in favor of the fur-lined pile cap which the aircraft could safely operate brought the
(even Ridgeway had a difficult time correcting this age of the aircraft carrier. The British created an
p .ctice). aircrat carrier in 1918, followed shortly by the US

Applem again proves himself an able military and Japanese navies but doctrine for the use of car-
hisoian and has made another valuable contribu- iers remained to be wntten.
tion to the histodography of the war. Rigea Keegans account of the Battle ,-f the Atlantic
Duels For Korea completes his narrative of the first focuses on the emergence of the submarine and the
year of the Korean War. Like Ridgeway, Appleman experiences of two convoys sailing from New York
possesses a democratic s mpathy for the individual to the United Kingdom in 1943. Protected bv 20
soldier who deployed to the Korean peninsula to naval vessels and aircraft. these convoys were op-
fight a war that neither he nor his nation truly un- posed by 42 U-boats in the Atlantic using refined
derstood. .wolf-pack" tactics. U-boats ank 22 merchant

LTC Cok. C. Kbaseed. USA, Oke ofae Dpwy sips, but by the end of the war, U-boat casualties
ChieffSefffor Opvwjx4 Wainguu, DC equaled 70 percent!
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Well written and intellectually engaging, this man-secure messages durng Wod War II. Ben-
book is not without flaws. Keegan relies almost ex- nett was an intelligence officer on ULTRA project
clusively on secondary sources for his information, in Hut 3, Bletchlev Park, England. His purpose is
There are numerous typographical errors and some to show ULTRAS involvement in the decisions in
identification and historical flaws. The Price of the Mediterranean theater of war. He effectively
A iralrv is not a "wet" Face of Battle, in which describes ULTRAs value at the strategic, operation-
Keegan looked at wnrftare in a vay which gave ie-w al and tactical levels of war.
meaning to the study of military histor. No revolu- ULTRA,. revealed information about operational
tionary interpretations are here, yet this stimulating readiness rates for panzers. field pieces, airplanes and
survey of four conflicts at sea brings together ships. trucks. It also revealed the status of fuel and sup-
men and changing technology in a fascinating way. plies, command climate, ship schedules, troop move-
Robert IL Berim, Combat Studies Inshtte, USACGSC merits, oth r orders and even morale. Bennett

shows how this information was effectively used by
commanders, or in some inexcusable cases, how it
mas not used. His analysis is right on target for those

ULTRA AND MEDITERRANEAN STRATEGy who ant to cnow more than just what happened.
by Ralph E Bennett. 496 pages. William Morow & Ci.. Addressing all the major campaigns and battles,
Inc. New York. 1989. $25.00. Bennett considers how ULTRA did or did not

This is Ralph E Bennett's second book about shape the decisions for actions in Syria, Iraq, Greece,
ULTRA, the Allies' secret project to decrypt Ger- Yugoslavia, Crete, Sicily, Italy, North Africa and the

WAR IN KOREA: 1950-1953 The 521 photographs in this volume cover all aspects of the Korean
b% D. M. Giangreco. 330 pages. Pres,. War. Few are familiar: most are published here for the first time.
dio Press, Novato, CA. 1990. $40.-0t While US soldiers and Marines predominate, D. M. Giangrecos sub-

ject., includ-- Suth Koreans and the other United Nations allies, as
well as ftscinating glimpses of the communist side. Although tanks,
artillery pieces and aircraft receive detailed attention, people always
hold center sta;ze. Gian,,reco offers few judgments on the plans and
decisions of combat leaders. His purpose is not to supplant official his-
tories or other hxks on the Korean war it is to supplement them. In
offering us these vivid images of men and %mien at wa, he succeeds
quite well.-Daniel E Harington. Air Force Sprwe Tedolg Cemer,
Kinland Air Force Base. New Mexico

THE COMPL E SECURIT" This bok- offers little that is not already covered on the open market or
GUIDE FOR EXEC UTIVES b, available through official sources. Many facts are outdated. It does,
Neil C. Livugstone. 216 g-es. lxUg- however, offe-r a sufficient (and sometimes comprehensive) overview of
ton Books, lexington. MA. 1989. prudent security measures previously recommended by other author.
534.95. Geared predominantly to the business traveler, some infonnation is use-

ful to militar personnel who may be stationed overseas or travel on a
frequent bsis. I strongly discourage Depam:",v. of Defense persoinel
from reading this publication in lieu of the numerous official documents
offered by their respective services.-M.AJ Denni A. Huind r, USAF,
Assian for Comebating Terrorism, Office of the Asnsio Secremy of De-
feas. Washington. DC

TO FLY AND FIGHT The Mem- In this nstalgic iourney through his 50 years in aviation, triple ace
oinof a'kiple Ace i'CLrcence E Cdond Clarence E- "Bud" Andem. US Air Force, Retired, traces
'Bud" Anderson and Jc, ph P Hanelin. his lifelong love affair with aircraft, from his childhood through World
St. Mattin% Pres&. Inc.. New York. 1990 War I1 and the Korean and Vietnam war eras. While a pleasant book
519.95. to 14ad. its blandnt-, is chalienged by seemingly endless references to
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war at sea. He describes ULTRAs impfact on poiliti- ;ik into ULTRAs involvemnent and impact. The
cal decisions, as well as on the frunt lines. He shows re-ader hldik already knoti the den.ails ci the
boith sides ofcampaigns. draws the causes and effects battles or ca1mpaigns and have intimarc knowledge
and relates the signitkcance of the action. includinu of the jzeo~'raphy of the Mkediterranmean as ULTRAls
ULTR~s part in it. contributions are presented geesnaphicaiv. O~ne

This hoo.k illustratc. the chiallenizoc of infi.rmaxion inust continuially go back to 1940 or i941 to learn
collection, decrypting, anialsis, processing and trans- adbout ULTPN-- part in -Ionte new war zone.
mission to field commanders for their iuse. In some More mapa, and references aire needed and the
cases, the information "-as appropriate and prcessedLx lt.)OMtS *~re awkward to use. except for ULTRA-
quickly enough to have an impact even at the tacri- citations. Bennett's citatiorL~ ire endnotes in a sep-
cal level of war. In other cases, it was timely or apri .ratc;appendix and ame not numbered -.n the pages
pos only for use by theater or higther commanders. Ot the text. T-his will challengw ;'nv rea.der attempt-
Bennett cautions the reader that siu'nai intelliizence III's to V-alidate Bennetts contentions.&
(SIGINT) is only one source a commander fit-itld Despite these drawbacks, ULTM, and Mediren-
consider when preparing! for battle. As a. sole 'ource. imma Szrateq is a valuable addition to the ixxhr ot
it can be as much of a bane as a humn. 'knowleige oin \X~irld War Ii. war in the Mediteri-a-

There is no wholly satisfihetory wav tif presentint! nican. S--IGINT and! related disciplines
this material. Bennett writes tor the tily -devout i.rC Roberd E. GW2qaie. USA,
reader, only briefly introducing a battle lefore kdeli- COuiNV& Sfturs IMMM9we. USA CGSC

Andem in', closie triendship arid experiences with the c.okxf d. media-
!niatneec retired Air Force sriiadicr (7ienenil chuck Yeage. of wimd
ba rr iet r an Iid t eev i, I ,n % -im mt c ifam c~n~. - C Y M a rvin W. Wkrnr a J r..
USAE 41(th ( inam Maintonance Sqiwa~dra IC 1. &vwowr -Az
Fwre Base, Michigan

TIHE ANTI-TERRORISM Karl A-.gr terrorst exlcs? ad tonrutant foir the US Army on the
HANDBOOK A Practical fiject %I' terrAr~ 11 .1* 104 inerictit Im has lesi.-ni thi.; practicil .-nd easv-
Guide to COUnter2ction Piannift to-di,"rs h-indKx'k tor thos io must deal with t'e hreat tierrivisms
and Opertif or W ividualk, take stps to enhance personal or installar. n security or travi:4 foi btsm-

Busnesesand Government 1w-
KAlA. Seger. 230tms N iuv.dic, ness. sot-emnment t r it khvi -lua reasons. An excellent. invaluabkprnir
firms Novato. CA 190 -5 ~21 .50 ' o those coincerned r.ith the threat of terrorin in tlxir ives, it-- in.I

strcrngth lie-s in the chapters cmt secun and wtemrism-ntl .ft7CkwL-
Chaters on individtal pri tectinn. thrcat a s'%-*men; anW epc~e to
threat s itujation-;. pius mnmrouis checjdiiis are also incitjed.-PT
John Po~. U(s. ~canceptr and Dodvisn bradmve. IL ACx;SC

SADDAM HUSSEIN AND ThM6 look is ea-.sy edn;sevsa goodl introduction to the cturrnt
THE GULF CRISIS,by Judith Persian G3ulf criLis for thtise -%-th litle or m. hF! isd in -he Mi-lle
Miller and Liuric Myltose. 269 East. A reader atill !rnin a detaied treatment of mcder Iraqi histr~r
pages. N-r.w 'York imes, Nei York. 4 inddam Hus.sein's rise to p~oaer .1 d the nazzure, of his regime: ;i the
1990 5i.9i US h~ilure to formutlate an effective and coherent -:Alic.T fo eAinge

with !S.'mJuani fftwsemn: andti , i the issues and t.-rts Xid;n up w. the
Iraqi ii.vasirn of kuwvait and rhe US resrwim t, it. Onie rnias ikx as-

morru tote l'ookc than I:, -.xrrantcd. nowcver In thefimlrd aaly
sis, the authors esse-;ntially surmmrie the cutmvit wnmin th Wes
on the tiulf crisis.-(;eoree W. GaAvh Cambat Studies MIlidtt.

USAMS
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SLAM: The Influence of S. L A. Marshall on the what inspired and motivated 'men in combat. Mar-
United States Army by F D. G. Williams. 130 pages. shall was wrong to claim credit for others' ideas, but
Office of the Command Historian, United States Army he induced change. As SLAM states, "many of his
Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, VA. 1990. innovations have been incorporated into basic doc-

Major F D. 0. Williams has written a vcry read- trine ... as these and similar innovations take root
able and well-documented biography of S. L. A. in the future, Marshall's efforts will not have been
Marshall's life and service to the US Army. Mar- in vain." Perhaps Marshall's greatest contribution
shall left a profound mark upon the Army. Im- to the Army was that he updated and distilled the
pressed by his subject's accomplishments but not so work of classical theorists into a form modem offi-
blinded that he cannot see his blemishes, Williams, cers could and would read. Enticing soldiers to
admirably, does not try to duck or gloss over the re- think about such issues was no small feat.
cent controversy surrounding Marshall's research This biography admits Marshall's "feet of clay"
methodology, and makes no excuses for him, doing little to re-

To provide perspective for Marshall's future writ- store Marshall's reputation as a historian. Williams
ing, Williams begins the biography with Marshall's does not deny that Marshall was stubborn, aro-
early years in west Texas during World War I and gant, self-serving and -tended to stretch the truth,
as a young journalist and later details Marshall's but Marshall told a good story and people enjoyed
beginnings as a combat historian developing the listening to him and reading his books.
after-action unit interview. Though Marshall was MA Richmrd D. Newton, USA,
a combatant only during World War I, during later School for Advanced Militay Studies, USACGSC
conflicts he was an involved observer of men and
units during and after battle which enabled him to
draw empirical conclusions about men in combat.
Those conclusions presented in Men Against Fire BLANK CHECK: The Pentagon's Black Budget
and The Soldier's Load, arguably Marshall's two fin- by Tim Weiner. 273 pages. Warner Books, Inc., New York.
est works, formed the basis for Marshall's future in- 1990. $21.95.
fluence on the Army. Bank Check is a book on the classified segments

Marshall understood and loved soldiers. Frus- of the Department of Defense budget. The author,
trated with the dehumanizing of war that occurred Tim Weiner, is a reporter from The Philadelphia In-
at the beginning of the atomic era and concerned quirer and his articles on the subject won a Pulitzer

.that the atomic bomb had conditioned and clouded Prize for national reporting in 1988.
all military thinking, Marshall was one of the few The basic thrust of the book is that certain parts
who preached caution in the headlong race to em- of the national defense budget appear to increase
brace new technology and opposed the movement each year (particularly in the fields of procurement,
to eliminate man as the central figure on the mod- intelligence and covert action). These segments
em battlefield. are "hidden" by the "Pentagon" and/or by the

Marshall made the Army leadership see that "Generals" in order that accountability, as well as
they had a problem with US soldiers on the battle- public discussion of the issues involving these seg-
field. Classical theory, updated and confirmed by ments, may intentionally be avoided. Weiner
personal observations, helped Marshall define the maintains that this flaunts the Constitution, partic-
Army's problem. Current training reflects many of ularly Article I, Section 9, Clause 7, that states,
his ideas about motivating soldiers and preparing "No money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but
them for the realities of war. in consequence of appropriations made by law, and

Questions surrounding Marshall's research meth- a regular statement of the account of the receipts
ods and the conclusions he drew from his observa- and expenditures of all public money shall be pub-
tions concern the ratio of fire quoted in chapter lished from time to time."
five of Men Against Fire. Combat veterans tell me Divided into two principal parts, the first part
that their experience affirms Marshall's observa- provides a history of the growth of black budgets
tions, but they cannot prove his figures. Therein starting with the Manhattan Project, and later, flu-
lies the rub. Marshall may have been right, but his clear weapons and extending through the procure-
research was sloppy and he surely was not perform- ment of the Stealth bomber. There is little that is
ing the scientific analysis he claimed. By passing new in this part of the book. Most of the material
his qualitative observations off as a quantitative has been published and is available in various other
study; he set himself up for dispute. books, papers and articles. If the material sounds

Still, this does not mean Marshall did not know somewhat familiar, a quick look at the page of ac-
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Lowledgments will provide a roster of familiar "moe's." Humility is not apparent while reading this
voices concerning these problems. book. Then there is the hyperbole and metaphor.

The second part, "Secret Wars," focuses on intel- For example, we find, "The Stealth lived on because
ligence matters and covert actions. The transgres, it had stayed secret. The Pentagon was now so preg-
sions that are presented here are, in fact, sorry ex- nant that it could not be aborted." Or, "As a whole
amples; the transgressors have already been brought the CIA looks like the campus of a midwestern state
to justice. The intimation seems to be that if this college, but the Director's office on the seventh floor
much is wrong, then there has got to be more of of the main building is a sumptuous Ivy League affair,
the same out there that has not been uncovered. It complete with an elegant dining room." One can
is an interesting thesis but one of dubious validity, always tell when "investigative" journalists run out

One of the irritating things about this book, like of steam and start piling on, because they always go
others of its genre, is that it repeatedly criticizes the for the "elegant" dining rooms or the idling automo-"bureaucracy." Yet, it is this very bureaucracy that bile engines that provide air conditioning. Those
prevents these escapades that are so objectionable outrages are wearing pretty thin.
to the author. "Yellow Fruit" and the "Ollie" All in all, for one who reads the papers or has
Norths of the world did their thing outside of the read other books of similar muckraking, there is not
bureaucracy. Stovepipe organizations, however al- much new to find, but if the reader tends to be a
legedly efficient, tend to breed trouble. dyspeptic cynic, there is no doubt that the juice

There are other irritants. The first page (which is will get a welcomed "jumpstart."
only a half page of text) contains eight "I's" and two LTG Richard G. lYefry, USA, Retired, Clifto, Viwginia

Royal Error
In our November issue, we incorrectly identified author Peter J. Kramers as a member

of the Royal Canadian Army. The official designation is Canadian Armed Forces, as.
Major Thomas D. Graham, Canadian Armed Forces, Retired, pointed out to us.

Military Review Subscriptions
To serve you better, Milirary Review subscriptions are now processed using our new

computer system. We have run our old and new systems in tandem for several months
and are now completely on the new system. We feel that the new system is "bug" free,
however, should you not receive you magazine in a timely manner, please let us know.

Upcoming Themes- A Call for Manuscripts
Since the mid-1 980s, Military Review has used the theme approach to structure

its editorial content and to channel discussion of important military issues. Many of
our best articles have been the unsolicited products of our central readership.
Upcoming issues will feature these themes:

Leadership and Leader Role of the Reserve Components
Development Division/Corps Operations
Low Intensity Conflict The Changing Army

Continguency Operations Threat/Soviet Update
Special Operations Forces The Army in Society, including such topics
NATO/USAREUR as Women in the Army, Equal Opportunity
Strategy Military-Media Relationships, etc.

Additionally, we hold space in each issue for "wild card" articles and we invite
prospective authors on any and all topics to query us with article ideas.
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Writing for the Military Review
The Miliriy Review is published for the military Acceptance of an article for publication conveys to

professional and those interested in the profession of the US Army Command and General Staff Col-
arms. Spanish-language and Brazilian-Portuguese- lege all rights for subsequent reproduction and use
language editions are published for readers in Latin of any published materials for training purposes.
American countries. Send clean, double-spaced manuscripts typed on
Subjects one side of the sheet. We like to have the original

and a copy. Be sure to retain at least one copy of
Any issue of general interest to the US Army is all your work. We are currently accepting 5 1/4-

a good starting point for selecting a topic. The inch and 3 1/2-inch disks in many software formats
Milioy Review covers a variety of subjects includ- for Wang, Macintosh and IBM-compatible word
ing national defense policy; the tactical, operational processors/computers. Call for specific information
and strategic levels of war, organization, logistics; prior to sending disks.
weapons and equipment; foreign military forces; Manuscripts of 2,000 to 3,000 words are best for
leadership and management; military history-in our purposes. We have published articles as short
fact, any subject related to the military that is of as 800 and as long as 5,000 words. The best guide-
current interest and significance. Historical articles line is to treat the subject adequately, develop your
should draw parallels or illustrate lessons that will thoughts and stop.
be useful today and tomorrow. Attribute your references in the text or cite

If you have a specific idea for an article, we sug- them in endnotes using accepted formats. Enclose
gest that you contact us in advance. We, of course, all quoted materials in quotation marks. Bibliogra-
will make no acceptance decisions until we have phies or bibliographical notes are helpful, but n6t
seen the completed manuscript. The journal seeks required.
articles that make the reader think, generate discus- Graphics (sketches, photos, maps, line drawings)
sion and foster the exchange of ideas. that increase reader understanding are encouraged.

Style Frequently, they are essential for clarity. Our artists

Miliy Review prefers the concise and direct, the can prepare finished work from suggestions or

active voice, precision and clarity, the specific to rough sketches.
the general. Enclose a brief biography including significant

Each article should have an introduction that positions or assignments and any expenience or

catches the reader's interest and gives an idea of the education that will establish your knowledge of,

central theme; a body or main part that logically and enhance your credibility in, the subject.
develops the main points; and an ending that con- Articles written by US active duty military per-

cludes gracefully. Concentrate on communicating sonnel or civilian employees of the Department of

your ideas to the reader. Defense must be cleared prior to publication. Youyour obtais clarnc yorslf othrwiewer.l
We edit all manuscripts, as necessary, to conform may obtain clearance yoursel, otherwise, we will

to accepted style and grammatical standards. Some handle it.
articles require a certain amount of rewriting or a scripts when ithey are published. The amount de-
change of title, however, substantive changes are pends upon the thought, quality of writing, length,
made only with the author's consent. illustrations furnished, evidence of research and
Specifics other factors as judged by the editorial staff. Fees

We assume that all manuscripts submitted for are genetally between $25 and $300. Military per-
consideration are original, have not been published sonnel are governed by their service regulations on
and are not being considered by any other publica- Standards of Conduct.
tion. The normal time from acceptance to publica-
tion for articles that are not time-sensitive is four For More Information
to 10 months. Write to the Editor in Chief, Mi/it-y Review,

Milty Review, as an official publication, is not Funston Hall, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 66027-
protected by copyright. Individual authors may ob- 6910 or call (913) 684-5642 or AUTOVON
tain copyright registration by special arrangement. 552-5642.
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COMBINED ARMY COMMAND-TRAINING

"Training is the Battle Link" ... With these words, the deputy commanding
general for training, Combined Arms Command, ensures the Army trains as it
intends to fight. Combined Arms Command-Training (CAC-TNG), formerly Com-
bined Arms Training Activity, was formed 1 October 1990 under the US Army
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) reorganization of the Combined Arms
Command at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. CAC-TNG retained the mission to serve
as TRADOC's external agent to support the enhancement of combined arms and
services training for the Total Army, focusing at battalion task force and higher
levels. CAC-TNG received increased tasks and functional responsibility to lead,
develop and manage the fall integration of combined arms training across branch
and functional lines.

CAC-TNG is the TRADOC executive agent for the Army's combat training
centers (CTCs). The CTCs are real-world learning experiences that allow leaders
and soldiers to develop boldness and audacity by learning from mistakes, correcting
weaknesses and building on strengths while conducting combat actions in realistic
battlefield environments.

CA -TNG is also responsible for developmental, sustainment and fielding of
combined arms command and control battle training simulation. CAC-TNG serves
as the Army executive agent for lessons learned. The Center for Army Lessons
Learned (CALL) gathers observations derived from participation in joint, combined
and other corps- and division-level exercises, CTC rotations and actual combat
experiences.

CAC-TNG also executes the Battle Command Training Program (BCTP), which
trains division and corps commanders and their staffs on their primary war-fighting
skills by way of sophisticated computerized simulations against a modern, uncooper-
ative opposing force.

CAC-TNG is the Army proponent for battle focused training doctrine (US Army
Field Manual [FM] 25-100. Training the Force, and FM 25-101, Battle Focused
Training) and has been tasked to develop, integrate and manage an Armywide com-
bined arms training strategy. With the transfer of functions within TRADOC,
CAC-TNG assumed responsibility to develop, maintain and upgrade the Army's
CTC instrumentation systems and became the Army's proponent for tactical engage-
ment simulation. It also supervises the TRADOC Systems Manager for Simulation
Networking (SIMNET) in support of command and staff combined arms training.

Finally, CAC-TNG accomplishes the Army portion of the US Air Force (USAF)
Air/Ground Operations School mission and provides the Army advisory element to
the USAF Tactical Air Warfare Center.

The Army is in the midst of an era of unprecedented modernization, organiza-
tional change, doctrine development and application of emerging technology. The
smart and efficient integration of these profound changes into the strategy and
execution of Army training is of paramount importance. CAC-TNG is the Army's
proactive agent for this change, ensuring that Training is the Battle Link.

TRAINING IS THE BATTLE LINK


